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How to Use
Your English Supplement
SYMBOLS

Each page-long article in the magazine has been
created to be used more or less independently
so that you can learn and practise even if
you only have five or ten minutes free.
At the same time, the symbols below allow you to
develop a theme you are interested in more extensively.
Teachers can use these symbols to instantly prepare
a class or classes around a common theme.

Exercise (at the end
of the magazine). Test
and consolidate what
you have learned.

Speaking extension.
A question aimed at
provoking a group
discussion of the
topic in question.

Downloadable audio
file (see also audio
scripts). There are
recommendations on
how best to use the
audio files on p. 87.

This arrow directs you
to other related articles
in the magazine.

ABBREVIATIONS KEY
Listening extension
(Internet). Once you’ve
learned the basic
vocabulary of a topic,
why not listen to
further discussions?
4 | YES 25

These are the only abbreviations you
have to know to use this magazine:
sb. = somebody
sth. = something
swh. = somewhere
[U] = uncountable noun
[C] = countable noun

FOOTNOTES

The superscript numbers in the text
refer to the footnotes at the bottom
or at the side of the same page. The
footnotes explain the difficult vocabulary as determined by our non-native
proofreaders. Like you, these proofreaders are learners so they are able
to identify the exact words you need
to know to understand the sentence.
Definitions are given in English, so that
you learn to think in English and these
definitions are then checked by the
non-native proofreaders to ensure that
you will understand them. Some words
are defined by pictures: we use these
visual stimuli when that is the best way
to fix an idea in your memory. Read the
definition or look at the illustration and
then re-read the sentence in question.
By working with English-language
footnotes you will rapidly increase
your vocabulary and learn how English
words relate to each other, all of
which will have a dramatic impact on
your fluency and self-confidence1 .
Some readers find it useful to put
their finger next to the word in the
article that they are looking for in the
footnotes to make it easier to return
to the text afterwards. Either way, it
shouldn’t be difficult to find your place
because the footnotes are numbered
and the words are highlighted in bold.
Notice that the syllables and words that
should be stressed2 are underlined.
Red footnotes give extra cultural
(rather than linguistic) information,
or they refer you to other articles.

PHONEMIC
SYMBOLS
Here are the phonemic
symbols that we use
which might cause you
problems.

Consonants

1

self-confidence – self-assurance (opposite of ‘self-doubt’, ‘hesitancy’)
to stress sth. – emphasize, underline

2

/ʧ/ as in church, watch
/ʃ/ as in wash, sure, action
/ʤ/ as in judge, gesture
/ʒ/ as in measure, vision
/j/ as in yes
/θ/ as in thick, path
/ð/ as in this, breathe
/ŋ/ as in sing

Pure Vowels

/æ/ as in cat
/ʌ/ as in cut
/ə/ as in occur, supply,
aroma
/ɜ:/ as in first, turn, earn
/ɔ:/ as in court, warn

Dipthongs

/iə/ as in ear, here
/eə/ as in air, there
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CURRENT
AFFAIRS

This section of the magazine offers short news
stories organized thematically:

7

8

News from the Future
- some surprising facts around recent
developments in the USA and Japan.
- why the USA is unlike other Anglo countries
and why it may not be for much longer.
News
- the threat posed by immigration to European
union and what the EU should do about it.
- the curious disappearance of
nearly 2,000km of wall.

9

News
- Britain is preparing for a referendum on whether
to leave the EU. Which way will the UK jump?
Exercise 2

10

Science News
- An astonishing expert hypothesis
about a 24-century-old epidemic

11

Science News
- How to live longer, be healthier,
be more intelligent for free.
Exercise 2

12

Internet: Abbreviations
- Do you know what MP3, Wi-Fi,
USB, etc. stand for?

13

Internet: Tech Company Names
- What’s the story behind the names
of eBay, Yahoo, Klout, etc.?
Exercise 3

6 | YES 25

SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION
7

Speak: do you agree that the USA and
Japan give us (distorted) images of our
future? Do you expect your country to suffer
demographic trends like those in Japan?

9

Speak: would it affect you if Britain left the EU?

10

Watch this 2½-minute report from 2012 on the
archaeological evidence of the Great Plague
of Athens (it supports an alternative theory
about the disease that caused the epidemic):
https://goo.gl/1vuCVG

11

Watch this TEDx talk (with English subtitles)
on the benefits for the brain of fasting:
https://goo.gl/mRg1hT

13

Speak: do any of the meanings of the techcompany names affect your perception
of the company in question?

News from the Future
On another level, most US parents (57%) say that the
TV is no longer their children’s viewing platform13 of
choice. When American kids aged two to 12 are sat in front
of the television they do so with a tablet or smartphone
in their hands and only look up at the TV screen14 occasionally. Indeed15, almost half of US parents say that when
their children misbehave16 they punish17 them by taking
their tablets and phones away forcing them to watch TV!

‘JESUSLAND’ MAKES
US DIFFERENT

Photo by Seawind

THINGS TO COME

Those of us who live elsewhere sometimes have the
impression that what’s happening in the USA and Japan
is what the future holds in store1 for the rest of us. The
most obvious example is in the realms2 of technology but
the rest of the world also seems to follow the US and Japanese examples in social and economic matters3. Japan
has been showing us our economic (present and) future
since the late 1990s with almost two decades of stagnation4. Japan also offers an extreme case of an aging 5
population and the consequences of this ‘demographic
time bomb’. The Japanese population fell6 by over a quarter of a million last year, a new record. The decline in the
Japanese population is predicted to reach a peak7 in the
2060s when it will be falling at over one million a year.
40% of young singles8 are not even looking for a life
partner9, let alone10 want to start a family. Many analysts
now believe that the only long-term11 solution for the
country is to encourage12 immigration.
to hold in store (hold-heldheld) – be going to bring, have
prepared
2
realms /relmz/ – area, ambit
3
matter (n.) – question
4
stagnation – inadequate
growth
5
aging – getting older
6
to fall (fall-fell-fallen) – decline,
decrease
1

2

p. 6

to reach a peak – arrive at
maximum levels
8
single – not in a romantic
relationship
9
life partner – significant other,
boyfriend, girlfriend or spouse
10
let alone – much less
11
long-term – long-run,
permanent
12
to encourage – stimulate,
foment

7

Michael Lund comments in Politico.com that the US would
be just18 another Anglo country if it weren’t for the states
of the former 19 Confederacy. The South has proportionally far more violent crime20 (41% of the total, when
it represents 25% of the population). Much of the US’s
inequality and poverty come from the South, were almost
all American executions take place21. Ostentatious piety
is also the preserve of ‘Jesusland’22 . In other words, the
US would be a normal modern Western democracy if it
weren’t for the South!
In fact, normalization may be on its way23 already. People
are migrating from North to South and diluting Southern
idiosyncrasies. Already once-reactionary bastions like
Houston and Dallas are being transformed. One day soon the
US could be just another country in the Anglosphere.

Photo by Achird

Abandoning Southern values?
viewing platform – screen,
way of watching audio-visual
information
14
TV screen – (in this case)
images on TV
15
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
16
to misbehave – be disobedient
17
to punish – discipline
18
just – (in this case) simply
19
former – ex13

crime – (semi-false friend)
delinquency
21
to take place (take-took-taken)
– occur
22
more specifically, ‘Jesusland’
refers to the South, the
Midwest and Alaska where
religious conservatives are
dominant
23
to be on its way – be coming
20

www.yes-mag.com
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Demographic News
end the conflicts and the terror by whatever means17 necessary; or accepting that you can’t control demographic
movements in the long term18. This last option is probably the most realistic. Britain absorbed four million net
immigrants19 between 1991 and 2014 with rather20 positive economic consequences. There have been negative
social consequences, including an acute21 housing shortage22, but the country continues to function as normal.

Photo by MC2 Daniel Barker

THE EU AT A
CROSSROADS

Could the war in Syria derail1 the EU? It sounds like a
non sequitur2 but the situation in the Middle East is
increasingly making the idea of European ‘union’ look
very hollow3. Four million people have been displaced
from Syria by the civil war, and that’s only one problem
on Europe’s doorstep4. Hundreds of thousands more
have been displaced by conflict and terror from Libya,
Afghanistan and Eritrea. More still are making their way5
north from sub-Saharan Africa fleeing6 more conflict and
grinding7 poverty. The UN estimates that there are more
displaced people in the world than ever before.
The effect on European integration has been catastrophic. France has shut8 its border9 with Italy at Ventimiglia. Italy refuses to process immigrants because it
knows that, by doing so, it may have to keep them for
good10. Austria and Hungary no longer honour the Schengen Treaty on free movement. It’s every country for
itself11 with the humanitarian crisis playing out12 at completely overwhelmed facilities13 on Lesbos, Kos and
Lampedusa. EU law is effectively non-functional.
The European Union faces three choices: act like ‘fortress Australia’14 : blockade the southern Mediterranean
and building ever-higher15 walls; taking serious steps16 to
to derail – (in this case) ruin
non sequitur – illogical idea
3
hollow – empty, meaningless
4
on sb’s doorstep – near to sb.
5
to make one’s way (makemade-made) – come
6
to flee (flee-fled-fled) – escape
from
7
grinding /ˈgraindiŋ/ – (in this
case) chronic
8
to shut (shut-shut-shut) – close
9
border – frontier

for good – permanently
it’s every country for itself –
each nation only considering its
individual interests
12
to play out – develop, occur
13
overwhelmed facilities
– installations that cannot function because they are too full
14
Australia uses the military to
stop migrants
15
ever-higher – higher and
higher, taller and taller

1

10

2

11
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THE LESS-GREAT
WALL OF CHINA

The world seems obsessed about building new barriers to
the movement of people – from Calais to the US-Mexican
border to the South of Hungary to the Indian-Bangladeshi
frontier (see pp. 47-51). Yet23 history tells us that such barriers always fail and eventually24 disappear. The Chinese
government has just released25 a report admitting that a
third of the Great Wall of China has disappeared since the
17th Century. That’s around 1,920km of wall that has vanished26. The authorities in the People’s Republic blame27
a combination of factors from erosion to the theft28 of
stones to build houses to souvenir-hunting29 tourists.

Photo by Rob & Bridget Franklin

step – measure, act of
intervention
17
means – (in this case) methods
18
in the long term – permanently
19
net immigrants – total immigrants minus emigrants
20
rather – surprisingly,
somewhat
21
acute – serious, profound
22
shortage – scarcity, insufficient
supply
23
yet – (in this case) however
16

eventually – (false friend) in
the end
25
to release – (in this case)
publish
26
to vanish – disappear
27
to blame – hold responsible
28
theft – stealing, robbing
29
souvenir-hunting – who take
‘trophies’
24

2

EU News

READY FOR
BREXIT?

It seems that the dangers of Grexit1 are now passed for
the moment, though the Greeks will be suffering the consequences of the ‘solution’ for years to come. The next
big danger on the EU’s horizon is Brexit2. David Cameron
won the general election earlier this year on the promise
of a referendum on Europe during the current parliament.
Most pundits3 think that will mean in 2017.
The last UK referendum on EU membership was in
1975 when two-thirds voted in favour and a third voted
against. Since then, the majority of the population has
been resolutely anti-European most of the time. Paradoxically, although the idea of a referendum is popular, the
pro-EU sentiment is at its strongest for years. Only a few
years ago support4 for the EU in Britain was at only 28%.
Currently5 it stands at6 around 45% with about 35% of
Britons favouring an exit from the EU. The main7 parties8 are all officially pro-Europe. Cameron’s Government
wants to stay in the EU, though under re-negotiated terms.
Labour9, the Social Democrats, the Scottish Nationalists
and the Greens are all pro-EU. The only officially anti-EU
party is UKIP10.
British people tend to be pro-Europe when the
economy is doing well and anti-EU when there is a
recession. Currently5 , most Britons are cautiously
optimistic on the economic front. Under current
circumstances Britain
would probably stay in
Europe as a result of a
referendum. However,
two years is a long,
long time in politics.
If the British economy
goes pear-shaped 11 or
Cameron cannot extract
any concessions from
Europe, there could be
a major shift12 in public
opinion. Interestingly,
David Cameron

Grexit – the possibility of Greece
leaving the Eurozone (from
‘Greek’ + ‘exit’)
2
Brexit – the possibility of Britain
(i.e. the UK) leaving the European Union
3
pundit – expert, analyst
4
support – backing, approval
5
currently – at present
1

2

p. 6

to stand at (stand-stood-stood)
– be
7
main – most important
8
party – political grouping
9
Labour – the Labour Party (the
principal centre-left party8 in
the UK)
10
UKIP – United Kingdom Independence Party
6

Photo by Xavier Häpe

Greece’s former13 finance minister, Yanis Varoufakis, not
a man to mince his words14, declared, “The greatest
supporters15 of our cause have been the Tories16!” After
infamously fractious dealings17 with other EU Finance
Ministers, Varoufakis described his relationship with
George Osborne, the Chancellor of the Exchequer18,
as “very good, very pleasant, excellent... He was very
sympathetic19.” Ominous20.
to go pear-shaped – go wrong,
go into recession
12
shift – change
13
former – ex14
not a man to mince one’s
words – a man who speaks
directly and frankly
15
supporter – advocate, backer
16
the Tories – the British
Conservatives
11

dealings – interaction
the Chancellor of the
Exchequer – the UK minister
of finance
19
sympathetic – favourable,
supportive
20
ominous – worrying,
inauspicious
17

18
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Science | EPIDEMIOLOGY NEWS

MYSTERY
KILLER
IDENTIFIED?

The Great Plague of Athens

T

he Great Plague of Athens (430-429BCE) is one of the
great mysteries of medical science. The epidemic, which
killed between a quarter and a third of the city-state’s
population, was recorded1 in detail by historian Thucydides
(who survived the disease2), but epidemiologists have
failed to3 identify the illness convincingly.
The disease struck4 at a crucial moment in Athenian
history. Athens was fighting Sparta in the Peloponnesian
War and the Athenian leader, Pericles, had ordered the
country folk5 to come inside the city to protect them
from possible Spartan attack. This mass of people,
crowded together6 in the hot summer, created ideal conditions for the illness’s transmission.
People succumbed to the disease 2 suddenly7
with severe headaches, inflamed eyes, and bleeding 8
in their eyes and throats9. The next symptoms were
coughing10, sneezing11 and chest12 pains. When the

to record – (in this case)
chronicle
2
disease – illness, pathology
3
failed to – not been able to
4
to strike (strike-struck-struck) –
attack, appear
5
country folk /fouk/ – rural
population
6
crowded together – packed
together, living in confined
conditions
1
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suddenly – abruptly
bleeding – haemorrhaging
9
throat – oesophagus
10
coughing – expel pulmonary
air (often because of irritation
in the trachea)
11
sneezing – involuntarily exhale
through one’s nose and mouth
(making the sound ‘atchoo!’ or
‘atishoo!’)
12
chest (adj.) – thoracic

7

8

disease descended the digestive tract, it brought stomach
cramps13, intense vomiting and diarrhoea. This was
followed by an unquenchable14 thirst15 – so severe that
some sufferers threw themselves down wells16 – and
delirium. Most victims died on the seventh or eighth day.
At the time the Athenians believed that the illness had
come from ‘Aethiopia’, a vague term that could include
much of sub-Saharan Africa. The outbreak17 began in the
Athenian port of Peiraeus.
Now Dr Powel Kazanijian, professor18 of history and
infectious diseases at the University of Michigan, has
suggested that the Great Plague of Athens could have
been Ebola. It is impossible to prove at this remove19,
however, there are some striking20 similarities in the
symptoms described for the ancient epidemic with those
observed in West Africa recently where 11,000 people
have died of Ebola.

cramps – painful involuntary
contractions of muscles
14
unquenchable – insatiable
15
thirst – strong desire to drink
16
well (n.) – point where water is
extracted from underground
17
outbreak – epidemic
18
professor – (false friend) senior
university academic (typically
head of department)
13

at this remove – at this remoteness in time, now
20
striking – surprising

19

2

p. 6

Science | HEALTH/PSYCHOLOGY NEWS

IN FINE
FETTLE
FROM ‘FAKE
FASTING’

Fasting is recommended by
many religions.
Photo by Giridhar Appaji Nag Y

W

ould you like to improve your health, have a better
functioning brain and live longer? I suspect the
answer is ‘yes’. Well, there’s an easy way to do it,
so long as1 you have the willpower2. On pp. 40-44 we
explore the science of willpower and decision-making.
There’s a way to put those concepts about self-denial3 to
work for your wellbeing4.
Buddhists are fans of fasting 5, they advocate 6 not
eating after the midday meal as a means7 to self-control.
Fasting is the fourth of the Five Pillars of Islam. Fasting
used to be big in Christianity too.
Now scientists are jumping on the fasting
bandwagon 8 suggesting that abstaining from food on a
regular basis could help with some cancers 9 , diabetes 10 ,
heart disease, Parkinson’s disease and dementia.
A fast11 is deemed to12 start between 10 and 12 hours after
a meal when there is no glucose left in the blood. Not eating
for more than a week is dangerous. However, restricted eating
two or three days a week seems to have significant benefits.
so long as – as long as, provided
that, if (and only if)
2
willpower – determination,
resolution
3
self-denial – self-discipline
through abstinence and
abnegation
4
wellbeing – (in this case) good
health, salubrity
5
fasting – choosing not to eat
1

2

p. 6

to advocate – recommend,
prescribe
7
a means – a way, a route
8
to jump on the bandwagon –
join a cause that is already popular and/or fashionable
9
see the work from the Longevity Institute at the University of Southern California
6

The enemy of fasting is habit. It takes a great effort
to get past the psychological and biological habits
of eating. The good news is that now there is a type
of ‘lite’ 13 fasting – christened with 14 the alliterative
(though not wholly accurate15) name of ‘fake16 fasting’.
The University of South California has presented the
‘Fasting-Mimmicking Diet’ (FMD), which consists of eating
normally for 25 days a month (the good news!) but have
a restricted calorie intake 17 for the other five days. On
the first day volunteers consumed 1,100 calories and on
the following four days they consumed only 725 calories.
Most of their calories during the diet period came from
fats18 and carbohydrates; only 10% came from proteins.
Normal energy intake 17 is 2000 calories per day for
women and 2500 for men. After three months of FMD
volunteers had reduced markers19 for diabetes, heart
disease and cancer. They had also lost, on average20, 3%
of their body weight.

see the work from the Intermountain Heart Institute in
Murray, Utah
11
fast (n.) – period of intentionally
not eating
12
to deem to – consider to
13
lite – a easier less exigent version of sth.
14
to christen with – baptize
with, give
10

accurate – precise and correct
fake – false, imitation
17
intake – consumption
18
fats – greasy or oily food
19
marker – indicator
20
on average – typically
15

16
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Internet

THE SECRET LANGUAGE OF
INTERNET ABBREVIATIONS
You probably use MP3 /ˌem pi: ˈθri:/ files everyday
but do you know what the initialism stands for1?

M

odern technology is awash with2 abbreviations and
nobody bothers3 to define what they stand for1
anymore. Perhaps as a result, these letter words
are adopted into other languages as is4, taking them
even further away from 5 their meaning. Take the case
of MP3 files, used to compress the music you listen to on
your smartphone; any idea what ‘MP’ stands for? Neither
had I until yesterday! Counter-intuitively6, ‘MP’ means
‘moving picture’. The system for music compression was
developed7 by the Moving Picture Experts Group, a
think-tank8 whose primary aim9 was to develop ways of
compressing video (hence10 the name). The ‘3’ is arbitrary,
though it does make the name euphonic11.

Photo by Montehurd

USB

Why Wi-Fi?
The explanation of the name of the ‘wireless12 local area
network (WLAN) technology known as ‘Wi-Fi’ /ˈwai fai/ is
even more tortuous. ‘Wi-Fi’ is a snowclone13 on the term
‘hi-fi’ (= high fidelity’), so the idea is that it is a high-fidelity
wireless12 connection.

USB, URL & You

Installing Wi-Fi

Photo by Boris Niehaus (JUST)

to stand for (stand-stood-stood)
– represent, mean
2
to be awash with – be full of
3
to bother – make the effort
4
as is – (in this case) as they are,
representing English words
5
to take sth. further away from
(take-took-taken) – separating
sth. more from
1
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counter-intuitively – contrary
to intuition or common-sense
expectations
7
to develop – generate, invent
8
think-tank – group of experts
9
aim – objective
10
hence – (in this case) which
explains
11
euphonic – harmonious
(because ‘P’ rhymes with
‘three’)
6

USB /ˌju: es ˈbi:/ stands for1 ‘Universal Serial Bus’. In this
context a ‘bus’ is a distinct set14 of conductors carrying15
data16 and control signals within17 a computer system, to
which pieces of equipment may be connected in parallel.
A URL /ˌju: a: ˈrel/ is a ‘uniform resource18 locator19’. As
far as most of us are concerned20, this is the address
beginning ‘http’21 for a specific webpage.
wireless – that does not use
cables, remote
13
snowclone – term or
expression based on the
structure of another wellknown term or expression
14
set – group, batch
15
to carry – (in this case) transmit
16
data – information
17
within – inside, in
12

resource – (in this case) useful
place from which to obtain
information
19
locator – system that locates (=
finds) sth.
20
as far as most of us are
concerned – for most of us
21
http – hypertext transfer
protocol
18

3

Internet

THE HIDDEN1 MESSAGE
BEHIND TECH
COMPANY NAMES
Do you know what the names of your
favourite technology companies mean?

eBay

>> Amazon - The name was meant to2 sound big and
exotic, like the river.
>> eBay - the name of the online auction3 site4 refers to
‘Echo Bay’. This place name featured5 in Pierre Omidyar’s
previous consultancy firm: Echo Bay Technology Group.
However, he originally chose the name ‘Echo Bay’ because
“it just6 sounded cool”. Of course the initial e- also suggests electronic commerce.
>> Facebook - the name imitates the term for a US university’s internal web directory. A face book is so called7
because a photo of each student or member of staff8
accompanies his or her internet address.
>> Google - a homophone of the number 10100, 9 suggesting Google’s immense size.
>> Instagram - this name is a portmanteau of the terms
‘Instamatic’ and ‘telegram’ – the idea being that it is a
social-networking site4 for sending snapshots11.
10

hidden – concealed, secret
to be meant to – be supposed to
3
auction –
4
site – (in this case) website,
webpage
5
to feature – appear
(prominently)
6
just – (in this case) simply
7
to be so called – be called this
8
member of staff – (in this case)
university employee
1

3

p. 6

>> Klout /klaut/ - this social networking site’s name is a
homophone of ‘clout’, a colloquial term for one’s social
and economic influence.
>> Linkedin /liŋkˈtin/ - to be ‘linked in’ means to be connected. Notice that the name has only two syllables.
>> WhatsApp - the name plays on12 the similar sounding
expression “What’s up?” 13
>> Yahoo - the term was used in the 1980s to refer to
an unsophisticated Southerner and comes ultimately14
from Gulliver’s Travels (1726). Founder David Filo’s college
girlfriend often referred to him as a yahoo. Subsequently,
the name was presented as an acronym for ‘yet another15
hierarchically organized oracle’.
>> YouTube - the name of the video-sharing16 website
‘YouTube’ was originally a play on17 its chemical homophone ‘U-tube’ – a type of manometer18. The name is
meant to2 chime with19 ‘(boob) tube’, a colloquial US
term for ‘television’. 20
snapshot – informal photo
taken quickly
12
to play on – use wordplay
based on
13
what’s up? – (colloquial) what’s
happening?, how are you?
14
ultimately – (false friend) in
the final analysis
15
yet another – (emphatic)
another
16
video-sharing – that permits
you to exhibit videos
11

2

pronounced “ten to the
power of one hundred”
10
portmanteau – word formed
by fusing parts of two other
words

9

Photo by János Balzás

a play on – a piece of wordplay
based on
18
manometer – instrument for
measuring the pressure acting
on a column of fluid
19
to chime with sth. – (in
this case) be euphonically
connected with (through
assonance)
20
originally referring to the
cathode-ray tube used in
TVs in the 20th Century
17
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Closing Techniques
Exercise 4

35

Sales Phrasal Verbs
Exercise 12

36-37
The Sales Dichotomy:
- Is sales a positive aspect of human
nature or a soul-destroying aberration?
Exercise 31

Sales Idioms and Terminology
Exercise 7

38

The Grammar of Sales

39

Classified Ads

16-17

Can Sales Be Taught?
Exercise 31

40-44

18

Is Salesmanship a Metal Illness?
Exercise 4

The Science of Decision-Making
- persuasion, free will, habits,
willpower and self-denial
Exercise 24

19

Sales Assistance
- What goes wrong in shops.

SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION

20-21

P.T. Barnum and the Barnum Effect
- The world’s greatest salesman
Exercise 28

18, 22-23, 25 Speaking: Which conceptualization of
sales do you think is most useful?

This section of the magazine offers...

15

22

Sales as Sports
- Which sport is sales most like?

23

Sales as Religion
- How modern sales grew out of evangelism

24

Selling Benefits
- What’s in it for you?

25

Storytelling
- Are you sitting comfortably?*
Exercise 19

26

Questions & Listening
- Guiding the conversation

27

Sellers’ Secrets
- Sylvester Stallone on motivation

28-29

The Sell
- How it’s done

30-33

Sales in Literature: The Death of a Salesman
- from Shakespeare to Melville
Exercise 29
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Watch this short video as Richard
Dawkins explores the Barnum Effect:
https://goo.gl/Q99rvC

35-38

Listen to the real language of
sales in this fascinating episode
of ‘This American Life’ at:
http://goo.gl/mkx0aJ

38

Read this article on what to say (and what
not to say) when making a sales pitch:
http://goo.gl/G3IeFO

*  This is what British adults ask children
before they start to tell them a story.

Sales

The Sales
Dichotomy
There are two views in Anglo
societies about sales.
Saintly1 Sales
The first Anglo view of sales is that it is the lubricant that
allows2 economic life to prosper. Selling is a basic human
trait3. We are all selling, all day long. As we will see,
some evolutionary psychologists believe that the human
brain evolved4 to persuade others in our social groups;
sales is just5 another word for persuasion, so to sell is to
be human. Selling is about understanding a customer’s
needs and delivering6 a product that satisfies them.
Sales is about helping people.

Sinful7 Sales
The alternative view is that selling is a corrosive mental
illness. Selling is soul-destroying8. To work in sales
is to pact with the Devil. The activity in and of itself is

saintly – virtuous
to allow – permit, enable
3
trait – characteristic, attribute
4
to evolve – develop, undergo
evolution
5
just – (in this case) simply
6
to deliver – (in this case) offer,
provide
7
sinful – immoral, iniquitous
1

2

31

soul-destroying – (in this case)
morally corrosive
9
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
10
academia /ækəˈdi:miə/ – the
world of learning (especially
universities)
11
MBA – Master of Business
Administration
12
for instance – for example
8

Salesman demonstrating a Nook tablet

Photo by Tomwsulcer

immoral. Again as we will see, this view has been popular in Anglo literature and indeed9 English-speaking academia10. We are told that sales is the central activity of
business but the subject is absent from most undergraduate and MBA11 programmes; there is no sales in Harvard
Business School’s MBA course, for instance12. Anglo universities tend to project the idea that sales is beneath13
them. Selling is intuitive, not academic. Back in the 19th
Century Timothy Dwight, President of Yale College,
warned14 his students against ‘the culture of peddling’ 15,
which leads ‘almost inevitably to16 becoming a dishonourable sharper17.
More surprisingly, salespeople are looked down on18
and denigrated in the world of business. They are the
‘feet on the street’, they are sarcastically referred to as
‘road warriors’. Management guru Peter Drucker even
said that “the aim19 of marketing is to make selling superfluous”; in a perfect world salespeople would be replaced
by something more intellectual and scientific!
Of course, much of this disdain originates in20 college21:
salespeople are the guys who didn’t go to university and
work for a commission.
to be beneath sb. – be insufficiently erudite or noble for sb.
14
to warn – caution, alert
15
peddling – (derogatory)
selling
16
to lead to (lead-led-led) – result
in
17
sharper – swindler, conman,
fraudster
13

to look down on sb. – regard
sb. with disdain
19
aim – objective
20
to originate in – come from
21
college [U] – university
18
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Sales

Can Sales be
Taught? (1)
Sales in a Socialist Utopia
Nearly1 20 years ago I was sitting drinking a
coffee between classes with a fellow2 teacher
chatting3. We were both musing4 how the one
thing missing from our otherwise worthy5 educations – his in the USA, mine in Britain – was a
course in selling. We both felt that if you knew
how to sell, your future was guaranteed.
The idea of teaching schoolchildren sales is
not a new one. Surprisingly, it was first mooted6
by the (socialist) Arts and Crafts movement
that started in Britain in the 19th Century and
spread7 to the USA by the end of the century.
These Victorian socialists argued that fulfilling8 work allowed9 individuals to express their
creativity and being able to explain the quality
and value of the product of your own work –
i.e.10 sell it – both fostered11 self-esteem and
protected the artisan from being exploited by
industrial capitalism. The ability to sell guaranteed a creative and fulfilling life.

An arts-and-crafts movement workshop

Photo by Anonymous for Morris & Co.

The Opposing View
Many people today would contemptuously12
reject13 the Arts and Crafts movement’s view
of sales as utopian and naive. According to
this view, there is a reason why sales is not
accepted as an academic subject apart from
moral scruples: the belief that sellers are born
not trained14.
nearly – almost, just
under
2
a fellow – (in this case)
another
3
to chat – talk in a friendly
and informal way
4
to muse – consider
5
worthy – exemplary,
meritorious
6
to moot – propose,
suggest
1
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to spread (spreadspread-spread)
– propagate
8
fulfilling – satisfying,
satisfactory
9
to allow – permit, enable
10
i.e. – (id est) that is
11
to foster – promote
12
contemptuously
– disdainfully
13
to reject – repudiate,
(opposite of ‘accept’)
14
to train – teach, tutor

Selling his wares

Photo by Marina Carresi

7
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An arts-and-crafts movement workshop

Photo by Anonymous for Morris & Co.
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Sales

Can Sales
be Taught?
(2)
The Natural-Born Seller
According to a major British study by
The Institute of Professional Sales the
crucial skill1 mastered by all top salespeople is the ability to listen. Über-sellers2 also have a body language that is
‘more empathetic and sincere’. Their
body language is dominated by posture-gesture mergers3 (PGMs) – meaning
that they express themselves with their
whole bodies, which puts customers at
ease4. Patience is also an important sales
virtue as many sales take a long time to
Photo by Lu Shaofei
Matching the sales strategy to the prospect.
complete. Super-sales skills1 require a
big dose of intuitive psychology; good
sellers are persuasive but never pushy5. In other words Conclusions
they have a highly developed6 sense of timing7, know- Certainly, it seems that the attributes that make a top
ing when to shut up until the right moment and under- salesperson – persistence, patience, resilience13, likeabilstanding the customer’s feelings in each moment. The ity, optimism and emotional intelligence – are acquired
references to PGMs and timing suggest that sales skills early in life, before formal education. One major study
have more to do with8 acting or stand-up comedy than by Mayer and Greenberg suggested that only 10% of
academic understanding.
people have the traits14 to become top salespeople, while
9
Another essential trait is high self-esteem as a coping another 20% were competent sellers. These people could
mechanism for the continual rejections that salespeople become better sellers through training.
have to put up with10. All these attributes suggest emoHowever, if we take the view that selling means
tional intelligence but being a great salesperson has little having a directed conversation with a clear objective,
to do with11 academic success12; less than a third of top we all sell, every day. Fomenting the skills required to
sellers are graduates. The Institute concludes that most explain the value of our work to others is surely a useful
of the skills associated with great sellers are innate and lesson for all schoolchildren. A society that discusses15
cannot be taught.
selling and values16 sales is likely to17 prosper.
skill – ability, talent
über-seller
– super-salesperson
3
merger – mixing, fusion
4
to put sb. at ease (put-put-put) –
cause sb. to be relaxed
5
pushy – bossy, aggressive
6
highly developed – (in this
case) refined, sophisticated
1

2

31

sense of timing – ability to
say sth. or act at precisely the
opportune moment
8
to have more to do with (havehad-had) – be more closely
related to
9
trait – attribute, characteristic
10
to put up with (put-put-put) –
cope with, endure

7

to have little to do with (havehad-had) – be largely unrelated
to
12
success – (false friend)
triumphs, effectiveness
13
resilience – durability,
(opposite of ‘fragility’)
14
trait – characteristic, attribute
11

to discuss – (false friend) talk
about
16
to value – attach importance
to, admire
17
is likely to – will probably
15
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Sales

Is Salesmanship
a Mental Illness?
T

he question in the title seems bizarre and offensive. Nevertheless 1 , salespeople themselves
often describe those in their profession as chronically
unhappy, suffering from mood swings2 and addicted to
selling as if it were a drug. Many salespeople are distrustful of others, especially other salespeople.
In a seminal 1961 study – ‘The Mystique of SuperSalesmanship’3 –Robert McMurry concluded that top
salespeople manipulate and use others and end up
despising4 their victims for their weakness 5. Supersellers are completely selfish6 and incapable of loyalty.
Top salespeople understand other people’s feelings
extraordinarily well, but fail to empathize with7 them.
In effect, Prof. McMurry was equating super-sellers
with8 psychopaths.

Snakes in Sales
Obviously, it seems a tad9 extreme to associate success10
in sales with being a psychopath. Yet11 there is some
more recent evidence to support12 the idea. In Snakes in
Suits (2006) Dr. Paul Babiak and Dr. Robert Hare analysed
how psychopaths function in the workplace. They wrote,
“Several abilities – skills13, actually14 – make it difficult to
see psychopaths for who they are. First, they are motivated to, and have a talent for, ‘reading people’ and for
sizing them up15 quickly. They identify a person’s likes
and dislikes, motives, needs, weak spots16, and vulnerabilities… Second, many psychopaths come across as
having17 excellent oral communication skills. In many
cases, these skills are more apparent than real because
nevertheless – however
mood swing – abrupt change
in one’s emotional state
3
in the Harvard Business
Review
4
to end up despising sb. – feel
disdain for sb. in the end
5
weakness – (in this case) capitulation, submission
6
selfish – egotistical
7
to fail to empathize – not feel
compassion for
1

2
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to equate A with B – identify
A as B
9
a tad – (colloquial) a little
10
success – effective results,
triumphs
11
yet – (in this case) however
12
to support – (false friend) back
up, reinforce
13
skill – talent, competence
14
actually – (false friend) in fact
15
to size sb. up – read sb., evaluate sb.
8

of their readiness18 to jump right into a conversation
without the social inhibitions that hamper19 most people.
Third, they are masters of impression management20;
their insight into21 the psyche of others combined with
a superficial – but convincing – verbal fluency allows22
them to change their situation skillfully23 as it suits24 the
situation and their game plan.” In a 2010 study they estimated that psychopaths are three times more prevalent
in top management than in the general population.
Often salespeople are their own25 worst enemies. A
notorious26 1989 issue27 of Life Insurance News carried
two articles: one on how to sell life insurance to grieving parents28 and another on how to sell to people in
mourning29. If they had wanted to project the idea
that salespeople are manipulators incapable of normal
human compassion they couldn’t have done any better
than that!
weak spot – vulnerability,
susceptibility
17
to come across as having
(come-came-come) – seem
to have
18
readiness – willingness,
preparedness
19
to hamper – inhibit, impede
20
impression management
– effort to control how others
perceive you
21
insight into – understanding
of
16

to allow – enable, permit
skillfully (US English) – skilfully (UK English), expertly, in a
dexterous way
24
to suit – be appropriate to
25
their own – (emphatic) their
26
notorious – infamous
27
issue – edition
28
grieving parents – mothers
and fathers whose child has
recently died
29
to be in mourning – be sad
because sb. has died
22
23

4

14

Sales

Sales
Assistance

It is intimidating to be confronted the moment you
enter a store.
Photo by Don O’Brien

eing a sales assistant1 in a shop should be the easiest job in the world. You ask yourself, “How do I like
to be treated in a shop?” and act accordingly. Unfortunately, the problem with common sense is that it isn’t that
common. Most teachers, for instance2 , have forgotten
what it is like to study. I, and I believe most people, have
two predominant experiences in shops:

B

a lot about the customer and what he or she wants. Once
customers have found their bearings6 the sales person
should say hello (e.g. “Good morning!”) and smile. The
customer will them be ready to ask for help if needed.
The salesperson can then assess7 the customer’s needs,
offer solutions and, if the shop cannot help, suggest somewhere that can. It’s that simple.

1. I am ignored and the sales assistants seem to be doing
their best to elude me. The impression is that they don’t
want me there and they would prefer I left.
2. I am accosted 3 the moment I enter a store4 . The
impression is that I shouldn’t be there and they want to
get me out of the shop as soon as possible.

Reality Check

Most people would agree that it is intimidating to be confronted the moment you enter a store. It’s nice to get your
bearings5 first: Nobody likes to be ignored completely.
So, common sense dictates that a sales assistant
should begin to ‘read’ a customer as soon as he or she
enters the store or department. Observation can tell you
sales assistant – shop assistant,
sb. who serves customers in a
shop
2
for instance – for example
3
to accost sb. – (false friend)
confront sb., approach sb. and
start to talk to him/her in a way
that is considered intimidating

1

store (US English) – shop (UK
English)
5
to get one’s bearings (getgot-got) – use orientation to feel
comfortable in a new setting (=
physical context)
6
to find one’s bearings
(find-found-found) – get one’s
bearings 5

4

Did I do this when I worked as a sales assistant for six
months just after university? Hell no!8 Customers ask
the same stupid questions day in, day out9. The store
I worked in gave me no incentive to boost10 sales or
ensure that each customer left the store enriched by the
experience. Above all11, I had forgotten what it was like
to be a customer in an unfamiliar shop. I knew how the
shop was organized and what the products could offer.
All that was required was that I shared12 that knowledge
in a friendly respectful way. The easiest job in the world
but with no incentive to do it properly13, I preferred to
hide from14 customers.
to assess – evaluate
hell no! – (emphatic) of course
not
9
day in, day out – (emphatic)
every day
10
to boost – improve, increase,
promote
11
above all – most importantly

7

8

to share sth. – (in this case) tell
sb. about sth.
13
properly – appropriately, in the
correct way
14
to hide from (hide-hid-hidden)
– try to elude
12
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Sales

P.T. Barnum:
the Archetypal
Salesman
There’s a customer born every
minute.1
— P.T. BARNUM
The Archetypal Salesman
Nobody forged2 the Anglosphere’s archetype of a salesman like Phineas T. Barnum. He is the stuff of legend3
– played by Burt Lancaster on film4 , and the subject of
a Broadway musical 5 . However, though larger than
life6, Barnum was all too real and his memoirs were the
second bestselling book in 19th-century America after
the New Testament. When he died in 1891 he was considered the most famous American in the world. Republican
Presidential candidate, Donald Trump, has compared
himself to the 19th-century impresario.

The ‘Snake-oil Selling’ Showman

Barnum and General Tom Thumb

Barnum’s “Fiji Mermaid”

Photo by Samuel Root

Photo by James Spurrier

this phrase is often misquoted as the much more
disdainful, “There’s a sucker
(= credulous idiot) born every
minute!”
2
to forge – create, establish
3
to be the stuff of legend – be
legendary

1
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Barnum (1986). P.T. Barnum
was also the focus of the 1934
movie The Mighty Barnum
5
Barnum (1980)
6
to be larger than life
– extraordinary
7
slavery – (in this case) the
forced servitude of African
people in the South of the USA
8
huge – great, enormous

4

Barnum personifies sales in his ambiguity. He was a great
philanthropist and a tireless campaigner against racism
and slavery7 who was also in favour of women’s suffrage.
However, he made huge8 sums of money out of9 exploiting
people in ‘freak shows’ and saw lying to10 customers as a
means to an end11. Barnum called his cheerful12 deceit13
‘humbug’ (we would call it ‘hype’ 14 today). The measure of
sale of his entertainment was if the audience was satisfied
(as they always were), it didn’t matter that they were not
seeing what they had paid to see. He billed15 his circus as
“the greatest show on Earth”. His capacity to bamboozle16 is
reflected in the sign displayed17 in his museums, “This way
to the egress”. Only once they were outside did the punters18 work out19 that ‘egress’ was a fancy20 word for ‘exit’.
out of – (in this case) from
to lie to – not tell the truth to,
mislead
11
a means to an end – a useful
way to achieve an objective
12
cheerful – exuberant, pleasant
13
deceit – duplicity, fraudulence
14
hype – extravagant publicity,
hyperbolic promotion

9

10

to bill sth. – advertise sth.,
present sth., promote sth.
16
to bamboozle – cheat, fool,
trick
17
to display – exhibit, post, show
18
punter – (UK informal) customer, spectator
19
to work out – (in this case)
become conscious, discover
20
fancy (adj.) – refined, erudite
15

28

Sales

The Barnum
Effect:
Paranormal
Sales
P.T. Barnum’s talent for convincing people with
exaggerated claims1 led to2 ‘the Barnum Effect’ being
named in his honour. This phenomenon occurs
when people accept personality feedback 3 about
themselves because it is supposedly derived from
personality-assessment procedures4 . People accept
the generalizations that are true of nearly5 everybody to
be specifically true of themselves. Here is an example of
such a Barnum description:
>> You have a great need for other people to like and
admire you.
>> You have a great deal of6 unused capacity, which you
have not turned to your advantage.
>> Disciplined and self-controlled outside, you tend to be
worrisome7 and insecure inside.
>> You prefer a certain amount8 of change and variety
and become dissatisfied when hemmed in9 by restrictions and limitations.
>> You pride yourself as an independent thinker and do
not accept others’ statements10 without satisfactory
proof11.
>> You have a tendency to be critical of yourself.
>> At times you have serious doubts as to whether12 you
have made the right decision or done the right thing.
>> At times you are extroverted, sociable, while at other
times you are introverted, wary13, reserved.
>> While you have some personality weaknesses, you are
generally able to compensate for them.
claim – assertion, declaration
to lead to (lead-led-led) – result
in
3
personality feedback – information about one’s character
4
personality-assessment
procedures – techniques for
evaluating one’s personality
5
nearly – almost, practically

a great deal of – a lot of
worried – anxious
8
amount – (in this case) level
9
to be hemmed in – be confined
10
statement – claim1,
pronouncement
11
proof – evidence
12
whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be
used after a preposition)

P.T. Barnum

Photo by JM Mora

Clairvoyance14
These generalizations are often used by clairvoyants15.
The statements10 are likely to16 be accepted if they
are combined with generally positive feedback17. The
clairvoyant uses them to start a conversation while
actively listening and reading the subject. The subject is
encouraged to18 talk freely and then the same information
is paraphrased back. The customer has an opportunity
to air19 his or her concerns20 and receive reassurance.
Ironically, Barnum himself was contemptuous21 and
highly22 critical of spiritual mediums.

Sales as Clairvoyance14
What has any of this got to do with23 sales, you ask?
Well, the game of extracting information, reading the
customer and gradually earning his or her trust24 is
surprisingly similar.
wary – cautious, suspicious
clairvoyance – the supposed
ability to perceive the future
15
clairvoyant – fortune teller
16
are likely to – will probably
17
feedback – comments,
opinions
18
to be encouraged to – be
urged to

to air – express
concern – anxiety, worry
21
contemptuous – disdainful
22
highly – very
23
What has this got to do
with...? – How is this related
to...?
24
trust – confidence, (opposite
of ‘doubt’, ‘suspicion’)

1

6

13

19

2

7

14

20

28
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Sales

Sales as Sport
A

traditional view of sales is as a sport in which two
individuals compete to win. This is the idea behind
the term ‘sales pitch’ 1, which likens2 the salesperson’s
banter3 to the pitcher4 throwing the ball in baseball.
Similarly, we say that the sales negotiation can only take
place 5 if the customer is ready ‘to play ball’6.
Some sellers might prefer to compare the sales
process to a more strategic game – like chess7 – but
the basic idea is the same. The
allusion is to an activity in which
there is a winner and a loser but
the process should at least be
entertaining for both.

Photo byCarine06 from UK

Anyone for Tennis?
Howard Anderson, who gives an
optional class on sales at Harvard
Business School has a different
take on8 the ‘sales as sport’ idea.
“A great tennis player can play
tennis against his customer, but
it’s lose-lose. You win, your customer hates you. You lose, your
customer thinks you’re lousy9.
Far better10 to play doubles with
your customer against another
team.” The other team is, of
course, the customer’s competitors. If you can see the world from
the buyer’s point of view, you are
close to closing the sale.
sales pitch – planned presentation of a product or service to
persuade a customer to buy
2
to liken /ˈlaikən/ – compare
3
banter – spiel, message
4
pitcher – the player who
pitches (= throws, hurls) the ball
in baseball
5
to take place (take-took-taken)
– occur
6
to play ball – (literally) participate in a game of baseball, (metaphorically) cooperate, have a
conversation

A pitcher

1
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far better – much better
to allow – permit, enable

10
11

chess – a board game with
kings, queens, etc.
8
take on – interpretation of
9
lousy – (in this case) useless

7

This is a useful metaphor that
allows11 the seller to sincerely
build trust12 and bond with13 the
buyer. The salesperson genuinely
does have14 the buyer’s best interests at heart15 because she or he
is looking for a long-term16 mutually beneficial relationship. However, there is a crucial proviso17;
the seller must sincerely believe
in the product or service being
offered and its ability to solve the
buyer’s problem. It’s the easiest
thing in the world to sell a product
you believe in; and the toughest18
thing in the world to sell one you
don’t value.
to build trust (build-built-built)
– eliminate doubt and suspicion
13
to bond with – establish an
alliance with
14
does have – (emphatic) has
15
to have sth. at heart – sincerely want sth.
16
long-term – permanent, that is
valid for a long time (opposite
of ‘temporary’)
17
proviso /prəˈvaizou/ – caveat,
condition, restriction
18
toughest /ˈtʌfist/ – (in this
case) most difficult
12

14

Sales

Sales as
Religion
I

n 1990 Prof. Guy Oakes published
The Soul1 of the Salesman in
which he identified sales as a form of
religion. The mixing of religion and
commercialism is deeply2 distasteful3
for many people but it has a long
history. For example, Chaucer’s archvillain in The Canterbury Tales (1400) is
the Pardoner, who is a pedlar4 of fake5
relics6.
Howeve r,
com me rc i a l i s m
An Apple “temple”
has been at the heart of the
Anglo worldview for hundreds of years. Napoleon
recognized this when he described Britain as “a nation of
shopkeepers7 ”; Hunter S. Thompson did much the same
for America when he called the USA “a nation of two
hundred million used-car salesmen”. Thomas Carlyle 8
identified how Victorian society was “at once destitute
of9 faith and terrified at scepticism”. The solution was
what Carlyle called ‘the doctrine of work’; work could
give meaning to life for a religiously sceptical society.
The obvious modern nexus between sales and
religion is Apple. Any conversation about Apple’s
commercial strategy is littered with10 religious allusions.
Their stores11 are designed to feel like cathedrals; their
products are ‘miraculous’; their sales staff12 ‘evangelize’
and their new customers are ‘converts’.
To hear a salesperson talk about sales giving a
meaningful purpose to life sounds absurd – but so do
most religions from the outside. Sociologist Thorstein
Veblen stated13 that salesmanship had its roots14 in
evangelism and the thrill15 of converting a resistant
soul – (literally) eternal spirit
deeply – very, profoundly
3
distasteful – unpleasant,
offensive
4
pedlar (UK English) – peddler
(US English), door-to-door salesperson, travelling salesperson
5
fake (adj.) – false, fraudulent
6
relic – sacred body part
1

2

14

shopkeeper – sb. who manages a store11
8
(1795-1881) Scottish philosopher and historian
9
destitute of – not having,
without
10
to be littered with – be full of
11
store (US English) – shop (UK
English)

7

Photo byInfrogmation of New Orleans

non-believer is comparable to that of making a sale. In
1925 Bruce Barton wrote a book, The Man Nobody Knows,
whose hero was Jesus Christ portrayed16 as a salesman.
It sold 750,000 copies and propelled Barton into the US
Congress. One of the best-selling books of all times was
Og Mandino’s The Greatest Salesman in the World (1968),
which is set in Biblical times.

Sales as Cult17
Sales can also seem to have parallels with religious
cults17. Tupperware used to literally baptize their most
successful18 distributors in a lake at their Floridian
headquarters19! Salespeople, especially life-insurance
sellers, are often expected to prove themselves before
they are fully accepted by selling to their family and
friends. A hierarchy of loyalties is thus 20 created.
Salespeople are also encouraged21 to embed themselves
in22 communities – infiltrating school boards23, parentteacher associations and social clubs – in order to
befriend24 potential customers.
staff – employees
to state – declare, say
14
roots – origins
15
thrill – excitement
16
to portray – represent, depict
17
cult – sect
18
successful – effective
19
headquarters – central office
20
thus – in this way

to encourage – urge
to embed oneself in
– infiltrate
23
school board – committee
that governs a school
24
to befriend – make friends
with

12

21

13

22
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Sales

Selling
Benefits

T

here is a quote that
has gained a certain
popularity, “You don’t pay
me for what I do, you pay me
for what I know”. There are
different ways of interpreting
this phrase. If it refers to a
Sticky benefits?
locksmith 1 or a plumber2
who comes to your home,
solves a problem in two minutes and then charges what
looks like an hourly rate3, the quote is reasonable. You
pay for the specialist’s ability to solve your problem,
not how long she or he takes. However, it could also
be interpreted to mean, “I expect you to pay so much
because I have spent a long time acquiring skills4”.
However, the fact that you have skills that are not useful
to me is not my problem. I am only interested in how you
or your product can help me solve my problem.

Types of Benefits
One of the axioms of sales is that you should sell benefits,
not features5. Most modern gadgets6 have loads of7 features that most of us never use. In sales we distinguish
between features and benefits. A product may have any
number of features but the only ones that are of interest to a seller are the ones that benefit the customer. It
is almost impossible to know a priori which these are.
locksmith – sb. who makes
and repairs locks (= mechanism
for keeping things like doors
fastened, typically operated
with a key)
2
plumber – sb. who repairs
water pipes, etc.
3
hourly rate – the charge for
one hour’s work

1
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That’s why selling is a conversation; the seller has to find
out8 what the prospect9 wants and needs in order to
identify the benefits and sell those.
Benefits come in different forms. There are, for
instance10, quantifiable benefits – typically time and/or
money that will be saved. However, salespeople usually
start by presenting unquantifiable – or intangible –
benefits by appealing to11 the prospect’s9 emotions.
Once a desire has been created then the seller switches12
the focus to quantifiable benefits because these are
needed to rationalize the desire. Most purchase 13
decisions are based on a combination of tangible and
intangible benefits.
Finally, there are ‘sticky benefits’. These are benefits
that are memorable, benefits that will influence punters’ 14 decision to buy even if they can’t – or won’t – take
the decision at the time of the sales pitch15. Such benefits
usually work by creating a strong personal desire to buy.
skill – talent, ability
feature – attribute, aspect,
special characteristic
6
gadget – device, small electronic machine
7
loads of – (colloquial) a lot of
8
to find out (find-found-found) –
determine, discover
9
prospect – potential customer

for instance – for example
to appeal to – try to attract
12
to switch – change
13
purchase (adj.) – buying
14
punter – (informal) customer
15
sales pitch – effort by a salesperson to persuade a customer
to buy sth.

4

10

5

11

Sales

Sales &
Storytelling
I

f you ever had an uninspired English teacher, he or
she may have given you lists of vocabulary to learn.
No doubt, you found this task1 arduous and demotivating. The human brain is not especially good at retaining
unrelated2 bits3 of abstract information. It is, however,
quite good at remembering experiences. Real life provides context – emotions, sights4, sounds, smells, tastes
even – which lock memories into5 a coherent narrative.

The Imitation of Life
The imagination creates an approximation of real
experiences when we hear – or tell – a story. We imagine
feelings and sensual data that allow6 us to retain
information better.
Moreover, storytelling brings a message to life. Religions are spread7 through stories (a.k.a. 8 parables)
because they connect with our emotions. All a good
story needs is a hero that the audience can identify with
and a problem for the hero to solve. All a good sales story
needs is that, plus an outcome 9 which highlights10 the
benefits of the product or service on offer.
Influencing others through stories and anecdotes is
almost as old as language itself. All good presentations
include stories and anecdotes because of the emotional
connections they create between speaker and audience.
A snake-oil salesman telling tales.

Test-Driving
Car salespeople know the importance of experience
and they will encourage11 those they consider serious
customers to take a car out for a spin12. If you test-drive
the car you will find it far13 easier to visualize yourself
owning14 it because you’ve given your imagination something to work with – the experience of being behind the
wheel15.
task – job, unpleasant activity
unrelated – unconnected,
independent
3
bit – piece
4
sights – things seen
5
to lock sth. into – (in this case)
remember sth. as part of
6
to allow – enable, permit
1

2

19

14

to spread sth. (spread-spreadspread) – disseminate sth,
propagate sth.
8
a.k.a. – also known as
9
outcome – (in this case) ending
10
to highlight – emphasize
11
to encourage – urge

7

Photo by Wellcome Library, London

Reverse Storytelling
A good salesperson will ask customers questions about
their feelings as well as their needs so that customers
develop16 an emotional connection with the sale. Effectively, they will begin to tell themselves stories about the
benefits that will accrue from17 making the purchase18.
to take a car out for a spin
(take-took-taken) – test-drive
a car
13
far – (in this case) much
14
to own – possess
15
to be behind the wheel – be
driving a car
12

to develop – (in this case)
gradually form
17
to accrue from – result from,
be produced by
18
to make the purchase (makemade-made) – buy sth.
16
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Questions
& Listening:
the Guided
Conversation
A listener needs more intelligence
than a speaker.


— A TURKISH PROVERB

Leading with Questions
Selling is about using questions to direct a conversation
in such a way that it leads to an agreement. In most cultures it is rude1 not to answer a question. At the same
time a barrage2 of prying3 questions
is also usually considered aggressive.
On the other hand, most people feel
flattered4 to be the centre of attention
and like it when somebody shows a
genuine interest in their preferences
and opinions. These factors mark the
parameters of sales questions. The
seller asks leading questions 5 to
explore the prospect’s 6 wants7 and
needs8 but, most importantly, listens
to the reply9. The impression caused
by a series of questions asked from
a fixed questionnaire is completely
different from a string10 of questions
that each relate to11 the answer to the
previous question. One of the greatest
gifts12 a salesperson can acquire is the
ability to steer13 a conversation in the
intended14 direction without coming
rude – (false friend) impolite,
discourteous
2
barrage /ˈbæra:ʒ/
– bombardment
3
prying – excessively inquisitive
4
to feel flattered (feel-felt-felt) –
feel honoured and pleased
5
leading question – question
that solicits a specific answer
1
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prospect – potential customer
want /wont/ (n.) – desire
8
need (n.) – requirement
9
reply – response, answer
10
string – (in this case) series,
sequence
11
to relate to – be connected to
12
gift – (in this case) skill19,
13
to steer – guide, direct

across as15 pushy16 or nosy17. This sounds manipulative
and cynical in the context of selling but it is a hugely18
useful skill19 in all forms of human interaction.

Effective Listening
Most of us are very bad and lazy20 listeners. We begin
to listen but once we’ve decided where the other person
is going, we stop listening and begin to prepare our
response. This is why most conversations take much
longer than they need to.
Effective listening means much more than hearing
and processing prospects’6 words; it also requires interpreting emotional response to the topic21 from their body
language and their tone of voice. Convincing punters22
to buy is as much if not more about assuaging23 their
fears and stimulating their desires as rational persuasion.
Most of the clues24 to these emotional factors will be
non-verbal.
So, the effective combination of questions and listening means identifying a customer as an individual with
specific needs – a specific problem that you can solve
– and showing interest in the person as an individual.
Nobody likes being treated like “just25 another customer”.

Photo by Angélica Martínez

intended – desired, planned
to come across as (comecame-come) – seem
16
pushy – (colloquial) aggressive
and obnoxious
17
nosy /ˈnouzi/ – excessively
inquisitive, prying. From ‘nose’
18
hugely – (emphatic) very
19
skill – ability, talent

lazy – inept, torpid
topic – (false friend) theme,
subject
22
punter – (informal) customer,
prospect
23
to assuage – alleviate, mitigate
24
clue – indication
25
just – (in this case) only

6

14

20

7

15

21
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The Seller’s
Secrets

I take rejection3 as someone blowing13 a
bugle14 in my ear to wake me up15 and get [me]
going, rather than16 [make me] retreat17. 18


— SYLVESTER STALLONE

Salespeople have something to
teach all of us.
Rejection as a Stimulus
The true quality of salespeople is how they cope with1
failure2 and rejection3. Most of us take rejection badly
and need some time to recover. The natural-born seller
receives a failure to sell as a stimulus to further effort.
Studies – such as that of Clotaire Rapaille – have shown
that the salespeople who make the most sales are those
who get the most rejections; they simply work out4
where they went wrong5 and move on6. We could use
the metaphor of a slot-machine7 player; each time he
(they tend to be men) loses, he sees this as confirmation that the jackpot8 will come with the next coin9. Of
course, playing slot-machines is for losers, whereas10
success11 in sales can make you rich, so the comparison
only works in part.
If there is one thing that salespeople can
teach us all it is this attitude to failure2 and
rejection3. Failure is a part of everyone’s
working life but few of us know how to
turn it into12 an energizing force.

Photo by NBC

The Salesman as Hero
Sales is fundamentally about convincing
people through a conversation that you can
solve their problem. This can be done by
browbeating19 and using pressure tactics. It
can be accomplished20 by lying21. However,
to cope with – manage, survive,
deal with, handle
2
failure – fiasco, (opposite of
‘success’)
3
rejection – non-acceptance
4
to work out – determine
5
to go wrong (go-went-gone) –
make an error
6
to move on – (in this case)
proceed to the next sale
7
slot machine – fruit machine,
coin9-operated gaming
machine
1

Nelson Mandela
Photo by South Africa The Good
News / www.sagoodnews.co.za

jackpot – top prize
coin – piece of (typically round)
metal money
10
whereas – while, by contrast
11
success – effectiveness, positive results
12
to turn sth. into – convert
sth. into
8

9

it can also be done by identifying what really
motivates people and what their real problems
are. Sellers can be oafish 22 bullies23 like
Donald Trump. However, the salespeople can
also be heroic. In his book Life’s A Pitch (2012)
Philip Delves Broughton cites Lawrence of
Arabia and Nelson Mandela as examples of the
hero-salesman in the broadest24 sense. These
are men who listened, created trust25 and
wore down26 objections to persuade whole
nations that they had the solution to their
audience’s problems.

to blow (blow-blew-blown) –
(in this case) sound, play
14
bugle /ˈbju:gəl/ –
type of military
trumpet
15
to wake sb. up
(wake-wokewoken) – stop sb.
sleeping, cause sb. to be alert
16
rather than – instead of, as
opposed to
17
to retreat – withdraw, escape
18
the sentiment is better than
the English!
13

browbeating – bullying, intimidation, pressure
20
to accomplish – achieve, do,
obtain
21
to lie – not tell the truth
22
oafish – unsophisticated,
unrefined
23
bully – sb. who uses intimidation and coercion
24
broadest – widest, least precise
25
trust – confidence, (opposite of
‘suspicion’)
26
to wear down (wear-woreworn) – gradually triumph over

19
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The Sell: How
to Persuade
People (1)
Selling Satisfaction
There is one essential requirement to selling: the belief that
what you offer will make your customer happier. If you
truly1 believe that life insurance will save a family from
catastrophe, that an anti-baldness treatment2 will prevent3 the trauma of loss of virility, you can sell and use any
trick4 to make the sale. Non-salespeople may be horrified
to hear that sellers don’t distinguish between clients and
friends but if your job is spreading5 happiness, why not?

Relate
Another key aspect of selling is to relate to the customer.
The pretence is that this is just6 a friendly conversation
between two people who happen to connect7. Once
rapport8 has been established, customers will be happy
to satisfy their new friend’s sales pitch9. As TV infomercial star Tony Sullivan says, “All there is to selling is to be
likeable10, to share11 a joke, be a good storyteller”.

Pester Power
Every child knows the effectiveness of pester12 power.
If you nag13 someone long enough they are likely to14
give in to15 your demands if they can’t get rid of16 you. A
shortcut17 to this result is to choose a moment when the
buyer is already mentally exhausted.
There are specific tactics that can be used here. For
instance 18, there is the Hull-Dobbs system for part-exchanging19 second-hand cars (developed20 in the 1940s).
When customers arrived at the dealership21, the sales
reps22 would ask for their car-keys and driving licences
truly – genuinely, really
anti-baldness treatment
– lotion that stops you losing
your hair
3
to prevent – avoid, stop
4
trick – subterfuge, stratagem,
ruse
5
to spread sth. (spread-spreadspread) – propagate sth.
6
just – (in this case) simply
7
happen to connect – connect
fortuitously
1

2
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rapport /rəˈpɔ:r/ – affinity,
mutual understanding
9
sales pitch – effort to sell
something
10
to be likeable – be affable, be
agreeable
11
to share – (in this case) tell sb.
12
pester – persistently ask for sth.
13
to nag – (in this case) persistently ask for sth.
14
are likely to – will probably
8

Pester power

Photo by Big Ben in Japan

ostensibly in order to check the old car’s condition and
the customer’s identity. However, the customers were now
effectively hostages23 and if they asked for their car-keys
and licences back, excuses and distractions would be given,
while all the time the customers would be bombarded with
sales pitches24 and offers. Most customers relented25 in
the end form exhaustion and the dealership21 got its sales.

Keep it Simple
People are more easily persuaded by one or two reasons
than many more. So, when arguing for something – selling a product or idea – reiterate one or two good reasons
rather than26 piling on27 more and more benefits.
to give in to (give-gave-given) –
capitulate to, accede to
16
to get rid of (get-got-got) – (in
this case) escape from
17
shortcut – quick way to arrive
at
18
for instance – for example
19
part-exchanging – method of
buying in which you give your
old car as part of the payment
for your new second-hand car
15

to develop – (in this case)
create
21
dealership – shop that sells
cars
22
sales rep(resentative) – seller
23
hostage – captive, prisoner
24
sales pitch – effort to sell
something
25
to relent – capitulate, accede
26
rather than – instead of, as
opposed to
27
to pile on – accumulate
20
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The Sell: How
to Persuade
People (2)
Mimic1 the Prospect2
Subtly mimicking somebody’s gestures, posture, hand
movements and facial expression can greatly increase
your chances3 of persuading him or her. A sales simulation from the INSEAD Business School in Fontainebleau
(France) found that 67% of sellers who mimicked their
potential buyers secured a sale, while only 12.5% of sellers who did not mimic were able to close the deal4. The
secret is to leave a delay5 of around four seconds, be
subtle and, if you think there is the slightest6 chance7
that the other person is getting suspicious8, stop mimicking immediately.

Sex & Selling
A study from the University of Alabama found that
women are more easily persuaded in face-to-face
conversations than during electronic interactions.
Men, however, tend to be more competitive and
confrontational face-to-face than online.
However, it is in male-female interactions that sales
often crosses the line. US pharmaceutical companies
often hire9 unqualified ex-cheerleaders to sell their products to middle-aged male10 doctors who, consciously or
not, are willing to11 overprescribe drugs12 to patients in
exchange for the attention of an attractive young woman.

It’s The Way You Say It
Sometimes what you say is less important than how you
say it. If your discourse is hesitant13 and full of pause fillers (like ‘I mean’ and “y’know”) it is less persuasive than
the same information delivered14 fluently. The less time
a person is given to think about the content of what is
being said, the more the style of the delivery matters15.
This is borne out16 by a study from the University of
Dayton in Ohio. The salesperson as a fast-talker who
then presses the buyer for a snap17 decision is using a
tactic to ensure that the buyer values
style over substance. However, you
have to sound confident 18 right
from the start19. A recent study from
McGill University in Montreal found
that people take just20 one fifth of a
second to decide if they believe what
someone else is saying.

Back to You

Photo by Me JLS Media
www.flickr.comphotosdreammaker1822441413261

Mimic to persuade.
to mimic – imitate, copy
prospect – potential customer
3
chances – probability,
possibility
4
to close a deal – make a sale
5
delay – interval
6
slightest – smallest
7
chance – possibility
1

2

to get suspicious (get-got-got)
– begin to suspect, (in this case)
think that you might be imitating him/her
9
to hire sb. – employ sb.
10
male – ♂
11
to be willing to – be ready to,
be prepared to
8

The current mantra of sales is
authenticity. “The key is to be yourself. Don’t change who you are”,
says Peter Handel of Dale Carnegie
Training. Sales guru Jeffrey Gitomer
says much the same, “The key to
sales is being friendly and responsive” or, as Barbara Bush 21 puts22 it,
“Be yourself. Well, maybe someone a
little nicer.”

to overprescribe drugs –
authorize excessive quantities
of medicine
13
hesitant – full of doubt
14
to deliver – (in this case) say
15
to matter – be important
16
to bear sth. out (bear-boreborne) – confirm sth.
17
snap (adj.) – immediate
12

confident – self-assured
right from the start –
(emphatic) from the very
beginning
20
just – (in this case) only
21
mother of Jeb (and George
W.) Bush
22
to put (put-put-put) – (in this
case) express

18

19
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Autolycus

The Salesman
in Literature
Shakespeare’s Shyster1
English literature has a long and antagonistic relationship
with salesmen. Perhaps the earliest lying pedlar2 is the
Pardoner3 in Chaucer’s The Canterbury Tales (1400). A
more ambiguous character is Shakespeare’s Autolycus
in The Winter’s Tale. His name means ‘the wolf4 itself’
but he is a loveable rogue 5 who is both a conman6 and
an entertainer. The portrait is so realistic that he can
easily be identified with the street-market vendors of
21 st-century Britain. Shakespeare manages to7 capture
society’s ambivalence about sales. We are mesmerized8
by Autolycus’s charm 9 at the same time as we are
scandalized by his effrontery10. Shakespeare’s pedlar2 is
amoral and very human.
shyster /ˈʃaistər/ – (US English)
sb. who practises fraudulent
methods in business
2
pedlar – travelling salesperson,
door-to-door salesperson
3
pardoner – (historical) sb.
licenced to sell papal pardons or
indulgences
4
wolf – (Canis lupus) a type of
carnivorous dog-like mammal
1
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5

rogue – villain, dishonest man
conman – fraudster, sb. who
does confidence tricks

6

American Salesmen
American literature has been less kind to salesmen. One
of Herman Melville’s last novels was The Confidence Man
(1857). In this work the salesman is satanic and selling is
a disease11 that threatens to poison12 society itself and
all social relations. Melville is clearly disgusted by sellers.
Tellingly13, the novel was clearly influenced by The Canterbury Tales. However, there is more than a whiff of14
Phineas Barnum 15 about the title character, too.
However, the greatest literary US comment on sellers is undoubtedly Arthur Miller’s Death of a Salesman
(1949), which won the Pulitzer Prize on the year of its
publication. [See pp. 31-33]
Salesman itself has been enormously influential on
later playwrights. David Mamet’s Glengarry Glen Ross
(1984) and Roger Rueff’s Hospitality Suite16 (1992) –
adapted into the movie The Big Kahuna (1999) – are just17
two obvious examples of works influenced by Miller’s
play. All three tragedies explore the moral abyss into
which salespeople throw their souls18.
to manage to – be able to
to mesmerize – fascinate
9
charm – charisma
10
effrontery – impudence,
audacity
11
disease – illness, sickness,
pathology
12
to threaten to poison – could
easily contaminate
13
tellingly – significantly

7

8

more than a whiff of – a
strong suggestion of
15
see p. 20
16
hospitality suite /swi:t/
– room in a hotel in which businesspeople can socialize
17
just – (in this case) only, simply
18
soul – eternal spirit
14
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Arthur Miller’s
Death of a
Salesman
The most studied play in US
universities and perhaps the most
famous American play of all time.
Brief1 Summary
Willy Loman is a salesman who is failing
in his work due to2 age and exhaustion. He
begins to lose control and his life begins to
unravel3. Gradually he realizes4 that he
is worth more 5 – in financial terms – dead
than alive (through his life-insurance
policy6). We follow a day in Willy’s life as he
struggles7 to make sense of his aspirations,
delusions8 and regrets9, watched by his
increasingly alarmed family.

The American Nightmare10
Willy’s biggest problem is that he has wholeheartedly11
bought into12 the American Dream. He believes that
through hard work and above all13 through force-ofpersonality and likeability14 , anybody can succeed
in15 the USA. Superficially, this is not a bad philosophy.
However, there are two major16 flaws17. First, it implies
that anyone who does not succeed is responsible for his
(or her) own failure. Secondly, success is defined in the
narrow18 sense of getting rich. What Willy really wants is
brief – quick, concise
due to – because of
3
to unravel /ʌnˈrævəl/ – (in this
case) fall apart, collapse
4
to realize – (false friend)
become conscious
5
to be worth more – have a
greater value
6
life-insurance policy – agreement with an insurance company by which your family will
receive money if you die
7
to struggle – make an effort
8
delusion – misconception,
fallacy, fantasy

regrets – remorse, repentance
nightmare – bad dream
11
wholeheartedly – enthusiastically, unquestioningly
12
to buy into sth. (buy-boughtbought) – accept
13
above all – especially
14
likeability – having an attractive personality
15
to succeed in – be successful
in, triumph in
16
major (adj.) – important,
significant
17
flaw – defect
18
narrow – restricted, limited

1

9

2

10

29

Arthur Miller

Photo by US State Department

respect and he naively19 thinks that he can
only achieve20 this through wealth21. From
a different perspective Willy is a successful
man. Having started with nothing, he is
one instalment away from owning22 his
own house. He has a wife who loves him and they have
raised23 two healthy sons to adulthood24.
Unfortunately, Willy’s professional life as a salesman
has taken over25 his personal life. He is used to26 lying to
his customers and he has learned to exaggerate his own
importance and the success of his sons. This has led to27
an ever-widening28 gap29 between reality and the world
that Willy has invented for himself. We watch Willy as he
falls back down to earth30.
naively /naiˈi:vli/ – ingenuously,
credulously, childishly
20
to achieve – get, accomplish,
obtain
21
wealth – prosperity
22
he is one instalment away
from owning – he only has
to make one more payment
before he owns
23
to raise sb. – bring sb. up, rear
sb., care for sb. from childhood
to adulthood
24
adulthood – being an adult,
physical maturity

19

to take over (take-took-taken) –
take control of
26
to be used to (+ -ing) – be
accustomed to (+ -ing)
27
to lead to (lead-led-led) – bring
about, cause
28
ever-widening – gradually
bigger and bigger
29
gap – difference, dichotomy,
gulf
30
to fall back down to earth
(fall-fell-fallen) – painfully
confront reality after being
deluded (= naively believing
sth. that is not true)
25
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The Vicarious
Life:
Lucky & Biff
Father, Son
Willy’s realization 1 that he is failing to fulfil the
American Dream has caused him to try to succeed2
vicariously3, through his elder son Biff. However, Biff has
come to terms with4 his own ordinariness and resents5
his father’s ambitions for him. He has his own dreams of
farm work in Texas. However, Willy sees Biff’s assertion
of6 his own individuality as ingratitude.

Saints or Whores
Happy and Willy tend to objectify women
confusing sexual conquests with commercial success. They live in a world in
which women are saintly homemakers7
or whores8. This is not Miller’s viewpoint.
The strongest and most likeable character
in the play is Willy’s wife, Linda, who –
unlike9 the male10 Lomans – is capable of
acting decisively when it matters11.

Name Games
Willy’s surname12 tells us who he is, a ‘low man’, just13
an ordinary joe14. His first name is a little more complex.
On one level it suggests that he wilfully15 deludes16
himself about his own true nature and his position in
society. He tries to will the world of his delusions17
into existence18. However, ‘Willy’ is also a homophone
realization – (false friend) recognition, gradual understanding
2
to succeed – be successful,
triumph
3
vicariously – indirectly, as a
substitute
4
to come to terms with (comecame-come) – accept
5
to resent – object to, be irritated by
6
assertion of – defence of,
insistence on
7
homemaker – housewife, sb.
who creates a home
1
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whore – prostitute, promiscuous woman
9
unlike – in contrast to
10
male – ♂
11
to matter – be important, count
12
surname – family name
13
just – (in this case) simply
14
ordinary joe – regular guy, sb.
who is not extraordinary
15
wilfully – deliberately,
intentionally
16
to delude – mislead, fool,
deceive, cause sb. to believe
sth. that is not true
8

Willy Loman

Photo by Pvasiliadis

of “Will ’e?” /ˈwili:/ (= will he?) – posing the
question of whether19 Mr Loman will
really try to kill himself or if his suicide
attempts20 are just a cry for help. The
name of his younger son, ‘Happy’, seems to
suggest that he happily deludes16 himself
that his sexual conquests can bring him
some kind of fulfilment21. The older son’s name, Biff,
suggests physicality; a ‘biff’ is an onomatopoeic word for
a ‘punch’22, suggesting comic books. It is an inappropriate
name for a man in his twenties, implying that he has not
been allowed23 to grow up24 by his family. It may also
reflect the idea of ‘beefy25’ or ‘beefcake26’.
delusions – fantasies, idiosyncratic beliefs that are
maintained despite being contradicted by reality or rational
argument
18
to will sth. into existence
– cause sth. to become reality
using willpower (= wanting sth.
in a determined way), change
sth. through desperately wanting to change it
19
whether – ‘if’ (but ‘if’ cannot be
used before ‘or’)
20
attempt – effort (to do sth. that
is difficult)
17

fulfilment – profound
satisfaction
22
punch – act of hitting with
one’s fist
21

to allow – permit
to grow up – mature
25
beefy – strong, masculine, virile
26
beefcake – muscular young
man
23

24
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The Birth of
Salesman
The Death of a Salesman has been described as ‘the American King Lear’. To the extent that it portrays1 an aging2
man who has confused his job with his identity – his self –
the comparison is valid. However, the historical roots3 of
Salesman actually4 reach 5 further into the past6. Miller
was originally going to call the play ‘Inside His Head’.
This alternative title emphasizes the fact that much of
the action in the play takes place7 in Willy’s imagination
and memory. 8 The play is largely9 a dream sequence in
which different characters from past and present play
symbolic roles as they fight for Willy’s soul10. In this light
Salesman comes close to the psychomachy11 of mediaeval morality plays and early Renaissance plays such as
Marlowe’s Dr. Faustus (1593). In his fanatical desire to transcend his ordinariness and the selling of his soul10 (first
through the sales philosophy, then
through his suicide) Willy has much
in common with Faustus.
A more recent influence was Clifford Odet’s Awake and Sing (1935),
which involves12 an old man who
commits suicide so that his family
can get the insurance money. Also,
O’Neill’s classic play about a salesman, The Iceman Cometh (1947),
influenced Miller’s play.

Psychomachia like “Inside his Head”.

angrily described the play as “a time
bomb under American capitalism”.
Others saw the possibility for reform;
one wealthy 16 old shop-owner
ordered, after seeing the play, that
none of his staff17 were ever to be
sacked18 for being too old.
Columbia Pictures were so
worried about the polemic in
McCarthyite America that they asked
Arthur Miller to place an ad 19 in
the press denouncing Communism
before the release 20 of Stanley
Kramer’s 1951 film of the play. When
Miller refused, Columbia decided to
accompany the movie with a short
film of business professors explaining
that Willy was not a typical salesman
and that selling was an honourable
profession!

Salesman as Polemic
Miller stated 13 that he wrote
Salesman as an exposé of “the
bullshit 14 of capitalism” and it
immediately began to divide its
audiences into supporters 15 and
detractors. On the opening night
a female member of the audience
to portray – depict, represent
aging – who is becoming old
3
roots – (in this case) origins
4
actually – (false friend) in fact
5
to reach – (in this case) go
(back)
6
further into the past – to a
more remote time
1

2

29

to take place (take-took-taken)
– occur, happen
8
the 2015 animated movie
Inside Out is based on
exactly the same premise
9
largely – primarily, more or less
10
soul – eternal spirit

7

psychomachy – the representation of a battle for the human
soul between forces of good
and evil inside a person’s mind
12
to involve – be about, centre
on
13
to state – say, declare
14
bullshit – nonsense,
propaganda

11

supporter – fan, enthusiast
wealthy – affluent, prosperous,
rich
17
staff – employees
18
to sack sb. – make sb.
unemployed
19
ad – (informal) advertisement
20
release – premiere
15

16
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Getting
Closure

T

he close is when you give the
prospect 1 the opportunity
to say ‘no’, so it is often the most
stressful part of the sales process. This is necessary because
you need a firm commitment2; a
conversation can be all very well
but in the end it’s just air. Closing means asking closed questions. However, unless you are
in a shop, people probably won’t
answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’ but “Yes, if...”
or “No, because...”. Surprisingly,
both these answers are a step
forward3 because they reveal the
prospect’s1 sticking points4.

Can’t say no, can you?

Objections
Objections come in two forms: sincere and insincere.
You should be ready for sincere objections as they will
have been implied previously in the conversation. Just5
keep talking them through6 until you reach7 a mutually
advantageous solution.
Insincere objections come out of nowhere and have
no logical relationship with your conversation up to that
point8. Usually, they arise9 because the prospect1 hasn’t
got the money or the authority to make the purchase10.
There isn’t much you can do in this situation except walk
away.

prospect – (false friend) potential customer
2
commitment – (in this case)
agreement
3
a step forward – progress, an
advance
4
sticking point – obstacle to
progress towards an objective
1
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just – (in this case) simply
to talk sth. through – talk
about sth., converse about sth.
7
to reach – arrive at, get to
8
up to that point – until that
moment
9
to arise (arise-arose-arisen)
– emerge
5

6

Photo by Tomwsulcer

Closing Tricks
There are certain tricks11 to help when you are closing.
1. Create a sense of urgency. Either there is a time-limit
on an offer or the offer is only available while stocks
last12.
2. Act as if the prospect1 has decided to buy and simply
has to make one last trivial decision: “So, what’s it to
be?13 The standard version or the deluxe version?
3. Offer some special bonus or extra if the prospect1
closes immediately.
4. Allow14 the customer to try the product out so they feel
what it is like to own15 one. Unpack the product so they
can touch it and examine it. Make no attempt to16 put
it back in its package.
to make the purchase (makemade-made) – buy sth.
11
trick – stratagem, subterfuge,
ruse
12
while stocks last – while
we still have samples of this
product
10

what’s it to be? – what is your
decision?
14
to allow – permit
15
to own – possess
16
make no attempt to –
(emphatic) don’t
13

4

Sales

Phrasal Verbs
of Selling &
Persuading
When it comes to phrasal verbs,
English is a very ‘persuasive’
language.

>> to bring sb. round (UK English)
>> to bring sb. around (US English)
[bring-brought-brought]
= persuade sb.: 1
- Do you think you can bring her (a)round to your point of
view?
>> to come round
>> to come around [come-came-come]
= be persuaded: 2
- Keep the pressure up. He’ll come round in the end.

She guilted him into donating to the
mental-health charity.

Photo by Marina Carresi

>> to talk sb. into (doing) sth.
= persuade sb.
- How did she talk you into buying this useless car?
>> to pressure sb. into (doing) sth.
= persuade or force sb. to do sth. using pressure tactics:
- If you try to pressure customers into buying the goods3 ,
they will just resist harder and become resentful4.
>> to guilt sb. into (doing) sth.
= persuade sb. into doing sth. using a guilt-trip5:
- My mother guilted me into spending the day with my
granny6.
>> to cave in
= capitulate. The allusion is to a building or cave 7
collapsing:
- In the end he caved in and offered me a lower price.

Photo by Intel Free Press

He talked me into buying a new laptop.
1

notice that ‘bring sb. (a)
round’ also means to cause
sb. to regain consciousness

12

2

notice that ‘come (a)round’
also means to regain
consciousness

>> to win sb. round (UK English)
>> to win sb. over (US English) [win-won-won]
- She seems to be against the idea initially but I’m sure I can
win her round/over.
goods – products
resentful – irritated, offended
5
guilt-trip – feeling of culpability

3
4

granny – (informal)
grandmother
7
cave – cavern
6
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Sales Expressions
Here are a dozen useful sales idioms.

>> to sell like hot cakes
= sell quickly and in large1 quantities.
>> it does exactly what it says on
the tin
= it does exactly what it is intended
to2 , no further3 explanation is necessary. The phrase was originally an
advertising slogan for Ronseal woodcare products4.
>> caveat emptor
= (literally) let the buyer beware 5.
The buyer is responsible for checking the quality and suitability6
of the goods7 before making the
purchase8.

>> could sell ice to Eskimos
= be very persuasive. Notice the
pararhyme16.
>> the customer is always right
- an idiotic phrase if taken literally, it
means that customer satisfaction is a
priority. The expression is probably
a variation on the French le client n’a
jamais tort (= the customer is never
wrong).
>> the customer is king
- a similar phrase to the previous
one, this comes from the German
der Kunde ist König. It is in many
ways better as it suggests that the

>> to sell sb. a pup9
>> to sell sb. a pig in a poke10
= sell somebody something of
little value, pretending that11 it is
something else that is much more
valuable. The allusion is to the sale
of what is supposedly a piglet12 in
a bag. When the bag is opened the
customer discovers that it is just a
puppy. Notice the alliteration13.
>> could sell sand to an Arab
= be very persuasive. Notice the assonance. The Irish version is “He could
sell a priest14 a pig”15 .
large – (false friend) big, great
to be intended to – be supposed to (do)
3
further – (in this case) additional
4
wood-care products – substances that
protect wood
5
to beware – be cautious, be conscious of
the risk
6
suitability – appropriateness
7
goods – products
1

2
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Caveat emptor

Photo by Marina Carresi

customer has the advantage (i.e.
is in a position of power) but also
recognizes that customers can be
unreasonable or wrong. Notice the
alliteration13.
>> hard sell
- an aggressive, high-pressure sales
technique.

Been sold a pup?

Photo by Tomwsulcer

to make a purchase (make-made-made) –
buy sth.
9
pup – baby dog, puppy
10
poke – (archaic) bag
11
pretending that – simulating that, acting
as if
12
piglet – baby pig
13
alliteration – repetition of the consonant
sound at the beginning of consecutive
stressed syllables (marked in red)
8

>> soft sell
- a sales technique using subtle persuasion. Notice the alliteration 13 .
The verb form is ‘soft-sell’:
- When he realized17 he couldn’t pressurize me into buying he tried soft
sell.
- They soft-sold us the additional
services.
priest – churchman (mentioned in this
context as traditionally the most educated
person in the community)
15
from the Gaelic: D’áiteodh sé muc ar
shagart
16
pararhyme – partial consonance, repetition of the consonant sound at the end of
the stressed syllable
17
to realize – (false friend) become conscious
14

7

Sales

Sales
Terminology
Master the jargon1 of selling.

>> AIDA
- this acronym stands for ‘Attention, Interest, Desire,
Action’, which represents the four phases of a sale; you
grab2 the prospects’ 3 attention and establish rapport4,
foment their interest, create a desire to buy and then get
them to take action by committing to the purchase 5.
>> to close
= bring a business transaction to a satisfactory
conclusion.
>> hype
= exaggerated publicity, hyperbolic promotion
>> one’s (sales) pitch
= one’s line of argument intended to6 persuade a prospect3 to buy. A seller will sometimes be referred to as a
‘pitchman’ (or ‘pitchwoman’).

Photo by Tomwsulcer

Giving his sales pitch

>> a prospect or a suspect?
= is this person (or organization) likely to7 make a purchase8 or just9 waste my time?
>> puffing
= exaggerating the merits of what you are selling.
>> social proof
= the desire to buy something so as to be part of a
larger10 social group.
>> SPACED
- this acronym stands for ‘safety, performance, appearance, convenience, economy and durability’, the six
buying motives that cause customers to make a purchase 8. Customers need to know that the product is
safe11, that it will do what it is supposed to, that it looks
good and makes them look good too, that it is simple to
use, that it is good value for money and that it will have a
reasonable useful life.

Puffing

jargon – specialist vocabulary
to grab – (in this case) attract,
get
3
prospect – potential customer

1

2

7

Photo by Helgi Halldórsson

rapport /rəˈpɔ:r/ – affinity, harmonious interaction
5
to commit to the purchase –
confirm that they intend to buy

4

>> upselling
= selling ‘extras’ to your existing customers.
to be intended to – be planned
to, be supposed to
7
likely to – that will probably
8
to make a purchase (makemade-made) – buy sth.
6

just – (in this case) only
larger – bigger
11
safe – risk-free, opposite of
‘dangerous’

9

10
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The
Grammar
of Sales
Ablaut
The sale family of words (sale, salesperson, sellsold-sold, seller) is clearly Germanic in origin
because it is characterized by ablaut1. In fact, it
comes from the Anglo-Saxon words sala (n.) and
sellan-salde (v.). Interestingly, they are related to the
Gothic term saljian, which means ‘to offer sacrifice’.

Register
The language of advertising is dominated by
hyperbole. Selling can also involve 2 hyperbole
but the most important element of the guided
conversation that is a sale is the register3. The
salesperson should initially focus the conversation
on the customer’s feelings, so the language should
refer to emotions. The sellers will ask what the
customer loves and hates, fears, enjoys and wants.
As Dale Carnegie famously wrote, “When dealing
with4 people, you are not dealing with4 creatures
of logic, but creatures of emotion”.
Once a desire for the product has been created
on an emotional level, then the salesperson should
move on to more rational language. This is because
customers need a logical explanation for the purchase 5 to satisfy themselves and colleagues6 or
spouses7.

No Hedging

8

Selling is about dispelling9 doubts so it is important that
salespeople sound supremely confident10. It is therefore
important for sellers to eliminate all hedging terms11
from their vocabulary.
ablaut – alteration in the central vowel in related forms to
signal a change in function (as
opposed to adding a prefix or
suffix). Here ‘s_l’ are constant
and the vowel varies.
2
to involve – (in this case) imply,
require

1
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register – (in this case) variety
of a language used for a specific
purpose
4
to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) –
(in this case) interact with
5
purchase /pɜ:rtʃis/ – act of
buying sth.
3

No
In sales, unlike12 in sex ‘no’ doesn’t always mean ‘no’. In
sales ‘no’ can mean ‘I need more time to think’ or ‘you
still haven’t convinced me’. In any case most salespeople
avoid13 closed questions (one’s that have a yes-or-no
answer) so that the potential customer doesn’t even have
the opportunity to say ‘no’.
colleagues – the people one
works with
7
spouse – husband or wife
8
hedging – uncertainty
9
to dispel sth. – dissipate sth.,
make sth. disappear
10
confident – self-assured, sure
of oneself
6

hedging terms – words used
to reduce the certainty of a
statement (e.g. maybe, perhaps,
possibly, might and could)
12
unlike – in contrast to
13
to avoid – try not to use
11

Sales

Classified Ads
T

he great US statesman 1 ,
Benjamin Franklin, was a major
advocate2 of sales. He argued that in
a properly3 functioning democracy
anyone can succeed4 so long as5 he
or she knows how to sell. Franklin
is also credited with inventing
classified ads in newspapers. One
day he was sitting in his office as
editor of the Pennsylvania Gazette
when a shoemaker6 came in.
The visitor explained that he was
planning to open a second store7 on

the other side of town and wanted
to inform his customers. Was there
any way he could pay Franklin to
publish the information? Franklin
saw an opportunity and hired 8
his son-in-law9 to go door-to-door
around Philadelphia asking people
if there was anything else they
wanted to tell the rest of the city.
The result was classified advertising.
Without Franklin’s invention we
wouldn’t have the following ads:

Benjamin Franklin

Wordplay
>> Jimmy’s Shoe Repair: I will heel10
you, I will save your sole11, I will
even dye12 for you. 13

Ambiguous Ads
>> For Sale: Antique desk suitable
for14 lady with thick legs and
large15 drawers16. 17
>> Mixing-bowl set: designed to please
a cook18 with round bottom for efficient beating19. 20
>> Tired of cleaning yourself?21 Let
me do it.

Misspelling
>> For
rent:
apartment22

six-room

hated

Idiocy
>> Illiterate 23? Write today for free
help. 24
Franklin the printer
statesman – venerated politician
advocate – proponent, supporter
3
properly – correctly
4
to succeed – be successful, prosper
5
so long as – as long as, provided that, if (and
only if)
6
shoemaker – sb. who makes shoes and boots
7
store (US English) – shop (UK English)
8
to hire sb. – employ sb.
9
one’s son-in-law – the husband of one’s
daughter
10
to heel sb. – repair the heel (= elevation at
the back of a shoe) on sb’s shoe
11
sole – the part of a shoe that touches the
ground
12
to dye sth. – colour sth.
1

2

this is clever, though clearly blasphemous. The phrase is homophonous
with, “I will heal (= cure) you, I will save
your soul (= eternal spirit), I will even die
for you.”
14
suitable for – appropriate for, apt for
15
large – (false friend) big
16
drawers /drɔ:rz/ – a. knickers, underwear;
b. plural of ‘drawer’ (= box-like sliding container in a piece of furniture)
17
do the “thick legs and large drawers”
belong to the desk or the lady?
18
cook – (false friend) sb. who cooks
19
beating – a. (of food) whisk, mix energetically; b. (of a person’s bottom) physically
discipline
13

does “the round bottom for efficient
beating” belong to the bowl or the
cook?
21
‘to clean yourself’ could mean: a. do the
housework yourself; b. take a shower
or bath
22
‘hated’ should have been ‘heated’
23
illiterate – not able to read or write
24
better to advertise on the radio, surely.
20
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The Science
of DecisionMaking
Over the next five pages we look at
what science has to say about how
we take decisions.
Photo by Mghali76

Pretty Persuasion1
Persuasion is an essential aspect of being human. “It is
the way we build consensus and a common purpose”
according to Prof. Eric Knowles of the University of
Arkansas /ˈa:rkənsɔ:/. There is a growing scientific opinion
that our brains did not evolve to produce logical thought
but to persuade. Individually, we tend to come up with2

ideas intuitively and then defend them in the face of3
evidence (‘confirmation bias’4 ). However, as we are
equipped to find flaws5 in other people’s arguments we can
collectively move towards reasonable conclusions that the
individual is incapable of. In other words when people get
together to debate and argue against each other, they can
counterbalance the biased6 reasoning that each individual
brings to the table. As an individual
you don’t waste time searching out7
evidence that doesn’t support 8 your
case, you hone in on9 evidence that does,
according to Prof. Hugo Mercier at the
University of Neuchâtel in Switzerland.
Groups are more intelligent and more
creative than their individual members.
Moreover, a group’s performance
in intelligence tests bears little
relationship to10 the intelligence of its
members. What matters11 is the way
they argue. If everyone is encouraged12
to express their opinion and discuss
the alternatives, groups perform well.
However, if ‘groupthink’ 13 sets in14 and
dissent15 is stifled16 you end up with17
low performance and often disastrous
decisions.
Photo by Narek75

this is the title of an REM song
(1984) and a movie (2005)
2
to come up with (come-camecome) – (in this case) generate
3
in the face of – despite, in spite
of, when confronted with
4
confirmation bias /baiəs/ – the
tendency to focus on evidence
that helps our opinion and
1
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ignore evidence that refutes
our opinion
5
flaw – defect
6
biased /baiəst/ – prejudiced,
impartial
7
to search out – seek out, look
for, try to find
8
to support –strengthen, help
9
to hone in on – focus on

to bear little relationship to
(bear-bore-borne) – not correlate with
11
to matter – be important
12
to encourage – urge, exhort
13
groupthink – making decisions as a group, resulting
typically in bad decisions
10

to set in (set-set-set) – become
established
15
dissent – disagreement
16
to stifle /ˈstaifəl/ – suppress
17
to end up with – have... in the
end
14

24
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Free Will &
Social Physics
A

ccording to research by social physicist Alex Pentland of the MIT Media Lab the largest1 single
factor driving the adoption of new behaviours2 is the
behaviour3 of peers4 . We are social animals and what
those around us say and do has a profound influence on
what we consume, how we vote and even how healthy5
we are. The effects of implicit social learning are approximately equivalent to the influence of your genes on your
behaviour3, or your IQ6 on your academic performance.
The reasoning is simple: if someone else had made the
effort to learn useful behaviour, it is easier to copy him or
her than to learn it from scratch7 by yourself. For example, we all prefer to watch someone else using a piece of
new technology than read the manual. The vast majority of our daily behaviour consists of automatic, socially
largest – biggest
behaviours – habits
3
behaviour – conduct
4
peers – people of a similar age
and status
5
healthy – salubrious
6
IQ – intelligence quotient, a
measure of intelligence
1

2

24

from scratch – from nothing
(without using previous work)
8
lazy – trying not to make an
effort
9
to sway sb. – influence sb.
10
shared – in common
11
belief – (in this case) opinion,
point-of-view
12
flow – stream, flux

7

Photo by Adam Kliczek, httpzatrzymujeczas.pl (CC-BY-SA-3.0)

acquired habits. We are intellectually lazy8 preferring
to be swayed9 by the group than making the effort of
thinking as individuals. Society governed by collective
intelligence is efficient and creates a group with shared10,
integrated habits and beliefs11. Moreover, social physics
suggests that when a group receives a constant flow12
of ideas from outside as well, the individuals in a group
make better decisions.
Collective intelligence is embedded in13 the English
language. ‘Kith’, a word with prehistoric Germanic roots14,
refers to people with shared beliefs and customs and is
derived from a Germanic word for knowledge (Kunþ).
Similarly, ‘right’ (Riht) suggests what is customary15, what
is morally correct and what the majority of the group do
(think: the term ‘right-handed’ 16).
All this has enormous implications for economics
and democracy, which both assume 17 a society of
rational individuals. As the internet allows18 companies
like Google and Facebook to collect more and more
‘big data’ 19 on us, the ability for corporations and
governments to use social learning to manipulate us is
becoming increasingly limitless.
to be embedded in – be integrated into
14
roots – origins
15
customary – conventional,
traditional, normal
16
right-handed – using predominantly one’s right hand (not
one’s left hand)
13

to assume – (false friend)
suppose
18
to allow – enable, permit
19
big data – enormous data sets
that can be analysed by computer to reveal trends in human
conduct
17
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The Habit
Makes the
Monk
Are we rational individuals or just1
creatures of habit?

I

n French they say, L’habit ne fait pas le moine (= the
habit2 does not make the monk3). However, there is
increasing evidence that habits do make4 us who we are,
as Aristotle suggested over 23 centuries ago. Much of our
lives are driven by habits; they are a trick5 our brains use
to save cognitive resources6. We only notice the prevalence of habits when doing things like driving on the
other side of the road abroad7, or when we mistakenly
use a former8 lover’s name to address our new life partner9. You may even have driven to work on a Sunday
when you meant to10 go to the supermarket.

OCD hand-washing

Photo by Lars Klintwall Malmqvist

There is increasing evidence that habits are in charge
of what we do much more than we would like to think.
Research suggests that there are many things we do
– many choices we make – out of11 habit that we subsequently rationalize12. Anything and everything13 from
the route we take to work and the food we eat to the way
we vote may be habit-based and then subsequently rationalized. In other words the habit system often takes the
decision and our brains – playing catch-up14 – then work
out15 how to make the decisions seem logical.

Is OCD Just1 Habit Overdrive?

“The habit makes the monk”
just – (in this case) simply
habit – a. repeated conduct;
b. piece of clothing worn by a
monk
3
monk /mʌƞk/ – religious man
who lives in a monastery
4
do make – (emphatic) make
5
trick – ruse, subterfuge,
stratagem
6
cognitive resources – mental
effort
1

2
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An extreme case of a habit system that has run out of
control16 may be obsessive-compulsive disorder (OCD).
For instance 17, the conventional view is that people
with OCD repeatedly wash their hands because they are
worried about germs. However, research from New York
University suggests that they may repeatedly wash their
hands due to18 a habit overdrive19, which their brains
– desperately searching for a reason – subsequently
explain as being caused by a phobia about germs.

abroad – overseas, in foreign
countries
8
former – ex9
life partner – significant other,
lover, spouse, boyfriend or
girlfriend
10
to mean to – intend to, want to
11
out of – (in this case) because
of, as a result of
12
to rationalize – justify, explain
logically

7

anything and everything –
absolutely everything
14
playing catch-up – continually
falling behind, trying to keep up
15
to work out – determine
16
to run out of control (run-ranrun) – become uncontrollable
17
for instance – for example
18
due to – because of
19
overdrive – excessive activity
based on habit
13

24
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Willpower
A

nimals are able to resist immediate gratification in exchange for
bigger rewards1 in the future. Such
self-control can last2 from seconds in
the case of pigeons to over 20 minutes
in the case of chimpanzees, which is
longer than children can resist in similar experiments. Moreover, chimps
– and some children – deliberately distract themselves in order to endure 3
the wait.

The Benefits of Self-Control
How well we resist impulses is determined early in life
but, once our level of self-control is in place, it affects our
health and happiness throughout4 our lives. Children
who display5 self-control at four grow up to get higher6
marks7 in their university entrance exams, are more
popular and respected as adults and have higher paid
jobs, more successful marriages and better health. They
also suffer from less stress, are less likely to take8 narcotics, are less likely to be obese, have fewer personal
problems and are less likely to be arrested.

Exercising Self-Control
Self-control – be it successful9 or not – takes up10 an
important part of our lives. A study of German adults
from the University of Chicago suggests that people
spend three to four hours a day resisting temptations and
desires.
reward – compensation
to last – endure, go on
3
to endure – tolerate, bear,
survive
4
throughout – during all of
5
to display – show, demonstrate
6
higher – (in this case) better
7
marks – grades, academic
results
8
are less likely to take – have a
lower probability of taking
9
successful – effective
10
to take up (take-took-taken)
– occupy
1

2

24

willpower – determination,
resolution
12
unrelated – distinct, separate
13
to strengthen sth. – make sth.
stronger, intensify sth.
14
to aim to – try to
15
to break sth. down (breakbroke-broken) – debilitate sth.
16
to be entitled to – have a
right to
17
to indulge oneself – permit
oneself to enjoy what one
desires
11

Photo by Micaela de Silva

Interestingly, willpower11 is like a muscle, it can be
tired by use. So, if you use up willpower resisting one
temptation you will find it more difficult to resist another
unrelated12 one immediately afterwards. However, like
a muscle, willpower can be strengthened13 through
exercise.

Willpower and Sales
Effective advertising and sales aim to14 break down15 our
self-control by convincing us that we are entitled to16
indulge ourselves17.
I remember years ago chatting to18 a door-to-door
vacuum-cleaner19 salesman in Oxford. I assumed20 he
sold his wares21 in the affluent neighbourhoods of North
Oxford. However, he corrected me. The best pitch22 was
Blackbird Leys, the most marginal estate23 in the city.
The poor it seems will buy on impulse what they can’t
afford24; the rich use their willpower to stay rich.
to chat to sb. – talk to sb. in a
relaxed way
19
vacuum cleaner – hoover (UK
English), machine for cleaning
the floor
18

to assume – (false friend)
suppose
21
one’s wares – the products
that one sells
22
pitch – (UK English) area in
which one sells one’s products
23
estate – (UK English) residential area in which the homes
have all been planned and built
at the same time
24
can’t afford – not have enough
money for
20
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Self-Denial
O

ne of the secrets of selling is to emphasize the
danger of letting your head1 rule over2 your heart3
and of not buying something when you have only a
fleeting4 opportunity to do so. But what if there is a
(perverse) pleasure derived from not indulging oneself5?
Traditional – though not recent consumerist – British
ethos6 values self-denial7 and for many decades British
people were brought up8 to enjoy delayed9 gratification.

Fasting: religious self-denial

Photo by Giovanni Dall’Orto

Science & Religion
A 2013 study by Quoidbach and Dunn 10 relating to
chocolate suggests that self-denial is indeed11 a route to
happiness. It is widely12 accepted that people experience
‘hedonic adaptation’ – they get used to13 the finer things
in life 14 and, as a result relish15 daily pleasures less.
This is not a new idea. In fact, it is the principle behind
religious practices such as fasting16 before feasting17 (e.g.
at Lent18).

Contradicting Economics and Sales

Self-denial?

Photo by Kay 222

head – (in this case) logical
mind
2
to rule over – dominate
3
heart – (in this case) impulsive
desire
4
fleeting – transitory,
momentary
5
to indulge oneself – permit
oneself to enjoy an impulsive
pleasure
6
ethos /ˈi:θos/ – dominant values
of a specific culture
1
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self-denial – self-discipline
through abstinence and
abnegation
8
to bring sb. up (bring-broughtbrought) – rear, raise, educate
(at home)
9
delayed – postponed
10
‘Give It Up: A Strategy
for Combating Hedonic
Adaptation’ in Social Psychological and Personality
Science 1948550612473489,
(31/01/2013)

7

It may be common sense that delayed19 gratification
means we savour20 things more in the end and enjoy
our self-control but this contradicts the premises
of economics, which rate 21 consumption now over
consumption tomorrow. It also goes against the message
of the salesperson.
If science has shown that self-denial7 leads to22 happiness, maybe this very Victorian philosophy should
stage a comeback23.
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
widely – generally
13
to get used to (get-got-got) –
become accustomed to
14
the finer /ˈfainər/ things in life
– luxuries, treats
15
to relish – enjoy, value
16
fasting – intentionally not
eating
17
feasting – eating a banquet
18
Lent – the 40 days before Holy
Week/Easter
19
delayed – postponed

to savour – enjoy, relish
to rate – value
22
to lead to (lead-led-led) – result
in, bring about
23
to stage a comeback –
become popular again

11

20

12

21

24
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The Shining
by Saskia Eijkmans

M

ost horror books have dreadful1 narratives with
weak plots2 and unbelievable characters. Dialogue
and gore3 induce laughter rather than4 tension and usually the first chapter already hints 5 unsubtly at who is
going to live and who isn’t. The Shining6 is a great horror
novel, mainly7 because it avoids8 these pitfalls9.
Stephen King knows like no other that fear does not
lie10 in an abundance of blood11 and murder. Danger
lurks12 in simple details, such as a fire-hose13, a wasps’
nest14 or a clock. Of course, in horror books people
always are a hazard15 of their own and The Shining is no
exception in this, but the characters around which the
story centres aren’t lunatics with homicidal tendencies or
gullible16 nitwits17. Jack, Wendy and Danny make up18 a
relatively normal family with familiar problems. We can
relate to them and root for19 Jack to stop drinking, for
Wendy to trust20 Jack and for Danny to simply be happy.
Therefore, when supernatural elements are introduced,
these are believable and terrifying,
because we believe in the people
who experience them.
Another plus in the novel
is King’s talent for description.
Jaw-dropping21 mountain views,
the furniture and decoration of the
luxury resort22 and the changes in
the weather are painted so vividly
that the book literally transports us
to the Overlook Hotel in the Rocky
Photo by Zarateman
Mountains.
dreadful – awful, terrible
plot – (in this case) storyline,
story
3
gore – blood11, carnage
4
rather than – instead of, as
opposed to
5
to hint – imply, suggest
6
The title refers to the mental
powers to mind read and have
visions that the boy Danny
possesses. Literally, ‘shining’
means ‘emitting light’
7
mainly – primarily, principally
8
to avoid – (in this case) not fall
into
1

2
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pitfall – common mistake,
unexpected danger
10
to lie – (in this case) reside
11
blood – red liquid from veins
and arteries
12
to lurk – hide, be out-of-sight
13
fire-hose – hosepipe (= tube
for water) used for extinguishing fires
14
wasps’ nest – nidus (technical)
of aggressive yellow and black
flying insects (Vespidae)
15
hazard – danger, risk, peril
16
gullible – credulous
17
nitwit – idiot, fool

9

The plot2, admittedly, is not wholly23 unpredictable,
but King is capable of maintaining such tension throughout24 every chapter that it hardly25 matters26. There is
never a dull27 moment in all of the six hundred pages.
to make up (make-mademade) – constitute, form
19
to root for (US English) –
applaud the efforts of
20
to trust – have faith in, (opposite of ‘be suspicious of’)
21
jaw-dropping – amazing,
impressive
22
resort – tourist destination
23
wholly – totally, completely
24
throughout – from beginning
to end of
25
hardly – not really, barely
26
to matter – be important
27
dull – boring
18

27
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The Crisis
at Calais
I

have been rather1 bemused2 in recent weeks by the
images on the television: thousands of people trying
to storm 3 the Channel Tunnel terminal at Calais and
enter the UK. These are people who have risked their
lives to get into the European Union but are willing to4
risk their lives again to get into Britain. This surprises An Economic Explanation
me because I am British but live in Continental Europe. The reasons why it is so important to get to England
Obviously, I notice the fact that those around me don’t are various. One thing is the language. Most asylum
speak as much English as people do in the UK but other- seekers14 speak at least a little English. There is also the
wise there is no profound difference in life in Britain and belief that it is easier to work illegally in the UK, which
the rest of the EU in terms
doesn’t have ID15 cards, than on the
of living standards, civil and
continent. This is only partly true.
human rights, democracy,
In France you can go to prison for
tolerance of minorities and
employing an undocumented immiso on 5. I have no illusion
grant. However, while you don’t go
that Britain is some special
to prison for employing an ‘illegal
sanctuary compared to the
alien’ 16 in the UK, the fine17 for doing
rest of the EU. I have seen
so is nearly18 double what it is in
plenty of minor examples of
France.
xenophobia in the UK and
In Britain immigrants can claim19
was once even told to ‘speak
a Jobseeker’s 20 Allowance 21 of
English’ on a bus (I did, with
£72.40 a week after three months
some rather6 colourful
while their applications22 are being
language7!).
processed. This is a pittance23 to live
Having got to northern
on in the UK but it’s more than other
France why do the thousands
EU countries offer asylum seekers14.
who live in The Jungle 8 not
However, you can sleep rough 24
apply for9 asylum there or
in southern continental Europe for
wander across10 the border11
much of the year. In the UK it will kill
into Belgium and Holland?
you quite quickly. Economics only
Why risk life and limb12 to
goes so far in explaining25 the phereach13 England?
nomenon at Calais.
Photo by Xtrememachineuk
The Channel Tunnel
rather – somewhat, quite
to be bemused – be perplexed,
not understand
3
to storm – invade
4
to be willing to – be ready to,
be prepared to
5
and so on – et cetera, etc.
6
rather – quite, reasonably
7
colourful language – vivid
terms, insults
1

2

32

the unofficial name for the
refugee camp near Calais
9
to apply for – solicit, ask for
10
to wander across – walk over,
cross
11
border – frontier
12
to risk life and limb – put
oneself in serious danger
13
to reach – get to, arrive in
14
asylum seeker – refugee
8

ID – identity, identification
alien – (in this case) foreigner
17
fine – financial penalty
18
nearly – almost, just under
19
to claim – ask for, solicit
20
jobseeker – (literally) unemployed person who is actively
trying to find work
21
allowance – subsidy, payment
15

16

application – request, act of
soliciting sth.
23
a pittance – a very small sum,
chicken feed
24
to sleep rough (sleep-sleptslept) – sleep outside
25
only goes so far in explaining – can only partially explain
22
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Britain:
A Land of Milk
and Money1
Wearing the Union Jack
There’s something that has surprised me for a long time.
I’m pretty2 good at recognizing national flags. However,
the only one I see regularly on the clothes of people
around the world is the Union Jack3. I’m not talking
about British people abroad4 . In fact, most Britons are
rather5 reluctant6 to be directly associated with our
flag. I accept that the Union Jack is a little bit more exciting than most tricolours, but design alone isn’t enough to
explain the relative willingness7 of a lot of non-British
people to associate themselves with Britishness.
Another factor may be pop music. From the Beatles
to Mods to Britpop and beyond8 British
music has often been linked to 9 the
Union Jack3. However, I still don’t think
that the Fab Four10 , The Who and Oasis
can explain the Anglophilia.
Back at Calais, a reporter from The
Times, Alex Hannaford, was recently
told by several immigrants at Calais, “We
love Britain, we love England, it’s the
best country”. How did they come to that
conclusion?

Pax Britannica
From a distance Britain is a Shangri-La
for those escaping war, tyranny and
corruption. Britain has only been democratic in any real sense since the late
19th Century. However, it has not had a
this is a snowclone (= adaptation of a well-known expression)
on “land of milk and honey”
(= Promised Land) (Ezekiel
20:6)
2
pretty (adv.) quite, reasonably
3
the Union Jack – the British
flag
4
abroad – overseas, in foreign
countries
1
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Photo by Matt Buck

despotic government since the 17th Century and its state
has been free of endemic corruption since the end of the
18th Century. It has not suffered any significant civil conflict for over three and a half centuries. Moreover, it has
been the second richest large11 country
in the world (after the USA) for more than
a century. Political, social and economic
stability – Nirvana if you come from Syria,
Palestine, Afghanistan or Eritrea.
Of course, most Britons take these
things for granted 12 and grumble 13
about the weather, politicians, taxes and
immigration. Occasionally, it’s worth
realizing14 how lucky15 we are – there
are many who are prepared to risk death
just16 to get their asylum applications17
considered in the UK. Taking that risk
may be illogical given the current stability
and prosperity of the rest of the EU, but
it makes more sense from a historical
perspective and given the image of Britain
Razor wire
Photo by Craig Sunter (Manchester UK)
projected round the world by the BBC.

rather – somewhat, quite
reluctant – unwilling, disinclined
7
willingness – readiness, inclination, disposition
5

6

Wearing the Union Jack

and beyond – and after that
to be linked to – be associated
with
10
an unofficial alternative
name for ‘The Beatles’
11
large – (false friend) big
12
to take sth. for granted
(take-took-taken) – not properly
appreciate sth. as a result of
overfamiliarity

to grumble – complain, protest
it’s worth realizing – we
should be conscious
15
lucky – fortunate
16
just – (in this case) simply
17
application – request, act of
soliciting sth.

8

13

9

14
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Immigrants’
Reality in
Britain
Earlier this year The Guardian interviewed 100 immigrants living in Britain about their experiences. You can
read all of these interviews at: http://goo.gl/rOR4k2.
Reading through these mini-biographies is fascinating.
There are literally people from all over the world and,
No money, no honey.
as you would expect, their opinions vary widely1. For
Bekele Woyecha, a refugee from
Ethiopia who has been granted2
British citizenship 3 , “Britain
is one of the most welcoming
countries in the world”. An Iranian
Anglophile comments, “I learnt a
lot of core4 values and I think I am
now much more civilized. I learnt
about tolerance and respect for
others who might not be like you.
For example, homosexuals and
Gothic people.” Similarly, Yip Lee
May, who came to Britain from
Hong Kong as a young woman
in 1972, says, “The best thing
about Britain is the freedom, the
openness. I think you appreciate
other cultures, you are very
open-minded5.”
However, others allow6 themselves to criticize too (and their
testimonials seem much more
honest). A young Estonian, who
withheld7 her name, came to
Photo by Ikiwaner/Wikimedia Commons
Britain because she was in love
widely – significantly
to grant – concede, give
3
citizenship – status of being a
citizen of a specific country
4
core – basic, fundamental
5
open-minded – unprejudiced,
prejudice-free, tolerant
6
to allow – permit
1

2

32

to withhold (-hold/-held/-held)
– not give
8
racial abuse – xenophobic
insults
9
to be suspicious of – be wary
of, be distrustful of, be apprehensive about
10
nevertheless – even so,
however

7

Photo by Marina Carresi

with Shakespeare. She has suffered some racial abuse 8 in
Oxford and finds the British
suspicious of 9 immigrants.
Nevertheless 10, she justifies
this saying that there is some
xenophobia in all countries. A
Russian interviewee 11 comments that life in Britain is much
better than in Russia but that he
is ashamed12 to speak Russian
in public because some people
react badly to hearing foreign
languages. 13 Where many of
the immigrants coincide is that
hostility and suspicion has
increased since the beginning of
the World Financial Crisis and
the rise14 of UKIP15. It has even
spread 16 to some immigrants;
Paradoxically, Yip Lee May concludes, “The worst thing is how
you let new immigrants take
advantage of the NHS17. I’m disgusted18 by that.”

interviewee – sb. who is
interviewed
12
ashamed – embarrassed
13
xenophobia in the UK is
often more about language
than colour
14
rise – proliferation, ascent
15
UKIP – the United Kingdom
Independence Party
11

to spread (spread-spreadspread) – disseminate,
propagate
17
the NHS – the National Health
Service
18
to be disgusted – (false friend)
be sickened, be repulsed
16
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Walls
of the
World
Can a wall ever
be an effective
substitute for a
sophisticated
foreign policy1
on migration?
Hadrian’s Wall

Photo by Steven Fruitsmaak

Don’s Great, Great Wall

20th-century Walls Fall

On June 16th, 2015 Republican Presidential candidate,
Donald Trump promised to build “a great, great wall”
along the USA’s southern frontier to keep out “the drugs,
crime2 and rapists3 ”. He also said he would make the
Mexicans pay for it!

After the fall of the Berlin Wall in 1989 George Bush
(senior) declared a “New World Order”. In the emerging
globalized world there would increasingly be free
movement of people and things. The 155km wall
around Berlin was a highly4 visible symbol of a world
divided and when it came down, it left only the Korean
Demilitarized Zone 5 as the frontline of the Cold War.
Yes, there were local walls; the barriers down6 the middle
of Belfast streets to stop neighbours killing each other
and the 180km fence7 that has divided Cyprus since 1974,
but optimists could hope that even these barriers would
crumble8 in the coming years (as largely9 they did).

Keeping Out the Barbarians

Fall of the Berlin Wall
foreign policy – diplomatic
strategy
2
crime – delinquency
3
rapist – sexual predator
4
highly – very
1
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Photo by Raphaël Thiémard from Belgium

a 250km-long, 4km deep
area
6
down – (in this case) running
along
5

Of course there was nothing new about these
20 th-century walls. In 220BCE 10 the Chinese had
begun their 7200km Great Wall to keep the northern
barbarians out. Two hundred and fifty years later the
Romans completed their more modest 118km barrier,
Hadrian’s Wall, to keep the Scots out of Roman Britain.
Both empires’ walls had some success11 but failed to
halt12 the northern barbarians forever.
fence – barrier made of metal
or wood
8
to crumble – disintegrate, fall
9
largely – in general, more or
less

7

BCE – Before Common Era,
before Christ
11
success – (false friend/in this
case) effectiveness
12
failed to halt – did not stop
10

Society

21st-Century
Walls
T

he Great Wall of China will soon have a rival. India
is in the process of building a steel1 fence2 all the
way around its 4090km border3 with Bangladesh. In fact,
nearly4 3000km have already been completed. There is
an English saying, “Good fences make good neighbours”
and it seems right and proper5 that a country should
regulate who and what move in and out of its internationally-recognized borders. However, with the best will in
the world6 frontiers are usually artificial things and over
100,000 Indians will be cut off from7 their land by the
new fence.
Of course, there is not always the best will in the
world and another recent wall, Israel’s 680km West
Bank security barrier, is seen by many as not only
a legitimate protection against terrorists but also as
a means 8 to grab 9 land on the Palestinian side of
internationally-recognized borders3.

West Bank security barrier.
steel – a strong ferrous metal
fence – barrier made of metal
or wood
3
border – frontier
4
nearly – almost, just under
5
right and proper – correct,
appropriate, legitimate
6
with the best will in the world
– with the best intentions
1

2

Photo by Raffaele Esposito

to cut sb. off from (cut-cut-cut) –
separate from, divide from
8
a means – a way, a method
9
to grab – seize, steal, take
illegally
10
figure – (in this case) number,
statistic
11
to drop – fall, decrease
12
just – only
13
wherever – in every place that

7

The US-Mexican border fence.

Photo by Tomas Castelazo

People Barriers
India is building its fence2 around Bangladesh to stop
immigrants. India is an increasingly prosperous country,
while Bangladesh is the poorest country in the world.
Before the fence, India received 65,000 illegal immigrants from its neighbour each year. That figure10 has
already dropped11 to just12 10,000.
Walls seem to be the new solution wherever13 the
First World shares14 a border3 with a developing country. The European enclaves in North Africa, Ceuta and
Melilla, are ringed15 by more and more elaborate fences2.
Hungary, ironically the first country to bring down the
Iron Curtain, is completing a new barrier against immigration, a fence2 that is 175km long. Meanwhile, the UK
is building a 4m-high anti-immigration barrier around
the tunnel entrance at Calais. If Donald Trump gets his
way16, an 1130km wall will be built to stem17 illegal immigration from Mexico.
So, was the 1989 vision of a wall-free world just12 a
pipe dream18? Well, the purpose of walls has certainly
changed. The ancient walls were an attempt19 to protect
civilizations; the Berlin Wall existed to keep professionals
in 20 . The walls of the Third Millennium are there as filters;
they allow21 goods22 to flow23 freely but not people. The
worst possible thing that could happen for the USA is that
a wall along the Rio Grande might stop its hugely24 lucrative arms traffic to its southern neighbour. If it did, Trump
would have solved Mexico’s biggest problem.
to share – have jointly, have in
common
15
to ring – encircle, surround
16
to get one’s way (get-gotgot) – do what you want to do
(despite opposition)
17
to stem – control, limit
18
a pipe dream – an unrealistic
fantasy
19
attempt – effort, endeavour
14

the Soviets were never very
concerned about unproductive old people crossing to
the West
21
to allow – permit
22
goods – products
23
to flow – move
24
hugely – highly, very
20
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Duelling: Trial
by Combat
by Colman Keane

The Origins of Duelling
Duelling1 owes its inspiration to2 legendary single
combats such as those fought by Achilles against Ajax
and later against Hector in the Iliad. The practice was
brought to England by the Normans who settled3 disputes between noblemen through trial by combat4. The
first duel in the British Isles was between William, Count
of Eu, and Godfrey Baynard in 1096.

Early-Modern Duelling

Photo by Sander van der Wel

duelling /ˈdju:əliƞ/ – fighting
duels
2
to owe its inspiration to – be
inspired by
3
to settle – (in this case) resolve
4
trial by combat – trial by battle,
fighting in the belief that God
would intervene on the side of
the virtuous combatant
5
to reach – arrive at, come to
1
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to spread (spread-spreadspread) – propagate
7
to be all the rage – be very
popular
8
to sully – dishonour
9
to seek redress (seek-soughtsought) – demand satisfaction,
find a remedy
10
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
6

However, duelling did not become fashionable until after
the Restoration and it reached 5 its pinnacle in the 17th
and 18th Centuries. Although it was particularly popular in France it soon spread6 all over Europe and by the
mid-Seventeenth Century was all the rage7. So popular
had duelling become that it was viewed as an essential
part of a young gentleman’s education and by the 18th
Century had become very much part of a long-standing
code of honour by which gentlemen, whose reputations
had been sullied8, could seek redress9 and so regain
their honour. Indeed10, in a society which placed the
very highest premium on honour, the duel11 was a way
for gentlemen to prove their moral worth12 and figures
as prominent as Clemenceau 13 (1893), Pitt 14 (1798) and
Wellington15 (1829) settled their differences16 and saved
face17 by this very means18.
duel /ˈdju:əl/ – organized confrontation in single combat
using lethal arms
12
worth – value
13
Georges Clemenceau (18411929), French Prime Minister (1906-09, 1917-20)
14
William Pitt the Younger
(1759-1806), British Prime
Minister (1804-06)
11

Arthur Wellesley, Duke of
Wellington (1769-1852),
British General and Prime
Minister (1828-30)
16
to settle one’s differences –
resolve conflicts
17
to save face – avoid
humiliation
18
by this very means –
(emphatic) in this way
15

20
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Famous
European
Duels

Not Fair Play

Pushkin’s Duel with d’Anthès

The most famous duel1 in British
history was that fought by the Duke of Hamilton and
Lord Mohun in 1712, a duel1 fought to settle2 a lawsuit3.
It was an extraordinary duel as both men died, Mohun
being killed by Hamilton while Mohun’s second4, furious
at the death of his friend, slew5 the duke.

The Liberator’s Regrets6
Even the great Irish statesman7 and reformer Daniel
O’Connell fought a duel1 (1815) against John D’Esterre, a
minor Protestant political figure. The Liberator8 killed his
opponent but so affected and shaken9 was O’Connell by
D’Esterre’s death that, unlike10 most gentlemen
of the time, he deeply11 regretted12 it until the
day he died.

Poetic Justice
Yet13, perhaps the most famous duel1 ever
fought in Europe was that between the great
Russian writer and supreme lyricist Alexander Pushkin (1799-1837) and Georges D’Anthès
(1812-1895) in 1837. Believing that his lovely wife
Natalia was having an affair with the dashing14
Frenchman Georges D’Anthès, the overly15
hot-headed16 Russian, a serial duellist who had
already come out of 28 duels1 unscathed17,
challenged18 D’Anthès to a duel. Pushkin was
fatally shot in the stomach and as he lay19 on
the ground20 he shot at D’Anthès. The bullet21
ricocheted off22 a glittering23 gold button on
the Frenchman’s uniform, which saved his life.
A duel with pistols
duel /ˈdju:əl/ – organized confrontation in single combat
using lethal weapons
2
to settle – (in this case)
determine
3
lawsuit – piece of litigation
4
second – attendant, helper
5
to slay (slay-slew-slain) –
(poetic) kill
1

45

20

regrets – feelings of
repentance
7
statesman – respected political
figure
8
Daniel O’Connell (1775-1847)
9
to be shaken – feel upset/
agitated
10
unlike – in contrast to
11
deeply – profoundly
6

to regret – feel repentant/sad
about
13
yet – however
14
dashing – exuberant,
flamboyant
15
overly – excessively
16
hot-headed – impetuous,
impulsive
17
unscathed – unhurt,
unharmed, uninjured
12

to challenge – invite
to lie (lie-lay-lain) – recline, be
prostrate
20
ground – terrain
21
bullet – projectile

18

19

to ricochet off – be deflected
by, rebound off, bounce off
23
glittering – shining, sparkling
22
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Duelling in
America
T

here was an increase in the number of duels1 in
the last third of the 18th Century, a period which
coincided with swords2 giving way to3 pistols as the
weapons4 of choice. By then, sets of duelling pistols
were being produced by firearm manufacturers all
over Europe and, in fact, a man’s duelling pistols were
a prized 5 possession, one that was often passed down
from father to son.

US Political Duelling
By the late 17th Century duelling6 had reached the
shores of7 North America and in the period prior to8
the Civil War American judges, governors, lawyers and
politicians settled their differences9 with a duel1. In
fact, political duelling6 was particularly10 common in
the United States, a country at the time noted for11 its
lack of12 national political parties, and many a duel was13
fought in the weeks following an election. In essence, it

An American Duel
duel /ˈdju:əl/ – organized confrontation in single combat
using lethal arms
2
sword /sɔ:rd/ – weapon similar
to a big dagger
3
to give way to (give-gavegiven) – be replaced by
4
weapons – arms
5
prized – treasured, highly
valued
6
duelling /ˈdju:əliƞ/ – fighting
duels1
www.yes-mag.com

was a way in which “discredited leaders could redeem
their wounded14 reputations with displays15 of character”16 . Not surprisingly, the most famous duel1 fought
in American history was that between two politicians,
the Federalist Alexander Hamilton 17 and the Republican
Aaron Burr18 , fought in July 1804.

The Hamilton-Burr Duel

1
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An American Duel

to settle one’s differences –
resolve conflicts
10
particularly – especially
11
to be noted for – be distinguished by
12
its lack of – not having
13
many a duel was – a lot of
duels were
14
wounded – hurt, (in this case)
offended, affected
15
display – exhibition,
demonstration

9

to reach the shores of –
(poetic) arrive in, come to
8
prior to – before

7

Joanne B. Freeman, “The
Burr-Hamilton Duel”, The
New York Journal of American History.
17
Alexander Hamilton (17551804) was the first United
States Secretary of the
Treasury from 1789 to 1795.
18
Aaron Burr (1756-1836) was
Vice-President of the United
States from 1801 to 1805.
16

20

45

Society

The BurrHamilton
Duel
B

oth men of law had been bitter foes1 not only
on the hustings2 but also in the courtroom 3
for over a decade. Indeed4, this intense rivalry went
back as far as 1791, the year in which Aaron Burr
defeated 5 Alexander Hamilton’s father-in-law6
Burr shoots Hamilton
for a Senate seat. Burr, at the time of the duel7 the
8
incumbent Vice-President of the United States,
knowing that Jefferson had not chosen him as his running tree limb21 well above Burr’s head whereupon22 Burr,
mate9 in the following year’s presidential election, decided his personal animosity towards Hamilton clouding his
that a victory on the duelling ground10 would revive his judgement23, took aim24 and shot his opponent in the
flagging political fortunes11. When Alexander Hamilton, abdomen severing25 Hamilton’s spinal cord26. Hamilton
leader of the opposition party in Congress, publicly died the following day. As duelling15 was completely
accused Burr of “irregular and insatiable ambition” the illegal in the United States, Burr was charged with murder
latter12 demanded an apology13 for all of Hamilton’s insults in both New York and New Jersey. Although the case was
throughout14 their 13-year rivalry. Quite understandably never prosecuted his political career was nevertheless
Hamilton, despite his repulsion towards duelling15 (his in tatters27. Despite the efforts of the Republican party
own son had been killed in a duel7), refused to satisfy to praise28 Burr as “a man of honour” American public
Burr’s demands for an apology13 and so the duel, just16 as opinion turned its back on 29 the vice-president not
Burr had hoped, went ahead17.
only because he had killed a foe 30 but because his
18
Both principals, together with their seconds , met reasons for fighting the duel7 were to say the least31
on 11 July 1804 in Weenhawken, New Jersey. To this questionable. The message from the electorate was clear
day what really happened is shrouded in a mist of to all American politicians, namely32, that from now on
uncertainty19 as both seconds testified differently. What disputes should be aired in Congress and that politics
we do know20, however, is that Hamilton fired into a should always be practised without violence.

bitter foe – arch-enemy
on the hustings – during the
election campaign
3
in the courtroom – judicially,
in trials
4
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
5
to defeat – triumph over, be
victorious over
6
father-in-law – (in this case)
the father of his wife
7
duel /ˈdju:əl/ – (in this case)
organized confrontation in
single combat using pistols
8
incumbent – in office, in power,
current
9
running mate – (in this case)
vice-presidential candidate
1

2

45

20

on the duelling ground – in
a duel7
11
flagging fortunes – deteriorating position
12
the latter – the last person
mentioned, (in this case) Aaron
Burr
13
apology – (false friend) act
of saying sorry, expression of
regret
14
throughout – (emphatic)
during (all of)
15
duelling /ˈdju:əliƞ/ – fighting
duels7
16
just – (in this case) exactly
17
to go ahead (go-went-gone)
proceed, occur
10

second – attendant, helper
to be shrouded in a mist of
uncertainty – be uncertain
20
do know – (emphatic) know
21
tree limb – branch
22
whereupon – (formal) immediately after which
23
to cloud one’s judgement
– impair one’s ability to be
reasonable
24
to take aim (take-took-taken) –
point one’s firearm carefully
25
to sever – cut in two
26
spinal cord – nerve connections that are protected by the
vertebrae
27
in tatters – destroyed, in ruins

18

19

to praise – express admiration
for
29
to turn one’s back on – reject,
repudiate
30
foe – (poetic) enemy
31
to say the least – if one is
being generous
32
namely – that is, i.e.
28
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Fencing:
Duelling as
a Sport
T

he terms ‘fencing’ and ‘to fence’ come from an
aphetic shortening1 of the word ‘defence’ 2 . This
explains why ‘fence’ and ‘fencing’ can refer to either the
sport of sword3-fighting or to a wooden4 (or metal) protective barrier around somebody’s property (or around a
French ferry-port5).

Origins
Sword-fighting as a sport has existed at least since the time
of the Pharaohs. However, modern-day fencing finds its
roots6 in ‘rapier7 combat’ where, although the rapier has
edges8, the main9 force of the attack is in the thrust10.
Rapier fencing originated in11 Spain. Rules were drawn
up12 there around the time that the Catholic Monarchs13
banned14 duelling15. By the end of the 16th Century Spanish

Fencing with foils.

Photo by Marie-Lan Nguyen

fencing was popular across Western Europe and it is mentioned in several of Shakespeare’s plays.
It was the French who innovated and introduced a
smaller, lighter sword. Defence 2 became the basis of
the 18th-century French school of fencing. The French
also stuck16 a leather tip17 on the end of the sword3 so
as not to wound18 the opponent fatally whilst19 fencing.
The sword still had cutting edges8 but this was mainly20
to dissuade the opponent from grabbing21 the sword3
during combat – a very stupid idea if you ever want to
play the piano again!

Weapons22

Fencing with épées.
aphetic shortening – abbreviation of a word by not pronouncing an unstressed syllable
2
defence – act of defending
oneself
3
sword /sɔ:rd/ – weapon similar
to a long dagger
4
wooden – made of
wood
5
Calais: see pp. 45-49
6
roots – origins
7
rapier /ˈreipiər/ – (historical) type of long thin
sword. ‘Rapier’ comes from
the Spanish term espada
ropera (= dress sword)
1
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edge – (in this case) cutting
margin along the length of the
blade
9
main – principal, primary
10
thrust /θrʌst/ – abrupt violent
forward stabbing action
8

to originate in – come from
to draw up (draw-drew-drawn)
– prepare and write down

11

12

There are three weapons used in modern fencing:
>> the foil: a light thrusting23 weapon.
>> the épée: a heavier thrusting weapon. This French
term ultimately24 derives from the Latin spatha (= a
long Roman sword).
>> the sabre (US ‘saber’): is the only fencing weapon that
can be used to cut and thrust25. The term originally
referred to a curved cavalry26 sword. It is in reference
to this military usage that we get the terms ‘sabretooth tiger’27 and ‘sabre-rattling’28.
the Catholic Monarchs – Ferdinand II of Aragon and Isabel
I of Castile
14
to ban – prohibit
15
duelling /ˈdju:əliƞ/ – fighting
duels (= organized confrontations in single combat using
lethal arms)
16
to stick (stick-stuck-stuck) –
put, place
17
leather tip – cover made of the
cured skin of a cow
18
to wound /wu:nd/ – injure, hurt
19
whilst /wailst/ – while, (in this
case) when
20
mainly – principally, primarily
13

to grab – seize, try to hold
weapons – arms
23
thrusting – lunging, stabbing
24
ultimately – (false friend) in
the final analysis
25
to thrust /θrʌst/ – make an
abrupt violent forward stabbing action
26
cavalry (adj.) – relating
to military horsemen
27
sabre-tooth tiger –
prehistoric predatory
mammal
28
sabre-rattling – intimidation
suggesting that you may use
military force
21

22

13
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Verbal
Fencing
Debating
Fencing is an obvious metaphor for
two people debating and indeed 1
we talk about ‘verbal fencing’ and
two people ‘crossing swords’ 2 in
a discussion 3 or argument. The
main4 form of attack in fencing is ‘the
thrust’ – a quick forward lunge 5 in
the hope of taking your opponent by
surprise. The word ‘thrust’ has been
incorporated into Modern English.
The ‘thrust of the argument’ is the
Thrust and parry.
main4 point or force on which an
argument is based. If you thrust successfully you ‘score a
hit’6. From this we get the word ‘hit’ (e.g. a pop song) for
any type of success7. If your fencing opponent makes a
hit, you are expected to say (in your best French accent)
‘touché’ /tu:ˈʃei/. We also say ‘touché’ in ‘verbal fencing’ to
acknowledge8 that our opponent has made a valid point
against us.
Also relating to arguments we can find the verb ‘to
parry’ which means ‘to deflect9 an attack’ – be it physical
or verbal. Finally, we can talk about a ‘rapier wit’ to talk
about a sharp10 intellect that can quickly cut debating
opponents down.

En Garde!11
The expression ‘to be on your guard’ also originates
from12 fencing. It means that you are prepared for a possible attack. The opposite idea is ‘to be caught off guard’.
This may be because you have lowered13 your weapon14

indeed – (emphatic) in fact
sword /sɔ:rd/ – weapon similar
to a long dagger
3
discussion – (false friend)
conversation, debate
4
main – principal, primary
5
lunge /lʌndʒ/ – abrupt violent
forward stabbing action
6
to score a hit – (literally) touch
your opponent’s body with the
point of your foil or rapier
1

2

13

or ‘let down your guard’. We use this expression metaphorically for any situation in which you leave yourself
open to attack.

An Electoral Metaphor
In an election it’s possible to say, “the situation is nip
and tuck”. This means that the candidates are neck and
neck15, that it’s too close to call16. This curious expression
comes from the fencing terms ‘to nip’ (= to nick17) and ‘tuck’
(= sword). Recently, ‘nip and tuck’ has begun to be used for
minor cosmetic surgery18, but that’s another story!

Fencing & Sex
One can also find sexual connotations relating to the fine
art of fencing. The expression ‘to make a pass at sb.’ in
fencing means to attack somebody but in the context of
flirtation it means to speak to or look at someone in a way
that shows you are sexually attracted to him/her.

success – (false friend) triumph,
victory
8
to acknowledge – admit
9
to deflect – stop, prevent, avert
10
sharp – (in this case) intense,
precise
11
homophone of ‘on guard’
12
to originate from – come from
13
to lower sth. – (in this case) let
the point of one’s sword2 fall

7

weapon – instrument designed
to inflict bodily harm or to kill
15
to be neck and neck – both be
in the same position in a race
16
to be too close to call – be
impossible to predict because
there is so little difference
between two competitors
17
to nick – make a small cut,
score a hit6
18
surgery – operations
14
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Analysis
of Speed
Metaphors
E

nglish has an abundance of
metaphors for speed. Recently BT1
Broadband commissioned 2 a study
from University Campus Suffolk to find
out3 which was the fastest.4

As Quick as a Flash 5
At full throttle
The fastest metaphor, according to the
study was ‘at the speed of light’6. Light
travels at just under 300 million metres per second.
Second place went to ‘lightning fast’ 7 and ‘to go like
greased 8 lightning’ 9 because lightning10 travels at
around11 six million metres per second.
‘To go at full throttle’ 12 was measured at 236 metres/
second, the fastest speed of a petrol- or diesel-powered
aeroplane (the ‘throttle’ is a mechanism that controls the
flow of petrol/diesel into a motor). That’s over twice13 as
fast as ‘in one fell swoop’ 14. This Shakespearean expression (it appears in Macbeth) refers to a hawk15 descending
on its prey16. The fastest recorded speed for this is 108.5
m/sec17. This is slightly18 faster than human cognition,
which was given as approximately 100m/sec. – the speed
of electrical impulses travelling through the human
BT – British Telecom
to commission – pay for
3
to find out (find-found-found) –
discover, determine
4
http://goo.gl/O56niI
5
the absence of this
simile from the study is
inexplicable
6
at the speed of light –
(metaphorical) very quickly
7
lightning fast – (metaphorical) very quickly
8
greased – (literally)
lubricated
9
to go like greased lightning
(go-went-gone) – (metaphorical) travel very quickly
10
lightning – electrical discharge during a storm

around – about, approximately
to go at full throttle (go-wentgone) – (metaphorical) travel
as fast as you can
13
twice – x2, two times
14
in one fell swoop – (metaphorical) all at once, in a single rapid
action
15
hawk – (e.g. Falco) predatory
bird
16
prey – quarry, victim
17
m/sec – metres per second
18
slightly – a little
19
before you know it – (metaphorical) almost immediately,
at incredible speed
20
bat – type of flying mammal
21
to fly (fly-flew-flown) – move
through the air

1

11

2

12
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nervous system. This measurement referred to ‘before
you know it’ 19. That’s around11 three times faster than
the quickest bat20 flies21 (35.8m/sec.), which is referred to
in the simile ‘like a bat out of hell’22.
We also have the expression ‘to spread like
wildfire’ 23. The study tells us that bushfires24 can
propagate at a speed of seven metres per second. That’s
still faster than the top25 speed of a hat26 falling in a
vacuum27, which was given as 5.7m/sec. This refers to
the expression ‘at the drop of a hat’28. Boxing matches29
and races were sometimes started in the 19th Century by
the referee30 dropping31 a hat. Bottom of the list32 of
20 metaphors was ‘in the blink33 of an eye’ 34. The study
declared that an eye blinks at a speed of 0.033m/sec.
like a bat out of hell – very
quickly and wildly
23
to spread like wildfire
(spread-spread-spread) – (of
news) be disseminated very
quickly
24
bushfire – wildfire, uncontrolled fire that propagates
quickly in dry areas
25
top – (in this case) fastest
26
hat – head covering that has a
distinct form
27
vacuum – space that is entirely
empty of matter, void
28
at the drop of a hat – (metaphorical) immediately, at the
smallest provocation
29
match – (in this case) combat
30
referee – judge, umpire
22

to drop sth. – let sth. fall
bottom of the list – in last
place
33
blink – (more or less) involuntary shutting and opening of
one’s eye
34
in the blink of an eye – (metaphorical) very quickly
31

32

5
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suggested. For instance15, number 3 in the list was ‘like
a comet’, number 4 was ‘supersonic’ and number 5 was ‘a
speeding bullet16’ – I can’t find any of these in the dozen
or so dictionaries of idioms that I have consulted.

Not So Fast :
Criticizing
the Analysis
1

Omissions

S

ome people would take the study of speed metaphors mentioned on the previous page as ‘just a bit of
fun’. However, I take linguistics very seriously and quite
frankly I think it is a very shoddy2 analysis beneath3 the
standards of a serious university.

Speed & Duration

Other established metaphors have been left out 17.
The simile ‘off like a shot’ 18 is standard. If it had been
included it would have occupied the seventh position in
the list as the fastest cannonball19 is estimated to leave
the cannon’s barrel20 at approximately 200 m/sec.
Finally, the study forgot to mention ‘in a jiffy’ 21. In
astrophysics and quantum physics a jiffy is the time it
takes for light to travel one fermi, which is approximately
the size of a nucleon. So, ‘in a jiffy’ refers to the speed
of light and should be in joint first place22 in terms of
velocity. However, if we are comparing the metaphors in
terms of duration, ‘in a jiffy’ wins by a mile23 because one
fermi is 10 -15m 24 , which means that a jiffy is about 3×10 24 25
seconds, an unimaginably brief26 instant!

It is claimed4 that ‘at the drop of a hat’ 5 is
faster than ‘in the blink of an eye’6. This
is not true. The velocity of the hat when
it hits the ground7 might be 5.7m/sec 8
but it has been accelerating to that speed
from a starting speed of 0m/sec. The study
estimated the distance that the hat would
drop9: 1.7m. That means that even if the hat
was dropping at its terminal velocity from
the start it would take a third of a second
to complete its descent. That’s 10 times
slower than the eye blinks10. What’s more
the distance the eyelid11 travels is perhaps
a centimetre to close and another to open,
meaning that the duration of the blink is
approximately 0.00066 of a second. So, it
takes the hat12 around13 500 times longer
to drop9 as it does the eye to blink10.
The study included a number of expressions that could be used as metaphors
but are not accepted clichés14 , as they
Off like a shot!
not so fast – wait a moment
shoddy – poor-quality, inferior
3
beneath – below, inferior to
4
to claim – declare
5
at the drop of a hat – (metaphorical) immediately, at the
smallest provocation
6
in the blink of an eye – (metaphorical) very quickly
7
to hit the ground (hit-hit-hit) –
come to a stop on the floor
1

2

5

m/sec – metres per second
to drop [I] – (in this case) fall
10
to blink – open and shut
involuntarily
11
eyelid – cover over one’s eye
12
it takes the hat – the hat
requires
13
around – (in this case) about,
approximately
14
cliché – established expression
15
for instance – for example
8

9

Photo by PH1 DAWN C. MONTGOMERY, USN

speeding bullet – projectile
from a firearm
17
to leave sth. out (leave-leftleft) – omit
18
off like a shot – leaving immediately and very quickly
19
cannonball – metal sphere
fired from a cannon, shot
20
barrel – tube of a cannon
21
in a jiffy – very soon, in a
moment
16

in joint first place – in equal
first place, = 1st
23
to win by a mile (win-wonwon) – win hands down, win
easily
24
pronounced “ten to the
minus fifteen of a metre”
25
pronounced “three
times ten to the minus
twenty-four”
26
brief – short
22
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SPEAKING & LISTENING EXTENSION
63

Speak: what is your favourite architectural
style? Can you explain why?

66-67 Watch this interesting and clear documentary (US
English) in defence of modernist architecture:
https://goo.gl/PWEgyY
69-76 Read: there’s loads of Efl material for architects at:
https://goo.gl/d7E9py

Architecture

What is
Architecture?
Inside & Out
Architecture is often considered one of the classic
visual arts. However, in contrast to painting and
sculpture, architecture’s primary purpose is practical.
Unlike 1 painting, architecture is three-dimensional;
unlike sculpture, architecture is an internal space as
well as an external form. Indeed2 , one way of looking
at architecture is as an interior and an exterior. For
domestic architecture, the inside is a private sphere
while the outside is a public sphere, or, in the words of
Stephen Gardiner, “The interior of the house personifies

the private world; the exterior of it is part of the outside
world.” Truly3 successful buildings have aesthetically
pleasing insides and outsides but ultimately4 it is more
important to get the inside right, even if this means
sacrificing the outside. Examples of buildings that
sacrifice the exterior in the interests of the interior include
the great Gothic cathedrals, in which flying buttresses5
are the price the architects were willing to6 pay for
greater elevation. Another example is the architecture
of Frank Lloyd Wright (and a lot of modern domestic
architecture), which (arguably) is pretty damn7 ugly from
the outside in order to create some wonderful interiors.

The Social Art Form
More than other art forms, architecture affects everyone;
it is a supremely social creative activity and it interacts
with society. For instance8, Pericles had the Parthenon
built9 to lower10 Athenian unemployment. More than
any other art form, architecture can promote serenity,
empower11 or irritate; the spaces we live in have a huge12
impact on our wellbeing13.

Great Architecture
The history of architecture is
usually presented as an evolution, yet 14 some solutions
are surprisingly durable; the
tepee 15 was invented in the
Tuva region of Mongolia 10
thousand years ago and then
taken to North America where
it was in use until the early
20th Century. That is perhaps
a greater measure of success16
than erecting an 828m-tall
building.
As we will see over the
next few pages, architecture
is the fascinating result of the
interplay of culture, technology, ideology, climate and use.

Photos by Marina Carresi

Chichester Cathedral transcept inside
unlike – in contrast to
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
3
truly – really, genuinely
4
ultimately – (false friend) in
the final analysis
5
flying buttress – arch that
takes weight from a wall to a
separate column
1

2

Chichester Cathedral transcept outside
to be willing to – be ready to,
be prepared to
7
pretty damn – (informal) rather,
surprisingly
8
for instance – for example
9
to have sth. built – organize
the building of sth.
6

to lower – (in this case) in order
to reduce
11
to empower – make sb. feel
self-assured and emancipated
12
huge – enormous, great
13
wellbeing – health and
happiness
14
yet – however
10

tepee – conical tent associated
with the plains Indians of North
American
16
success – (false friend) effectiveness, triumph
15
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The Origins of
Architecture
Older than Us
The oldest known manmade1 structure is around 23,000
years old, a wall built in Greece to modify a cave 2 .
However, architecture is presumably far3 older. If we
understand architecture to mean the intentional ordering
of the environment4 for the benefit of the individual
and the community, then it must surely be pre-human.
After all, gorillas build nests5 and our remote ancestors
must have observed birds building6 nests and realized7
that there were great advantages in being able to create
a ‘cave’ to protect themselves against the elements.
We like to think of early hominins8 as ‘cavemen’ but
of course there could never be enough caves2 to go
around9. Moreover, caves must often have been in the

A thatched roof

Photo by Marina Carresi

wrong place, away from access to water and abundant
food supplies10. The evidence of hominins8 is found in
caves because caves preserve it, but that does not mean
that they were their only homes. Temporary homes such
as wigwams11, tepees12 and igloos must have existed
alongside 13 caves2 , though obviously foliage, animal
skins14 and ice do not last15 like stone.

Stone Homes

A wigwam

Photo by Cortomaltais

manmade – artificial
cave – cavern
3
far – (in this case) much
4
environment – surroundings,
physical context
5
nest – simple structure made
from foliage
6
building – (in this case) that
were constructing
7
to realize – (false friend)
become conscious
8
hominin – hominid (but excluding the Great Apes and their
ancestors)

to go around – for everybody
supplies – provisions
11
wigwam – hut from northeastern America made of
material from trees, plants and/
or animal skins
12
tepee – Native American conical tent
13
alongside – (in this case) at the
same time as
14
animal skin – the hide (= body
covering) of mammals
15
to last – survive, endure

1

9

2

10
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As we have seen, Cro-Magnon knew how to erect walls.
However, the explosion of stone buildings is directly
linked to16 the change from nomadic hunting and
gathering17 to sedentary agriculture, irrigation and
metallurgy; only when you stop moving about18 is the
construction of a permanent home worth the time and
effort19. Even so, the concept of permanent is elastic. In
many parts of Africa homes are still semi-permanent;
expected to last15 for perhaps a decade before being
pulled down 20 and made anew21. Similarly, thatched
roofing22 in Britain is replaced every 30 years more or
less. Again, what survive are the great stone structures –
a pyramid is practically indestructible – but that does not
mean that such structures were in any sense the norm.
hunting and gathering – killing wild animals for food and
foraging for wild plants
18
to move about – wander, be
a nomad
19
to be worth the time and
effort – merit the time and
effort required
20
to pull down – demolish,
destroy
21
anew – again, afresh
22
thatched roofing – covering
over rural houses made of
dried plant material
17

16

to be linked to – be connected
with

Architecture

The Aesthetics
of Architecture:
Form &
Symmetry
Architecture is an epic battle
between geometry and nature1 .

A

rchitecture is not just2 building; it is also a form of
artistic expression. One way of understanding the
history of architecture is as the ebb and flow3 of form
and symmetry. Much architecture is essentially static
valuing straight lines4 , right angles 5 and simple geometric shapes6. Almost all architecture is symmetrical
on one plane of its ground plan7 and one plane of its
elevation but some buildings are symmetrical on two
planes. An extreme case is the pyramids: all straight
lines4, geometrically simple with a square ground plan7
and symmetrical from all four sides. The other extreme
would be the houses of the art-and-crafts movement 8
with whimsical9 forms and no symmetry whatsoever10.

Classicism vs. Romanticism
Geometry established itself as the norm for Western
architecture through the Ancient Greek canonic forms.
As a result, Greco-Roman architecture was big on 11
straight lines4, symmetry and simple geometry. Gothic
architecture downplayed12 symmetry and allowed13
more varied forms, many inspired in nature. The
Renaissance returned to straight lines4, semicircles and
symmetry. Mannerism and the Baroque allowed13 more
whimsical9 curves and ovals. In extreme cases, such as
Borromini’s Church of San Carlino (1634-46) in Rome, the
architecture seems to flow14 like a liquid; straight lines4
there are no straight lines in
nature
2
just – (in this case) simply
3
ebb and flow – (in this case)
repeated growth and decline in
popularity
4
straight line – line with no
curvature
5
right angle – 90º angle
1

60

shape – form
ground plan – the form of a
building on the terrain
8
a socialist artistic movement
of the second half of the 19th
Century that valued the vernacular and organic forms
9
whimsical – capricious, playful

6
7

Borrominimi’s Church of San Carlino

Photo by Erin Silversmith

and flat surfaces are almost entirely absent. The NeoClassical returned to the tired geometric forms. Then,
the Neo-Gothic rejected15 these forms. The ‘modern’
architecture of the Werkbund took the straight line4
and the right angle 5 to new extremes, though they were
less concerned about16 symmetry. Organic Architecture
reacted against this and applied17 more naturalistic
curves. 18 Neo-Rationalism veered back to19 the straight
lines4 and the right angles5. Et cetera.
Obviously, it is simplistic to reduce four thousand
years of architecture to a battle between parallel and
perpendicular lines on the one hand and non-circular
curves on the other but any historian of architecture
will acknowledge20 a basic truth in the ebb and flow3
described above.
no... whatsoever – (emphatic)
no... at all
11
to be big on – (informal) put a
lot of emphasis on
12
to downplay – give less importance to
13
to allow – permit
14
to flow – move, (in this case)
swirl
10

to reject – repudiate
to be concerned about – be
preoccupied about
17
to apply – use
18
for example in Sydney
Opera House
19
to veer back to – return to
20
to acknowledge – admit to,
accept
15

16
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Location,
Location,
Location
S

ince at least the 1920s estate agents
have been telling us that the three
most important things in property are
“location, location, location”. However, location has also played an important role in
the history of architecture.

Climate

Built on stilts

One of the primary functions of buildings
is to protect us from the elements but, of course, that
means different things in different places. Buildings in
cold damp1 climates need steeply pitched roofs2 to protect from rain and snow, and above all3 must be warm.
Buildings in arid climates must offer protection from the
sun, which means that they have thick4 walls and small
windows. Structures in humid climates must be well ventilated. If an area is prone to5 flooding6, buildings must
be on high ground7 or on stilts8.

Materials
Another geographical factor that determined buildings
was the availability of building materials; forest dwellings9 were naturally made out of10 wood11, while an
abundance of limestone12 would make this the preferred
medium for construction. Mesopotamia had neither wood
nor stone, which is why bricks13 were invented there.
damp – wet, rainy
steeply pitched roof – covering over a building with almost
vertical sides
3
above all – most importantly
4
thick – (in this case) deep,
substantial
5
to be prone to sth. – be vulnerable to sth., suffer sth. regularly
6
flooding – becoming covered
in water
7
ground – terrain
8
stilts – posts that elevate a
building above the terrain
1
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Buildings as Machines
Until the 20th Century buildings were static objects. The
structure largely14 determined the internal temperature
– protecting against the elements. Over the last century
the structure has lost this responsibility because internal temperature is determined by heating and cooling15
systems.
Similarly, until relatively recently, the most valuable
part of a building was the ground floor16, while the top
floor was of least value. Victorian servants were housed
in the top floor. Then lifts17 were invented and the top
floor became valued for its views.
However, the downside18 of this conception of buildings as machines is that they consume a lot of energy.
That doesn’t matter when energy is cheap but it is a
huge19 problem if energy is expensive or if energy consumption is ruining the environment.
limestone – type of hard sedimentary rock composed primarily of calcium carbonate
13
bricks – artificial rectangular
blocks used in construction
14
largely – primarily, principally
15
cooling (adj.) – (in this case)
air-conditioning
16
ground floor – storey in a building that is at street-level (called
the ‘first floor’ in the USA)
17
lift (UK English) – elevator (US
English)
18
downside – disadvantage
19
huge – great, enormous
12

2
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dwelling – abode, home,
domestic structure
10
out of – (in this case) of
11
wood – timber, material from
trees

9

6

Architecture

Monumental
Architecture
F

or all their precision and magnificence, the Egyptian pyramids are in the end just1 an enormous pile
of stones. The history of monumental architecture can
be boiled down to2 making bigger and bigger interior
spaces. In part, this means constructing ever-bigger
spans3 to accommodate larger and larger4 groups of
people but, since monumental architecture was usually
also religious architecture, it also means building taller
and taller spaces, to be closer to God.

Ancient Spaces
The Egyptians got the ball rolling 5 by inventing the
colonnade6. Arches were invented in Babylonia and the
Romans developed them into7 barrel vaults8, groin
vaults9 and domes10. The Byzantines then combined
domes with arches using pendentives11 to produce
the massive space that is Hagia Sophia (537CE). Gothic
architecture created ever increasing elevation using
pointed arches, flying buttresses12 and ribbed vaults13.

Glass & Iron
At the beginning of the 15th Century Brunelleschi built the
largest dome in the world for Florence cathedral using
bricks14 supported15 by the tensile16 strength of metal
bands and chains17. Four and a half centuries later, the
architectural possibilities of combining masonry18 with
metal were realized in the use of reinforced concrete19,
the main20 structural material of the last 100 years.
Elizabethan and Jacobean
architecture produced the
‘prodigy house’, buildings with
great expanses of glass. One
such building was made famous
by the rhyme, “Hardwick Hall 21 ,
more window than wall”. The
Victorians expanded on this
idea using iron 22 and steel 23
frames 24 to create immense
glass vaults 25 , such as the
Crystal Palace (1851). 19th-century
train stations are considered the
‘cathedrals’ of their age because
they used metal and glass to
create interior spaces that were
even greater than those of the
largest churches.
Hardwick Hall
Photo by Tony Hisgett (Birmingham, UK)

just – (in this case) only, simply
to boil down to – reduce to
3
span – distance between two
pillars, width of an arch
4
larger and larger – more and
more numerous
5
to get the ball rolling (get-gotgot) – start a process
6
colonnade – series of columns
supporting (= holding up, carrying) a roof (= covering over a
building)
7
to develop sth. into – cause sth.
to become more complex as
1

2

30

barrel vault – series of arches
creating a ceiling in the form of
a half cylinder
9
groin vault – the perpendicular intersection of two barrel
vaults8
10
dome – hemispherical roof
11
pendentive – curved triangle
of vaulting formed by the
intersection of a dome10 with its
supporting arches
12
flying buttress – arch that
takes weight from a wall to a
separate column
8

ribbed vault – a refinement of
the groin vault9
14
brick – artificial rectangular
block used in construction
15
to support – reinforce
16
tensile – relating to tension,
capable of being pulled
17
chain – series of linked metal
rings
18
masonry – stonework
19
concrete – artificial building
material made from cement,
gravel, sand and water
13

main – principal, primary, most
important
21
1590-97
22
iron – (Fe) ferrous metal
23
steel – type of hard ferrous
metal
24
frame – structure
25
glass vault – glass covering
over a building
20
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Modern
Architecture:
Modernism
New Values
It is wrong to criticize any form of artistic expression
until you understand what it is trying to do. Modern
architects, such as those of the Werkbund, De Stijl and
the International Style recognized that new materials
meant that it was ridiculous to continue building as
people had built in the past. Specifically, cantilevered1
reinforced-concrete 2 floor slabs3 meant that glass
façades4 could now stand in front
of the structural columns. In a world
with glass curtain walls previous
architectural values were irrelevant.

was declared beautiful and, following the example of
the Protestant iconoclasts of the Reformation, ornament
was declared a crime. 9 Many of the great 20th-century
architects were very reactionary. The Futurists (such
as Sant Elia) were proto-Fascists and Le Corbusier was a
thinly disguised10 totalitarian. Le Corbusier, the high
priest11 of modern architecture wanted one single building for all nations, all climates and he expected people to
conform to his horrible buildings, not vice-versa. While
Frank Lloyd Wright built ugly buildings that were comfortable to live in, Le Corbusier built ugly buildings that
were impossible to live in. “Ah, but he invented a truly12
modern aesthetic language adapted to modern materials” – whatever13.
Modern architects can argue that their public buildings have often been very successful14; people are often
very happy with ultra-modern hospitals, planetariums
and hypermarkets. It’s only modern architecture for
homes that really fails15. The implicit message here is,
of course, that we – as homemakers16 – have failed the
architects, not vice-versa.

Nasty Architects
Unfortunately, modern architecture was born out of authoritarian
state capitalism in Germany before
World War One and what the early
modern architects were trying to
do was hardly5 appealing6 from
the perspective of the 21st Century.
The Werkbund Manifesto (1907)
set down7 the ground rules8 for
modern architecture promoting
anonymous, impersonal, emotionless structures. Standardization
Paimio Sanatorium
Photo by Leon Liao (Barcelona, Spain)

cantilevered – that project
beyond the structural façade
2
reinforced concrete – concrete (= a modern, artificial
building material) in which
metal bars or wire has been
inserted to increase its tensile
strength

1
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floor slab – extensive thick
(typically rectangular) flat piece
of stone or concrete used to
form a floor
4
glass façade – frontage of a
building that is made of glass
5
hardly – not really
6
appealing – attractive
7
to set down (set-set-set) establish
3

ground rules – basic principles
this phrase was coined by
Adolph Loos (1870-1933)
10
thinly disguised – inadequately camouflaged
11
high priest – most important
advocate and most revered
leader
12
truly – genuinely, authentically
8

9

whatever – (exclamation of
indifference) who cares?!
14
successful – (in this case)
popular
15
to fail – be unsuccessful, be a
fiasco
16
homemaker – sb. who manages a home/family
13

Architecture

Modern
Architecture:
Options
The Long View
Laban Dance Centre
Photo by Marina Carresi
Modern architects sometimes argue that only our
grandchildren will be able to judge today’s architects. One problem with this argument is that when the Alternatives
polychrome paint fell off1 Classical and mediaeval archi- An important modernist question is: “What is the altertecture it became more austere and majestic. However, native?” Do we follow New Classical Architecture and
when modern architecture rusts2 and the glass cracks3 go back to making neo-classical buildings, which were
it will simply look dilapidated. The Parthenon survived imitations of Renaissance buildings, which were imitaover two thousand years of abuse4, by contrast the Burj tions of Romanesque buildings, which were imitations
Khalifa will be derelict5 within6 a decade of abandoning of Roman buildings, which were imitations of Ancient
its costly7 maintenance.
Greek buildings?
Another option is to take easily recognizable bits of buildings from a variety of
places and eras and throw all previous
rules8 to the wind9. However, most people
agree that Post-Modernism’s pick-andmix10 attitude to traditional styles results in
pretty11 horrible kitsch. In any case Nicholas
Hawksmoor (1661-1736) did pick-and-mix10
architecture with much more daring12 and
much more success13 three hundred years
ago. Neo-vernacular architecture14 often
ends up looking like Disneyland.
In recent years New Urbanism tried to
make buildings that respond to location and
climate and the human senses. Buildings
should be more environmentally friendly,
relate to their architectural setting and put
the people who are going to use them and
live with them first. Is that so much to ask?
Brighton Earthship
to fall off (fall-fell-fallen) – separate from, disappear from
2
to rust – (of ferrous metals)
oxidize
3
to crack – break, fissure
4
abuse – mistreatment
1

18

Photo by Gazzat5

derelict – in ruins, decrepit
within – after only
7
costly – expensive
8
rule – directive, principle,
guideline
5

6

to throw sth. to the wind
(throw-threw-thrown) – discard
sth., ignore sth. completely
10
pick-and-mix – eclectic
11
pretty – rather, reasonably
12
daring (n.) – audacity

9

13
14

success – effectiveness
neo-vernacular architecture – modern buildings that
imitate the traditional local
architecture
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Ideology &
Architecture
A

nother factor that influences architecture is ideology. Western architecture was cleft1 in two by the
Reformation as much as European theology ever was.
The Protestants argued that God’s truth was in the written word and images only served to distract believers
from Scripture. As a result, paintings, statues and stained
glass2 were stripped out of3 churches leaving austere
architecture.
The Catholic Church reacted in the Counter-Reformation with an extensive building programme in which
its churches were filled chock-a-block4 with imagery5.
Church interiors were filled with ornament and the interior architecture was concealed6. This was often done
consciously. Just look at one of Tiepolo’s celestial trompe
l’oeil7 ceilings and the form of the dome8 or vault9 has
been ethereally disappeared. As a result, the inside of

A Protestant Church

to cleave (cleave-cleft-cleft) –
divide, cut
2
stained glass – coloured glass
used to form illustrations in
church windows
3
to strip A out of B – eliminate
A from B
4
chock-a-block – (emphatic)
completely
1
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Photo by Scovery

imagery – images (sculptures,
paintings, stained-glass windows, etc.)
6
to conceal – hide, cover,
camouflage
7
trompe l’oeil – painted visual
illusion that creates a 3-D effect
8
dome – hemispherical structure
over a building
9
vault – ceiling formed of arches
5

Battersea Power Station

Photo by Tosh Marshall 2013

a Catholic cathedral is like a jewellery box10. By contrast a Protestant cathedral can almost seem minimalist,
defined only by the space and the structure.

Ugly Buildings
In 1836 the great Victorian architect, Augustus Pugin,
argued that the ugliness11 of modern industrial cities
like Manchester and Leeds was a direct result of Protestant aesthetics. Pugin, a devout Catholic, believed that
Protestantism’s emphasis on the written word meant
that it was willing to12 accept ugly architecture and cityscapes13. However, he believed that beautiful views and
beautiful buildings promoted human goodness; people
behave14 more morally if they live in aesthetically pleasing surroundings.
It’s a nice idea. The problem is that aesthetics are
subjective and often determined by what we are
accustomed to. Parisians hated the Eiffel Tower for
decades, many campaigning for it to be pulled down15.
Now it is the preeminent symbol of their city. Similarly,
Hanoverian Londoners hated St. Paul’s cathedral for
many years but by the 20th Century it had become the
most cherished16 building in the British capital. Indeed17,
many of the modern monstrosities that Pugin was talking
about are now both popular and protected. Witness18
what happened when the demolition of the Battersea
Power Station19 was proposed.
jewellery box (UK English)
– jewelry box (US English),
container for gems and
adornments
11
ugliness – unattractiveness,
displeasing appearance
12
to be willing to – be ready to,
be prepared to
13
cityscape – urban skyline
14
to behave – act
10

to pull down – demolish
cherished – loved, treasured,
adored
17
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
18
witness – (in this case) a good
example is
19
an electricity-generating
plant next to the Thames in
Central London
15

16
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Why ‘a
building’?
‘Building’ is one of the
most perverse words in
the English language.

Y

ou have probably grown accustomed to the word
‘building’ and think nothing of it but in just1 two
short syllables it encapsulates two enigmas:
1. Why is there a silent -u- in it?
2. Why is the everyday word for an edifice ‘building’
when it has already been built?
A gelding

The Silent ‘u’

say singin’, even though we write
‘singing’). This is an easy mistake
to make given that the present
participle of ‘build’ would have
been pronounced buildin’ by
some people:
>> I’m buildin’ a house.

English has quite a few silent u’s –
for instance2 in the words ‘guilt’ 3
and ‘guess’4 . However, in these
words the -u- is there to signal
that the g- is pronounced /g/ (not
/dʒ/). The -u- in ‘building’ serves
no such purpose. In fact, the -uwas pronounced in the South and
the West of England in the Middle
Ages but not in the North and the
Midlands. Perversely, Modern
English adopted the northern
pronunciation but the southern
spelling!

The Ending
The ending of this word was not
originally -ing. The Anglo-Saxon
term was byldan and the Middle
English 5 term was bilden. Probably, people started reinterpreting
this as bildin’ (just as we might
just – (in this case) only
for instance – for example
3
guilt – blameworthiness,
culpability
4
to guess – estimate or conclude
(something) without sufficient
information to be sure of being
correct
1

2

A building in Bristol

Middle English – mediaeval
English
6
noun marker – affix that shows
that a word is a noun (e.g. -ness,
-ity, -ation)
7
herring – (Clupea harengus) a
silvery-grey North Atlantic
fish
5

Photo by 4028mdk09

Photo by Marina Carresi

8

Moreover, the suffix -ing wasn’t so
closely related with the present
participle a thousand years ago.
It was also used simply as a noun
marker6. For example, a ‘herring’ 7 means simply ‘a grey one’8
(from hoar = grey/greyish white), a
‘farthing’ 9 was a thing associated
with ‘a fourth’ 10 and a ‘gelding’ is
a castrated horse 11 (from ‘to geld’).
We might as well ask12, “Why do
we call it a ‘gelding’ not a ‘gelded’?”
as “Why do we say building when
it’s already built?”

or “thing associated with the
colour grey”

farthing – (historical) coin (=
piece of metal money) equal in
value to ¼ of a penny
10
fourth – quarter, ¼
11
or “thing associated with
castration”
12
we might as well ask – it
would be equally illogical to ask
9
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Architectural
Idioms
Build
>> to build castles in Spain/the air [build-built-built]
= have unrealistic ambitions
>> build sth. from the ground up
= create sth. from the very beginning:
- I built this company from the ground up and I’m not going
to let you sell it off to some stranger1!
>> to be built on sand
= be liable to2 collapse. This idiom is an allusion to the
Biblical parable at Matthew 7:24-7.
>> Rome wasn’t built in a day
= a complex and ambitious project takes time to
complete.

>> a house of cards
= a very fragile structure; an overambitious project.

Roof3
>> a roof3 over one’s head
= a place in which one can stay and find shelter4.
>> to hit the roof3 [hit-hit-hit]
= suddenly5 become very angry:
- The boss will hit the roof it you tell him you haven’t finished that report yet.
>> to go through the roof3 [go-went-gone]
= (of prices and costs) soar6:
- If there is a war, oil prices will go through the roof.

Houses
>> to bring the house down [bring-brought-brought]
= entertain the audience greatly; be received with enthusiastic laughter and/or applause:
- Her latest show really brought the house down.

stranger – (false friend) sb. one
doesn’t know
2
to be liable to – be susceptible
to
3
roof – covering over a building
4
shelter – refuge
5
suddenly – abruptly
1
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>> as safe as houses
= completely safe:
- I thought the investment was as safe as houses but it
turned out to be7 a house of cards.
>> get (al)on(g) like a house on fire [get-got-got]
= have a very good friendly relationship.

Towers
>> to live in an ivory8 tower
= ignore the everyday problems of ordinary people:
- He’s never worked outside the university system. Talk
about9 living in an ivory tower!
>> a tower of strength
= sb. who can be relied upon10 for support11 and comfort:
- Carson is a tower of strength for the entire family.
to soar – ascend unexpectedly
and in an extreme way
7
it turned out to be – it was... in
the end
8
ivory /ˈaivəri/ – a hard white
material that comes from elephants’ tusks (= long teeth)
6

talk about...! – what an
extreme example of...!
10
to rely upon – depend on,
count on
11
support – (in this case) backing,
help

9

21
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Architectural
Phrasal Verb
‘Build’ Building Verbs
Unsurprisingly, ‘build’ [build-built-built] is the base verb1 in
several phrasal verbs relating to construction:
>> build sth. on(to)
= add sth. new to an existing structure:
- They’ve asked for planning permission to build an extension
onto the back of their house.

They are knocking the building down

Photo by Schwede66

They have bricked up the doorway

Photo by Bill Nicholls

>> be/become built up
= be/become urbanized, be/become covered with buildings.
There is some nuance2 that the process is gradual:
- The quiet3 village you remember has been built up over the last
decade or two. I don’t think you’d recognize it, I’m afraid.
This passive verb form has produced an adjective ‘built-up’,
which is usually found in the collocation ‘a built-up area’:
- You’re not allowed4 to use your horn5 in built-up areas in
France.

‘Down’ for Demolition
>> pull down
= demolish sth.
>> tear sth. down [tear-tore-torn]
= demolish sth. The nuance2 is that the demolition is done in
an aggressive way.
>> knock down
= demolish sth. Literally, this verb implies the use of a wrecking ball6:
- They’ve pulled/knocked/torn down the building I used to work
in in London.

Other Architecture Phrasal Verbs
>> put sth. up [put-put-put]
= erect:
- Those awful7 blocks were put up in the 1970s. Ugly, aren’t they?
>> brick up
= cover and seal8 with bricks9:
- Many of the houses in this part of Detroit are abandoned. Look
at how all the windows are bricked up.

25

base verb – verb that combines with a particle (or particles)
to form a phrasal verb
2
nuance /nju:ons/ – subtle idea, indication
3
quiet /ˈkwaiət/ – (false friend) tranquil, serene
4
to allow – permit
5
(car) horn – mechanism that a driver
uses to make a noise to alert people
6
wrecking ball – heavy metal sphere on
a chain that is used in demolitions
7
awful – horrible, dreadful
8
to seal – close securely, shut more or
less permanently
9
brick – artificial rectangular block
used in construction
1
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Architecture & Buildings
British and American English use a number of different terms when
talking about property.
Homes
US

UK

DEFINITION

apartment

flat

a set1 of rooms (usually on one floor of a building)

duplex house

semi-detached house
semi (colloquial)

duplex (apartment)

flat on two floors

condominium
condo (colloquial)

owner-occupied flat

row house

terraced house

one of a pair of houses that are joined together
an apartment on two storeys2 of a building
an apartment in a block of flats, all of which are owned by
their occupiers
a row3 of small houses joined together4 on each side

Notice that a ‘town house’ in the UK contrasts with a house in the country, ‘townhouse’ in the USA implies a luxurious
private house occupied entirely by one family.

Groups of Homes
US

UK

DEFINITION

high-rise

tower block

a tall building divided into apartments or offices

apartment house,
apartment building

block of flats

a building divided into apartments

housing development,
subdivision

(housing) estate

housing project

council estate

homes provided by the state (for poor people)

public housing

council housing

homes provided by the state (for poor people)

home park,
trailer park

caravan site5

a collection of houses built close together at the same time
(usually in the same style).

a place where people live in mobile homes

Fittings6
US

UK

walk-in closet

built-in wardrobe

linoleum floor

lino9

wall-to-wall carpet

fitted carpet

set – group
storey (UK English) – story (US
English), floor, level
3
row /rou/ – line, sequence,
linear group

1

2
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to be joined together – be
connected to each other
5
caravan sites are usually
only occupied by holidaymakers in the UK, where it
is not common for people to

4

DEFINITION
a cupboard or storage7 space that is large8 enough for you
to enter walking
a specific type of floor covering
textile floor covering that is fitted and covers the entire floor
live permanently in these
places
6
fitting – attachment, installation, component, accessory
7
storage – storing, for
accumulation

8
9

large – (false friend) big
‘linoleum’ also used in the
UK but ‘lino’ /ˈlainou/ is more
common

23

Architecture

Architecture & Buildings: 2
Structures
US

UK

DEFINITION

elevator

lift

stairway

staircase

a flight1 of stairs, a means2 of access made up of stairs.
Both terms are used in both countries, but each prefers one.

Rooms
US

UK

junk room

box room

utility room

laundry room

john

loo

kitchenette

dining-cum-sitting
room

(unfinished) basement7

cellar

DEFINITION
a store room, a small room or large3 cupboard in which boxes,
cases, etc. are stored4
a room for the washing machine and other electrical appliances5
colloquial words for the toilet
a very small, compact kitchen that is not really a separate room
but rather6 part of the sitting room
underground room.

Miscellaneous
US

UK

flop house

dosshouse

DEFINITION

city planner

town planner

urban planner9

(house)wrecker

house breaker

person or company that demolishes houses

level

spirit-level

dumpster

skip

large metal container for debris10 that can be carried on a truck11

to lease/rent

to let

allow12 sb. to live in your property in exchange for a regular payment

janitor, custodian

caretaker

roomer

lodger

very cheap city hostel, especially one for tramps8

instrument for checking that a surface is horizontal

sb. who takes care of the maintenance of a building
sb. who rents a room in sb. else’s home

Be careful with the word ‘homely’. In British English it means ‘pleasant’. However, in American English it means ‘ugly’!
flight – (in this case) set,
sequence
2
means – way, method
3
large – (false friend) big
4
to store – keep, put away,
accumulate
5
electrical appliance –
machine used in the home
1

23

6
7

but rather – by contrast it is
The Americans distinguish between a ‘finished
basement’, which is fully
equipped for living in, as a
gym, an office or a play area,
and an ‘unfinished basement’,
which is just a storage space.

tramp – vagabond, homeless
person
9
planner – sb. who plans
10
debris /UK ˈdebri/, /US dəˈbri/ –
detritus, rubble, fragments
11
truck – lorry
12
to allow – permit
8
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Architectural
False Friends
There are around two dozen false
cognates1 relating to buildings.

Buildings

Rooms

>> A villa is a house for holidays in
the country or on the coast. The
Latin name often implies a more or
less classical style.
≠ a town or a village

>> An attic is either a room or an area
of storage space6 under a roof7.
≠ a penthouse8

>> A chalet is a wooden 2 Swiss
mountain house or a building in a
similar style.
≠ villa (see above).
>> In Modern English a hospice is
usually a special place for people
who are terminally ill.
≠ poorhouse, orphanage
>> A hostelry is an archaic word for
an inn3.
>> A hall can mean an entry area in
a house but it also means a large4
building such as a manor5 or a residential building in a university.

cognate – one of two etymologically related
words in different languages
2
wooden – made of wood
3
inn – tavern with accommodation
4
large – (false friend) big
5
manor – big country house with land
6
storage space – space in which things that
are not being used can be accumulated
7
roof – covering over the house
8
penthouse – apartment at the top of a tall
building
9
greenhouse – hothouse, glass building in
which plants are grown

>> A conservatory is a greenhouse9
attached to the side of a house.
≠ a music school in UK English
(which can be called a conservatoire
/kənˈsɜ:rvətwa:/). In US English it also
refers to a school of music, dance or
theatre.
>> A dormitory is a large 10 room
with a number of beds in it, especially in a school.
≠ a bedroom (for one or two people)

Parts of Buildings
>> A balcony can be a large 10 or
small platform projecting from a
building with a balustrade.
>> A terrace usually, refers to a flat
(possibly paved11) area of land.

1
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A chalet

Photo by Cristo Vlahos

≠ a big balcony
≠ pavement café, beer garden
>> A chimney is a vertical structure
that takes smoke away from a fireplace12 itself.
≠ a fireplace12
>> An alcove refers to a niche13 in a
wall. The word is highly-specialized.
≠ a bedroom
>> A patio is usually a paved11 area
beside a house. Patio only refers to
an internal courtyard when talking
about Spanish architecture.
≠ playground
13

niche /ni:ʃ/ – recess, cavity

large – (false friend) big
paved – covered in flat stones or bricks
12
fireplace – place where there is a controlled fire at the base of a chimney
10
11

15

Architecture

More Architectural
False Friends
Church Architecture

Miscellaneous

>> As you would expect, a pillar
is a vertical structure like a post
that supports 1 a superstructure.
However, a pillar that takes a lot of
weight, e.g. in a Medieval cathedral,
is usually called a pier or a buttress.

>> In English-speaking countries a
plaza /ˈpla:zə/ usually refers to a
modern complex of shops and businesses around an open area. A square
(or rectangular) area in the centre of a
town is called ‘a square’. For example
we talk about ‘the main7 square’.

>> A cupola is a small dome in a
roof3. The word is highly-specialised.
Any large4 hemispherical structure
is generally called a dome.
2

>> The word campanile is usually
only used for a separate building
(especially in Italy). If the structure is
attached to5 the church it is called a
‘bell6 tower’.
≠ a small bell

>> A building society is a type of
bank that specializes in mortgages8.
≠ a construction company
>> Fabric is an uncountable noun
that means cloth (= textile).
≠ a factory
>> Inhabitable means that you can
live in a place.
≠ uninhabitable

Plaza

Photo by Almudena Cáceres

>> Inhabited means that a place is
lived in.
≠ uninhabited
>> A suburb is a residential area that is
not in the centre of town. Suburbs (or
suburbia) are usually associated with
the middle class. The connotations are
positive. If we want to imply negative
connotations we say ‘outskirts’.
>> The uncountable noun urbanization refers to the process of making
rural areas urban.
≠ a residential development (apartments)
≠ a housing estate (houses)
>> The adjective urbane means
‘sophisticated’, ‘refined’ or ‘cultured’
and is used to describe people.
≠ urban
>> Cement /səˈment/ is a powder9
used to make mortar or concrete10.
≠ the foundations of a building (and
cannot be plural).

Uninhabitable
to support – bear, hold up
dome – hemispherical structure
3
roof – covering over the house
4
large – (false friend) big
5
to be attached to – be an annex of, be
connected to
6
bell – metal cup that produces a clear musical note when struck
7
main – principal, most important
1

2

15
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mortgage /ˈmɔ:rgidʒ/ –
loan of money by a bank
in order to buy a house or
apartment
9
powder – dry particles
10
concrete – type of artificial stone made from
cement, gravel, sand and
water
8
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World-Famous
Buildings
Our criterion for choosing the 30 buildings
listed on this page is that they might create
pronunciation problems for you in English. No
doubt there are others that are just as famous
and worthy1 but we are concerned about2
pronunciation here.
Anglo Buildings

Attempting 5 French

Beware of silent letters (in red) in
English names:
Buckingham Palace
/ˌbʌkiŋəm ˈpælis/
The Flatiron Building
/ðə ˈflætaiən ˌbildiŋ/
The Houses of Parliament
/ðə ˌhauziz əv pa:rləmənt/
The Lincoln Center
/ðə ˈliŋkən ˌsentər/
Sidney Opera House
/ˌsidni ˈoprə haus/
Windsor Castle
/ˌwinsər ˈka:səl/

We make an effort to pronounce the
names of buildings in France in an
approximation of French:

3

Don’t add an /e/ before St-:
The Empire-State4 Building (New
York)
/ðə ˌempaiər ˈsteit bildiŋ/
Stonehenge (England)
/ˌstoun ˈhendʒ/
Other Anglo buildings that cause
pronunciation problems include:
Marble Arch (London)
/ˌma:rbəˈla:rtʃ/
The Tower of London
/ðə ˌtauərəv ˈlʌndən/

1

worthy – notable, laudable
to be concerned about – (in this case)
interested in

2
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The Arc de Triomphe (Paris)
/ði ˌa:rk də ˈtri:omf/
The Bastille (Paris)
/ðə bæˈsti:l/
The Louvre
/ðə ˈlu:v(rə)/
Versailles /veəˈsai/
However, France’s most famous
building is fully Anglicized:
The Eiffel Tower (Paris)
/ðə ˌaifəl ˈtauər/
Finally, for some reason we use a
pseudo-French pronunciation for:
The Hermitage (St. Petersburg)
/ðə ˌeərmiˈta:ʒ/

Anglicized Pronunciations
We make less effort to pronounce
non-French foreign building names:
The Coliseum (Rome)
/ðə koliˈsi:əm/
Hagia Sophia (Istanbul)
/ˌhægiə soˈfi:ə/
3
4

beware of – be careful about
New-York State is known as ‘the Empire
State’

The Flatiron Building

Photo by Belen Gutiérrez

The Pantheon (Rome)
/ðə ˈpænθiən/
The Parthenon (Athens)
/ðə ˈpa:rθənən/
The Taj Mahal (Agra)
/ðə ˌta:ʒ məˈha:l/

Translations
Other names are simply translated:
The Blue Mosque (Istanbul)
/ðə ˌblu: ˈmosk/
The Brandenburg Gate (Berlin)
/ðə ˌbrændənbɜ:rg ˈgeit/
The Doges’ Palace (Venice)
/ðə ˌdouʒiz ˈpælis/
The Dome of the Rock (Jerusalem)
/ðə ˌdoum əv ðə ˈrok/
The Golden Temple (Amritsar)
/ðə ˌgouldən ˈtempəl/
The Great Pyramid
/ðə ˌgreit ˈpirəmid/
The Great Wall of China
/ðə ˌgreit wɔ:l əv ˈtʃainə/
The Leaning Tower of Pisa
/ðə ˌli:niŋ ˌtauərəv ˈpi:zə/
5

attempting sth. – (in this case) trying to
pronounce sth. correctly

33
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Home

Describing
a Home
A visit to an English-speaker’s
home is a crucial moment
in your relationship.

O

ne’s home is often one’s biggest investment1. It is
also very much a reflection of the personality of
the homeowner2 . Perhaps for this reason Americans
will usually show you round3 their homes when you
first come to their house. Saying the right thing in this
situation is important if you want to forge4 a good relationship. The British and the Irish are less given to ‘house
tours’ but it can still be useful to say the right thing about
the rooms you do see 5.

Like the Lawn6
Most homes in the English-speaking world are houses
rather than7 flats8. The first thing you will see when you
arrive at someone’s home is his/her lawn6. As one US
writer commented, “By our lawns are we judged”. Typically, this is the pride and joy of9 the man about the
house10. A timely11 compliment12 can work wonders13
for your relationship:
- You’ve done a nice job on that lawn, John.

Before the Tour
After ringing on the doorbell, the door will be opened
with coos14 of surprise and joy15 at your arrival. Typically,
investment – thing that you
spend money on
2
homeowner – sb. who possesses a specific property
3
to show sb. (a)round (showshowed-shown) – give sb. a
tour of
4
to forge – establish, form
5
do see – (emphatic) see
6
lawn – area of grass
7
rather than – instead of, as
opposed to
8
flat (UK English) – apartment
(US English). For example, in
the UK there are four times
as many houses as flats.
1
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the pride and joy of sb. – thing
that gives sb. most pleasure and
satisfaction
10
the man about the house –
the father/husband
11
timely – opportune

9

You’ve done a nice job on that lawn, John.

Photo by Marina Carresi

your host16 will say something like:
- Do come in17!
- Let’s not stand around18 in the hall!
And once you reach19 the sitting room:
- Sit down and make yourselves comfortable.
If you are in an American home, once you have sat down,
you will immediately be offered a house tour. This is not
a real question, you should go. An answer of, “No thanks,
I’m very comfortable on this sofa, actually20”! would be
deeply21 offensive.

Criticisms
As we have said, you should never criticize a home
in front of the homeowner. However, in other circumstances you may need some negative adjective, such as:
>> cluttered22
>> dank23
>> filthy24
>> gloomy25
>> poky26
>> poorly furnished27
compliment – positive
comment
13
to work wonders – have a
miraculous effect
14
coo (n.) – soft noise (like that
of a dove/pigeon) expressing
pleasure
15
joy – pleasure, happiness
16
host – sb. who has invited you
to his/her home
17
do come in – (emphatic) come
in, enter
18
to stand around (stand-stoodstood) – loiter, linger, stand in a
place and do nothing
19
to reach – get to, arrive in
12

actually – (false friend) in fact
deeply – very, profoundly
22
cluttered – chaotic and excessively full
23
dank – unpleasantly damp (=
wet) and cold
24
filthy – very dirty
25
gloomy – depressing because
it is badly illuminated
26
poky – uncomfortably small
27
poorly furnished – filled
with furniture and fittings
in a way that is considered
inappropriate
20
21

Home

DESCRIBING A HOME:

The House Tour
A

s you wander round1 the dull2 little building you
should comment on all the details that personalize
this house – (structurally it is almost certainly identical to
a thousand neighbouring3 homes.) You may choose to
use some of the following phrases:
- Oh, that’s a lovely touch4!
- Did you decorate it yourselves?
- What an attractive vase5, where did you find that?
- Oh, I love the colour scheme6!
- Have you done a course in interior design? This is fantastic!
- What a fantastic view (of the power station7)!

Photo by Steven H Keys

Euphemisms

Bathroom

Remember, badly lit 8 rooms
should be described as cosy9 or
snug10. Well-lit rooms (if there
are any) should be described as
‘bright’, ‘cheerful’ or ‘cheery’ 11 .
Rooms that are practically
devoid of12 furniture are ‘spacious’ and/or ‘minimalist’; rooms
that are cluttered with 13 old
chairs are ‘well-furnished’ 14 .
Remember, for most people their
home is an extension of their
personality and taste. If you
don’t like it, don’t come back, but
never criticize a family home.

Any self-respecting host15 will tell you where the bathroom is soon after you arrive. There won’t be a bidet
in an Anglo home, so don’t comment on its absence.
However, toilets are often surprisingly personalized
so, again, do comment on obvious features16”.
- I love those golden swan17 taps18.
- I notice how you’ve created a feeling of amplitude
with that mirror19 – very clever!
As far as toilet seats being left up and down is
concerned20, there is no established norm. Probably your best bet21 is to leave it down.
There is a pervasive22 myth that most Anglo
toilets have wall-to-wall carpeting23 – they don’t,
so don’t express surprise when you see that the
one you visit doesn’t.

to wander round – walk about,
tour
2
dull – boring, tedious,
uninteresting
3
neighbouring – adjacent
4
touch – (in this case) detail
5
vase (UK /va:z/, US /veiz/ – decorative container for flowers
6
colour scheme – combination
of colours
7
power station – plant where
electricity is generated for
distribution
8
lit – illuminated
9
cosy (UK English) – cozy (US
English), comfortable
1

No wall-to-wall carpeting!
Photo by Almudena Cáceres

snug – warm and cosy9
cheery – (informal) cheerful,
happy, exuberant
12
devoid of – empty of, lacking,
without
13
to be cluttered with – be full
of (in a disorganized way), be
littered with
14
well-furnished – appropriately filled with furniture
15
host – sb. who has invited you
to his/her home
16
feature – element, component
17
swan(-shaped) /swon/ – in the
form of a swan (= a big elegant
white bird that lives on rivers)
10
11

tap (UK English) – faucet (US
English)
19
mirror – looking glass
20
as far as... is concerned – as
regards..., in terms of...
21
one’s best bet – one’s best
alternative/ decision
18

pervasive – prevalent,
widespread
23
wall-to-wall carpeting – fixed
textile covering over the entire
floor
22
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Home

Home Expressions
‘Home’ is one of the most evocative words in the English
language. It has given rise to1 a large2 number of
idioms, which reflect people’s attitudes to their homes.
The word comes from the Old English ham, meaning
‘a village’ or ‘a collection of houses’. We find this older
form in the word ‘hamlet’3 and in the suffix -ham (e.g. in
Nottingham, Durham /ˈdʌrəm/, West Ham).

Home = Nation

Home (adj.) = Domestic

From the 16th Century ‘home’ began
to be used to refer to one’s country of
origin as well.

>> A home bird
= a person who likes to spend as
much time as possible at home
because s/he is happiest6 there:
- Nick’s a real home bird.

>> Home Rule
= autonomous government of a
region, semi-independence:
- 19th-century Irish politics was dominated by the campaign for Home
Rule.
>> The Home Office
= the British Government department responsible for law and order,
immigration, etc.
>> The Home Secretary
= the British Government minister in
charge of the Home Office.
>> The Home Counties4
= the counties around London:
- Property prices in London and the
Home Counties are much higher than
in the rest of the country.
>> Home (News)
= the section of a newspaper that
talks about national (as opposed to
‘foreign’ 5) news.

>> The home front
= the contribution of civilians to a
war.
A similar idea is reflected in the patriotic phrase “Keep the home fires
burning7 ”. It was originally from a
1914 song Till8 The Boys Come Home
by Lena Gilbert Ford.
>> Home economics
= the study of how to manage 9 a
house:
- Most of the pupils in home economics
are girls.
>> A home help
= a person (e.g. a cleaning lady) who
helps someone else to clean their house.
The word is often used for people
employed by local authorities to help
clean the homes of elderly10 or disabled11 people.
>> A home movie
= a film or video made for personal
enjoyment, especially one showing
family holidays.

Working for the home front.
to give rise to (give-gave-given) – bring
about, cause
2
large – (in this case) great
3
hamlet – very small village
4
county /ˈkaunti/ – administrative district,
shire
1
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foreign – (in this case) international, from
abroad
6
to be happiest – feel most comfortable
7
to keep sth. burning (keep-kept-kept) –
ensure that sth. is not extinguished
8
till – until
5

to manage – administer, organize
elderly – (polite) old
11
disabled – handicapped, invalid (offensive),
incapacitated

9

10

9

Home

Home
Expressions:
Comfort &
Sports
Comfort
>> Home, sweet home
- although the concept that home is a desirable place is an
old one, this phrase actually1 originated in2 a song written by J.H. Payne for the opera Clari, The Maid3 of Milan
in 1823. The same song also gives us the expression,
‘there’s no place like home’.
>> Home is where the heart is
= your home is where you find love and affection.
The phrase was used in Latin by Pliny and first appeared
in English in the book A Thousand and One Epigrams
(1914) by Elbert Hubbard.
>> Make yourself at home
= make yourself comfortable.

The home straight/stretch
actually – (false friend) in fact
to originate in – come from
3
maid – girl, young lady, damsel
4
one’s aunt – sister of one’s
mother or father
5
safe – protected from danger
6
task – job, activity, effort

Photo by Phil Roeder

to sail – travel in a ship/boat
hit – stroke, act of hitting the
ball
9
to allow – enable, permit
10
batter – player who is using a
baseball bat

1

7

2

8

9

Home is where the heart is

Photo by JO1 Greg Cleghorne

The Americans love to show their extensive knowledge
of Spanish by using a similar expression: Mi casa es su
casa.
>> A home from home (UK English)
>> A home away from home (US English)
= a place where you feel as comfortable as you are when
at home:
- My aunt’s4 house in the countryside was always a home
(away) from home for me, so I was very sad when she sold it.

Sports
>> Home and dry
= safe 5 after a difficult task6 has been successfully
completed.
This expression, which comes from the idea of arriving
safely home after sailing7 in difficult conditions, is presumably responsible for several sporting expressions,
such as:
>> A home run/a homer
= a hit8 in baseball that allows9 a batter10 to run around
all the bases without stopping.
>> The home straight (UK English)
>> The home stretch (US English)
= literally, this refers to the last part of a race just before
the finishing line 11. However, the expression is often
used to refer to the last part of a project or activity.
>> A home match
= a game played on your own ground12. The opposite is
‘an away match’.
the finishing line – the line
that marks the end of a race
12
one’s (own) ground – (in this
case) field/stadium where you
usually play and practise
11
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Other ‘Home’
Expressions
Realization
>> To be close to home
= directly affecting someone:
- Her comments were embarrassingly close to home.
>> To come home to someone
= realize1 something unpleasant:
- It only really came home to me how old he was when I saw
that his hair had turned grey.
>> To drive a point home
= make someone realize something by repeating it or
saying it loudly2:
- They really drove the point home by sending him a written
reprimand.
>> To hit home
= when a comment has the intended3 painful effect:
- His sarcastic remarks really hit home.
>> A home truth
= a piece of information which is unpleasant and unwelcome but true. Presumably, it is the sort of information
that only a member of your family would feel comfortable telling you:
- Jack told her a few home truths yesterday, so I don’t think
she’s in any mood for4 going out and having fun5 .

Miscellaneous
>> To bring home the bacon
= be successful6 or earn something valuable.
This may come from a prize for a game at a country fair7
in which contestants8 chased9 a greasy10 pig and tried
to catch it.
>> A broken home
= a family in which the parents are separated or divorced:
- Sophie comes from a broken home.
to realize – (false friend)
become conscious
2
loudly – noisily, at full volume
3
intended – deliberate,
intentional
4
to be in the/any mood for –
feel like, be in the appropriate
emotional state for
5
to have fun (have-had-had) –
enjoy oneself
1
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successful – effective,
triumphant
7
country fair – rural festivity
8
contestant – competitor,
participant
9
to chase – hunt, pursue, go
after
10
greasy – covered in grease,
oiled
6

Photo by Marina Carresi

An Englishman’s home is his castle

>> Charity begins at home
= you should look after your family before worrying
about strangers11. In fact, the original phrase 12 – “charity
and beating13 begins at home” – has a rather14 different
implication.
>> Until the cows come home
= for a very long time.
The expression, “kiss till15 the cow comes home”, originally came from Francis Beaumont’s play The Scornful
Lady (1613):
- You can go on16 asking till15 the cows come home – I’m not
going to buy you a new Playstation.
>> To eat someone out of house and home
= eat a large amount17 of food while18 you are staying
with19 someone.
>> An Englishman’s home is his castle
= a person is safe in the privacy of his or her home. A special legal warrant20 is required to enter someone’s home
against his/her wishes21.
>> To be nothing to write home about
= be unexceptional or ordinary.
- To be honest, the film was nothing to write home about.
stranger – (false friend) sb. you
don’t know
12
from Wit Without Money
(1614) by John Fletcher
(1579-1625)
13
beating – physical disciplining
14
rather – somewhat, quite
15
till – until
16
to go on (go-went-gone)
– continue
11

large amount – great quantity
while – during the time that
19
to stay with sb. – be a guest in
sb’s home
20
warrant – order, legal
document
21
against one’s wishes – in
opposition to what one wants
17

18

9

Home

HomeWords
In most cases
home- words refer
literally to one’s
place of permanent
residence. However,
some of the
metaphorical uses
may surprise you.
She’s helping him with his homework.

-home Nouns

>> homework
= schoolwork that pupils are expected to do at home. Not
to be confused with ‘housework’ 5.

>> one’s homeland
= one’s native country.
>> a homeboy (US English)
= a boy or a man from your town or area, a close friend or
a member of your teenage gang1.
>> a homecoming
= occasion when somebody returns home. However, in
the USA ‘a homecoming’ can also refer to the reunion of
former2 students of a school or university.
>> a homemaker
= this is the more modern version of the word ‘housewife’.
First, it does not necessarily imply3 a woman and also it
sounds more positive.
>> a homeowner
= somebody who owns4 a house or apartment.
>> a homepage
= the introductory page on a website.

teenage gang – group of (possibly delinquent) adolescents
2
former – ex3
to imply – suggest
4
to own – possess as one’s property, be the owner of
1

17
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housework – chores /tʃɔ:rz/ (=
domestic jobs) such as cleaning
one’s home
6
you are most likely to – it is
most probable that you will
5

-home Adjectives
>> homesick (adj.)
= depressed because you have been away from home for
a long time:
- Some of the children were homesick for the first few days but
then they began to enjoy the camp and forgot all about it.
The associated noun is ‘homesickness’.
>> home-grown
= domestic
This term originally referred to vegetables that were
cultivated in one’s own garden. However, you are most
likely to6 come across7 the term these days in reference
to Jihadi terrorists who grew up in the West:
- Cameron outlined8 his plan for dealing with9 homegrown terrorism.
>> homemade
= made at home rather than10 in a factory:
- Have you tried his homemade bread?

to come across (come-camecome) – encounter
8
to outline – indicate,
summarize
9
to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) –
tackle, try to solve

7

10

rather than – as opposed to,
instead of
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Facebook page (@yeszine) and on the blog on the webpage.
Finally, if you want to receive an exercise every week, our monthly
newsletter and our methodology pack – all absolutely FREE, please
subscribe to our newsletter on the webpage (www.yes-mag.com).
www.yes-mag.com
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Picture Description: Stewards4 of the Countryside
A
Describe the first picture.
>>   Which country is being depicted1?
>>   What is the countryside like?
>>   Who do you think the man is?
>>   Describe his expression.
>>   Describe his clothes.
>>   What do you think he is doing?
>>   How does the weather interact
with the mood2 of the action?
>>   What can you see in the background3?

B
Describe the second picture.
>>   Which country is being depicted1?
>>   What is the countryside like?
>>   Who do you think the man is?
>>   Describe his expression.
>>   Describe his clothes.
>>   What do you think he is doing?
>>   How does the weather interact
with the mood2 of the action?
>>   What can you see in the background3?

C
What do the two pictures
have in common?
>>   How are they different?
>>   Do you think farmers are the best
stewards4 of the countryside or is
their primary interest to exploit the
countryside and make money out of5 it?

s
>>   When you have finished, listen to
the model version (audio track 11).
How is your answer different from
the model version? Write down any
new vocabulary you have learned.
86 | YES 25
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to depict – portray, represent
mood – feeling, (in this case) emotional
message
3
background – the part of the picture
furthest from the viewer according to the
perspective

1

2

steward – person responsible for sth.,
manager and protector
5
out of – from

4

11

AUDIO SCRIPTS

The following pages contain the transcriptions
of what is spoken on the audio files.

SPOKEN-ENGLISH TIPS

Spoken English is significantly different from the written language:
A more limited vocabulary is generally used
and it is, by definition, more colloquial.
Moreover1, spoken English uses many more
incomplete or badly constructed sentences.
On the other hand, intonation and stress can be used in speech.

HOW TO USE THE AUDIO SCRIPTS

Follow our eight-step process to get the most out of the audio scripts:

YES NO. 25 TRACK LIST
Mini-debates (30m45s)
1. The Gender of God (6m16s)
2. Immigration (8m45s)
3. High Heels (7m52s)
4. Is Colour a Life Choice? (7m50s)
5. Pronunciation:
Famous Buildings (1m49s)

1

Before you listen we recommend that you read through
the relevant section of the footnotes2 (not the text itself).
This should give you some idea of the subject3 and help you
to understand the more difficult vocabulary as you listen.

Monologues:
Favourite Buildings (16m35s)
6. Monologue 1 [US English] (4m42s)
7. Monologue 2 [UK English] (3m42s)
8. Monologue 3 [South-African
English] (5m40s)
9. Monologue 4 [NorthernIrish English] (2m29s)

2

When you listen the first time, don’t expect to
understand everything; listening practice should
not be a painful4 process. Simply see how much
meaning you can extract from the recording.

3

Listen more times going back to the footnotes
to integrate the information you have.

11. Picture Description (3m09s)

4

Once you understand reasonably well, do the relevant exercise.

Total time: 54m51s

5

Finally, read the audio scripts as you listen again.

6

Stop each time you get lost or encounter a
structure that interests or confuses you.

7

Repeat words or phrases whose pronunciation surprises you.

8

Two or three days later, listen to the text again without
reading to see if your understanding has improved5.

10. Pronunciation Exercise (2m21s)

This process is intense and time-consuming. However, it will
eventually6 solve the problem most learners have of relating7 the
spoken word to the written. Once you’ve done that, the rest is easy!

moreover – what’s more, furthermore
footnotes – notes at the bottom of the page (in
this box)
3
subject (n.) – (in this context) theme
4
painful – (in this context) arduous, unpleasant
5
to improve – get better
6
eventually – (false friend) in the end
7
to relate – associate, connect, link
1

2
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Mini-debates
(30m45s)

1. The Gender of God
(6m16s)
Northern-Irishman (NI): So have
you heard about the current row1 in
the… in what’s left of the Church of
England about the gender2 of God?
Is God a ‘he’ or can we refer to God
as a ‘she’ or…? Obviously there’s a
conservative side of the Church of
England that wants to carry on3 calling God a ‘he’ and a progressive side,
shall we say, that wants to call God
‘she’.
South-African Woman (SAW):
Perhaps the progressive side’s not
so progressive after all4. The first
things worshipped 5 were statues of
women. So maybe it’s appropriate.
Englishman (EM): Well, some people
accuse the Christian feminists or the

row – dispute, argument
gender – (in this case) being male27 or
female
3
to carry on – continue
4
after all – in the end, in the final analysis
5
to worship – venerate
6
in disguise – camouflaged
7
guy – (colloquial) man
8
beard – facial hair
around and especially
below the mouth
9
to look into
– investigate
10
to give birth (givegave-given) – bear a
child, produce a baby
1

2
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Anglian feminists of being Paganists
or Neo-paganists in disguise 6. So,
that might be the case. I… there’s a
problem in cultures with a lot of iconography of a guy7 with a big beard8
constantly.
NI: Could be a woman with a big
beard8, of course!
EM: Could be a woman with a big
beard 8 of course, which doesn’t
help. But one of the things that,
looking into9 this, I found that was
fascinating was the number of basically female references to God in
the Bible. You have in Deuteronomy
God gives birth 10, in Isaiah ‘she’
breastfeeds11 and is compared to a
women in labour12, in Hosea, I think

to breastfeed (-feed/-fed/-fed) – provide a
baby with milk from one’s mammary glands
to be in labour – be in the process of giving
birth10
13
she-bear – female bear (Ursidae)
14
cub – baby bear
15
hen – female chicken
16
chick – baby bird
17
to search for – try to find
18
jewellery (UK English) – jewelry (US English) adornment typically made of precious
metal and gems
19
actually – (false friend) in fact
20
sort of – (pause filler) kind of, y’know, like, I
mean
21
hidden – concealed, camouflaged,
out-of-sight

you pronounce it like that, God is
compared to a she-bear13 protecting
her cubs14, in Matthew, God is compared to a hen15 with her chicks16,
and in Luke God is compared to a
girl searching for17 a piece of lost
jewellery18, which is probably a bit of
sexist stereotyping, but even so there
are actually19 – sort of20 – these
female references to God in Bible
which I think they tend to keep quite
hidden21.
NI: No, I don’t think so. I think it’s
always been generally accepted that
God is above22 gender2. So above,
beyond23 and before gender.
EM: Not by the people making the
paintings.
NI: No, not by the people making the
paintings.
SAW: Nor by God the Father, God
the Son, and God the Holy Spirit24. I
don’t see any feminism there.
NI: Well, I think – y’know25 – there

11

12

above – (in this case) outside
beyond – outside
24
the Holy Spirit – the Holy Ghost, the third
aspect of the Trinity – often represented as a
dove (= a white bird)
25
y’know – (pause filler) sort of, kind of, like,
I mean
22
23

11
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A she-bear.

are plenty of26 languages where
when you want to talk about everybody, which would obviously include
male27 and female, you use – like28 –
a male27 form in the language.
SAW: But the Trinity is not everybody. It’s father and son, not them,
or fathers or sons. It’s two male27
beings.
NI: But I think that’s probably just29
linguistically the easiest option. Well,
clearly there’s a son involved 30,
right? So we’ve got… we’ve established that. So, we just… we’re just31
on the father side of things. But then
plenty of – more than enough, (in this case)
many, a lot of
27
male – ♂
28
like – (pause filler) sort of, kind of, y’know, I
mean
29
just – (in this case) simply
26

11

A transgender god.

there was a mother, of course. So…
SAW: Exactly, so I’m right.
NI: So, the mother was Mary.
SAW: But she is not part of the
Godhead32.
NI: So, therefore33, would it be complicated to have a son if the father
was also a women. So…
American Man (USM): What’s with
the Immaculate Conception then?
NI: So, he’s father by deduction.
EM: No, but the incarnation has to be
through a woman. But that doesn’t
mean that the creator, creating is
something women do more than
involved – participating
just – (in the case) only
32
the Godhead – the divinity, the Trinity
33
therefore – for that reason, so
34
sort – kind, type
30
31

Photo by Himalayan Academy Publications

men, isn’t it?
NI: Yes, but the… I don’t think there’s
a debate about God being above22
gender2. It’s just29 I think in the
Father, Son and Holy Spirit aspect of
the Trinity I think.
EM: But doesn’t it make more sense…
NI: It’s a father by deduction, by computation if you like.
EM: With your angry desert God
of the Old Testament who’s like an
angry old man, a sort34 of Senecan
old man 35 who’s always angry and
always wants to punish36, I can cope
with37 that God being masculine. But
Senecan old man – angry old man as typically found in the tragedies of Seneca the
Younger (4BCE-65CE)
36
to punish – discipline, castigate
37
to cope with – (in this case) accept
35
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The traditional view of God.

the God of love supposedly of the
New Testament seems to have many
more female attributes than male27
attributes.
NI: That’s an argument that is kicking around38. But, I think this thing
it’s just29 a linguistic simplicity –
y’know25 – rather than 39 saying,
because you could say God ‘It’, ‘It
is’. But that sounds… that seems to
deny40 God a personality.
EM: Well, we call babies ‘it’, don’t we?
Not in front of their parents41!
NI: Well, you call it ‘baby’. You just29
say baby wants this, and baby…
EM: Well, when somebody knocks
on42 the door you say, “Who is it?”,
because you can’t see who it is, which
to be kicking around – be popular
rather than – as opposed to, instead of
40
to deny – (in this case) not give
41
one’s parents – one’s mother and father
42
to knock on sth. – make a noise by hitting
sth. with one’s closed hand

is your case43 with God; you can’t
see who it is. Another thing which I
thought was fascinating about this
is that it’s not actually19 a particularly44 new idea. Julian of Norwich 45
was talking about of ‘God the Mother’
in the 15th Century... and she’s always
right!
NI: Right. Well, she’s taken a lot of
time to get her point across46!
EM: Well, she… basically her book
was hidden47 until the 1930s so.
NI: It’s still taken a long time.
EM: But would you be offended if
they started – sort of20 – mixing up
the pronouns?
NI: Well, I personally wouldn’t be.
However, I think there is a certain
your case – the situation
particularly – (false friend) especially
45
a 15th-century English anchorite
46
to get one’s point across (get-got-got) –
effectively communicate one’s thesis
47
to be hidden – be out-of-sight, be unknown

element of the Church which would
be and if God is neither male27 nor48
female then, right, well…
USM: It’s transgender maybe.
SAW: That is an interesting point.
NI: If God is neither male27 nor48
female, then – y’know25 – I think not
offending is quite a good49 way to
go. So, if you… if by saying ‘she’ you
are going to offend a certain group of
people, then maybe it’s better not to.
USM: I think either way… I think it’s a
slippery slope 50 because either way
you go if you make it gender neutral
and start referring to God as ‘it’ you
are going to offend those that believe
God is a ‘he’ and those who believe
God is a ‘she’.
neither... nor... – not... and not
quite a good – a reasonably good
50
slippery slope – situation that will probably
degenerate further

38

43

48

39

44

49
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EM: What about making that... I
mean 51 – obviously this is partly an
English-language problem, but what
about making it plural like ‘they’ –
y’know25 – like the way we often talk
about everyone and use ‘they’.
NI: Or the way British people…

SAW: Monotheistic and now you’re
talking about ‘they’. That’s a tricky52
one.
NI: Or the way the Queen refers to
herself, the Queen of England refers
to herself. She talks about ‘we’. Yeah,
that’s not a bad idea.

2. Immigration
(8m45s)

Photo by U.S. Navy

Englishman (EM): It’s weird 54 that,
well, apparently immigration seems to
have gone soaring up the agenda55
in a lot of countries in the last six
months, maybe a little bit longer. Why
do you think that is? What’s happening 56 around that? What do you feel
about questions of immigration?
I mean – (pause filler) y’know, kind of, sort
of, like
52
tricky – (in this case) problematic
53
a whole lot of – (emphatic) a lot of, many
54
weird – strange, bizarre
55
to go soaring up the agenda (go-wentgone) – become much more of a priority,
become much more controversial
56
to happen – occur
51

11

American man 1 (AM1): I think principally it has to do with 57 the state
of the economy. I mean 51, when
there’s 58 troubles 59 in the economy
people turn to… the immigrants are
an easy scapegoat60. And…
American man 2 (AM2): They’ve
always been.
to have to do with (have-had-had) – be
related to
58
there’s – (informal) there are
59
troubles – problems
60
scapegoat – fall guy, victim
61
to rear its ugly head – appear, emerge
62
to be nearing – be approaching
63
yep – (informal) yes
64
’cos – (informal) because
57

SAW: Except it will be misinterpreted
by a whole lot of53 people to… that
this is no longer monotheistic, we’ve
now got several Gods.
NI: Yeah.

AM1: I think it rears its ugly head61
during campaigns, political campaigns and when elections are
nearing62.
AM2: Yep63, exactly.
EM: So, you don’t think there’s more
immigration happening56?
AM1: Oh, yeah. I think the movement… there’s much more, more and
more move movement of, emigration
and immigration of people all around
the world.
AM2: ’Cos 64 you’ve got the economies of those countries and also
you’ve got wars in a lot of countries
and things like that.
EM: But you think there are more
wars than in the past?
AM2: Well, that’s a good question.
There’s always war, but… and there’s
always refugees from one.
Englishwoman (EW): It’s easier to
move around as well65 nowadays66
perhaps. It’s easier for people to…
EM: But I mean 51… well, I suppose
it depends to some extent67 what
you’re talking about. I mean 51, if
you’re talking about the Rohingya 68
– sort of20 – getting on boats and
trying to float…
AM1: And swimming, yeah.
EM: …into another country, presumably that’s no easier than it was in the
16th Century.
AM1: Yeah.
as well – too, also
nowadays – these days
to some extent – to some degree, in part
68
a persecuted Muslim minority in Burma/
Myanmar
65

66
67
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EM: And people trying to cross on
pretty69 appalling70 boats trying
to cross the Mediterranean. If you’re
talking about people who are coming
in as foreign71 students and staying
or whatever…
AM1: Skilled72 labour73, foreign students or investors.
EW: Well, exactly – who are also
immigrants.
AM1: Yeah, but that’s an entirely different type of immigrant.
AM2: Well, I think they’re used a lot –
y’know25 – ’cos64 you’re talking about
the – y’know25 – when election time

pretty (adv.) – quite, rather
appalling – awful, terrible
71
foreign – overseas, from abroad
72
skilled – specialized
73
labour (UK English) – labor (US English),
workers, employees
74
developed – advanced

comes – y’know25 – the thing is that
the developed74 nations, we need
immigrants. We basically use them
as almost – like28 – slave75 labour73.
And then – y’know25 – when we get
tired of76 them, then we find the
election time comes around and we
use them politically. They seem to be
used at all ends77, you know?
EW: Yeah.
AM2: That’s one of the problems I
think with immigration. I think again
one of the elements to help try to
bring down78 immigration is all
this money that we’re spending on

slave (adj.) – captive, indentured
to get tired of (get-got-got) – get sick of,
become irritated with
77
at all ends – all the time, in both cases
78
to bring down (bring-brought-brought)
– reduce
79
surveillance – scrutiny, observation

– like28, y’know25 – trying to destroy
boats and – y’know25 – surveillance79 of the seas and so forth and
so on 80, why don’t we start helping
these countries develop81 their economies so that people don’t need to
leave?
EM: But, I mean51, people are… aren’t
people leaving because we bombed
the hell out of82 Libya and left a
failed state83? I mean51, for example.
AM2: Yeah, there’re all sorts 34 of
reasons why people are leaving. I
mean 51, y’know25 – as I said, war is
one of them. But if you’re leaving

and so forth and so on – et cetera
to develop – advance, progress, grow
82
to bomb the hell out of swh. – destroy swh.
with bombs
83
failed state – country that is more or less in
a state of violent anarchy

69

75

80

70

76

81
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for economic reasons, a lot of these
countries are also…. parts of Africa.
EW: Or perhaps from the empire.
Some of these people perhaps feel
they belong – y’know25 – like from
South America to Spain…
EM: Ireland!
EW: Africa… Ireland! Jamaica…
–y’know25 – people…
AM2: I’ve got Irish blood, I’ve got
Irish blood.
EW: They don’t feel like immigrants
perhaps.
EM: No, I think all four of us are first
or second or third generation immigrants and most, I think…
AM2: Oh, as an American, definitely.
slightly – a little
to be amused – be entertained, find sth.
comical
86
worry – preoccupation
87
to overstay – (in this case) continue in a foreign country longer than legally permitted
84
85

11

EM: Doubly so. But, yes, no – I
mean 51 – there are historical connections with countries. I mean 51, I’m
slightly84 amused 85 sometimes by
the whole – sort of20 – worry86 about
foreign students overstaying 87. I
mean 51, you’re generally speaking
in Britain of getting the – sort of20
– crème de la crème of the foreign
countries coming in, spending a load
of88 money and then staying on to
use their skills 89 in Britain. Where’s
the bad in that?
AM1: Yeah, I don’t see a problem with
that either. I think part of Obama’s…
I think he wanted to extend his
executive order on the immigration
a load of – (colloquial) a lot of
skill – talent, ability, specialization
90
to allow – permit, enable
91
visa – entry permit
88

89

and I think one of the points that he
wanted to include was allowing 90
students at universities who graduate… foreign students at universities
who graduate to stay on two or three
years in the US, giving them a visa91,
a work visa to work as if it were a…
– y’know25 – they put a name on it…
I can’t remember exactly what he
called it but, yeah, giving them the
right to stay on after they finish, after
they graduate to work.
EM: But is America – sort of20 –
graduate top heavy92 or not? Do
you have too many graduates and not
enough plumbers93 as they always
say? Plumbers always seem to be the
to be graduate top heavy – have too many
university graduates as a proportion of the
total working population
93
plumber – sb. who repairs domestic water
systems
92
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thing people mention.
AM1: No, I don’t…
AM2: You make good money being a
plumber93.
AM1: I don’t think so.
EM: Yeah, yeah. The whole thing in
Britain is always there’s now ’cos 64
a large 94 part of the Polish population have gone back to Poland. It’s
impossible to find a plumber93 sort
of thing95 because – I mean 51 – they
were willing to96 do those types of
jobs.
AM2: Those jobs, yeah.
EW: One that you could afford97.
EM: Yeah.
AM1: No, I think there’s… you’d have
large – (false friend) big, important
sort of thing – more or less, et cetera
96
to be willing to – be prepared to
97
can afford – have enough money to pay for
98
career – (false friend) profession

94
95
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to be mobile. I mean 51, you have to
move around, but there’s demand for
all sorts34 of careers98 in the US.
EM: I mean 51, it has to be said also
that I think Britain and America probably have about the lowest unemployment rates in the West.
AM2: At the moment maybe.
EW: Is that because we lost all the
immigrants?
EM: I just29 don’t see that there’s a
connection with immigration.
AM2: But – y’know25 – also I… could
it also be economic why Obama’s
doing that because these are a lot of
people who are not paying taxes99.
And if you legalize them then you
to pay taxes (pay-paid-paid) – contribute
fiscally
100
source of – place to obtain
101
income – revenue, earnings
102
tax revenue – fiscal earnings

99

bring in a quite large 94 source of100
– y’know25 – income101 for the state,
you know?
AM1: Sure, sure. Of income.
AM2: ’Cos64 if they’re working there
you might as well legalize them so
you can get taxes.
AM1: The tax revenue102.
EM: Yeah, but I think that some of…
there’s an element to which, for
example, Cameron is just29… is trying
to head off103 the UKIP104 vote, etc.
etc. But there are some things which
is difficult to say are hugely105 unreasonable, like saying if somebody
from the European Union is in Britain
for over six months then they can
to head off – (in this case) limit
UKIP – United Kingdom Independence
Party
105
hugely – (in this case) totally
103

104
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no longer claim
benefit . Then
since108 we have a more generous
benefit system than most other European countries it does seem109 logical. Y’know25 – I’ve heard people…
AM2: Do you really have more of a
benefit system than most European
countries, northern…?
EM: You can sign on110 even when
you’ve never worked.
AM2: OK.
EM: As I did straight out of111 university. Whereas112 in a lot of European
countries… I mean 51, probably there
are better, there is better in Finland or
something…
AM2: Yeah, I was thinking northern
Europe.
EM: But there are a lot of countries
where the state will only return to
you part of the money that you have
saved up113 for your unemployment
benefit as it were. Whereas112 in Britain that’s not the case; you can get
unemployment benefit and housing
benefit and all these types of things
without having worked.
AM2: Without having… yeah.
EM: So, I mean51…
AM2: So, I should go to England.
EM: You should go to England. Unfortunately you need an ID.
AM1: You need a visa.
AM2: And you guys don’t like Americans anyway.
AM1: Well, I think Cameron’s biggest problem with trying to control
net immigration114 is the fact that
the number of European Union
emigrants…
AM2: It’s huge115.
AM1: It’s huge 115 and it’s growing.
And there’s really no way for him to
control it. I mean 51, he would have to
negotiate with the European Union to
106

107

to claim – solicit, ask for
benefit – subsidies, dole
108
since – given that, as
109
does seem – (emphatic) seems
110
to sign on – register for unemployment
benefit107
111
straight out of – immediately after
112
whereas – by contrast

Photo by Department for International Development

control the immigration.
AM2: From southern Europe a lot
have gone.
EM: Which is exactly how a single
economy, a single large 94 economy is meant to116 work117. People
are meant to flow118 towards119 the
areas where there is low unemployment and that’s what’s happening 56.
People are going towards119 Britain
because there is higher unemployment in other areas. And presumably
the British economy is doing better
than any other economy in Europe
pretty much120 in a medium-term
sense121, more than – sort of20 – a
one-year sense, because of that,
because there is skilled72 labour73
to save up – accumulate a reserve of money
net immigration – total immigration minus
total emigration
115
huge – enormous, gigantic
116
to be meant to – be supposed to
117
to work – function
118
to flow – (in this case) move, migrate
119
towards – in the direction of

around 122 , which can be found
cheaply blah, blah, blah, blah, blah.
AM2: There’s also unskilled 123
labour73 that can be found cheaply
too, isn’t here?
EM: I think most of the, for example,
the southern- and eastern-European
immigrants to Britain are pretty124
skilled72.
AM1: Yeah.
AM2: Yeah. But they’re pretty124
skilled working in McDonald’s.
EM: Even so, but OK, if you…
EW: There are also carpenters and…
the problem is they’re under-pricing125 everybody and it’s causing a lot
of bad feeling. Yeah.

pretty much – more or less
in a medium-term sense – in references to
a number of years not a single year
122
around – (in this case) available
123
unskilled – non-specialized
124
pretty (adj.) – reasonably, rather
125
to under-price sb. – charge less than sb.

106

113

120

107

114

121
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3. High Heels
(7m52s)
Englishman (EM): Did you hear
about this scandal at Cannes?
South-African Woman (SAW):
Which one?
EM: About women being excluded
from the red carpet if they weren’t
wearing high heels126.
SAW: Yes, I did.
EM: And does that bother127 you?
SAW: Of course it bothers me!
American Man (USM): It bothers me
too.
high heels – structures that elevate the
back of shoes
127
to bother – upset, irritate
128
at the end of the day – in the final analysis
129
on stage – in the theatre, performing
130
out of – (in this case) from
131
bad back – vertebral problems
132
whether – (in this case) if
133
gonna – (informal) going to

EM: But what do you expect? The
film industry is a sexist industry. Is
that big news? I mean51…
Northern-Irish Man (NAM): I think
at the end of the day128 Cannes is
a showpiece. It’s a piece of entertainment in itself. It’s about the film
industry and its people. Y’know25,
these are actors who are paid to be
on stage 129 and make even more
money from being famous people.
SAW: And to make money out of130

126
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bad backs131 and broken feet!
NIM: Well, they don’t have to wear
them every day, so I’m not sure
whether132 they’re gonna133 do (any
harm) – y’know25 – if they choose to
wear flat shoes every other day134.
EM: But the scandal I think, to some
extent67, because I don’t think you
would need wild horses135 to stop
most actresses wearing high heels126.
But the scandal was because filmmakers, film producers, especially female
obviously, were being told that they
couldn’t go on the red carpet if they
weren’t wearing high heels126. And
there’s one case of Valeria Richter,
who’s a filmmaker who actually19
has had part of her foot amputated,
so, she cannot physically wear high
heels126, and she was excluded from
the red carpet four times at Cannes.
NIM: Well, that sounds a bit ugly136.
EM: Yeah, and, I mean 51, there was a
film about, I mean51, it’s – kind of137 –
amusing138 that one of the films that
they were celebrating about this –
sort of20 – lesbian love affair. So, they
were basically saying if you want to
go and see this screening of this lesbian love affair, you have to dress in a
way that is appealing139 to men!
NIM: Well, it wasn’t quite what was
being said though ’cos 64 it wasn’t
‘that if you want to go see the film’,
it is ‘if you want to walk on the red
carpet in front of140 all the TV cameras’. Now, I think the cases you
describe were a bit extreme, but at
the end of the day128…
EM: You can’t exclude people
because of their footwear141!
NIM: I think they’re extreme and they
probably shouldn’t have done that. I
can just31 imagine what they’re saying
ugly – disagreeable, alarming
kind of – (pause filler) sort of, y’know, like,
I mean
138
amusing – funny, entertaining
139
appealing – attractive
140
in front of – in the presence of, in the sight
of
141
footwear – shoes and/or boots
136
137

every other day – on alternate days
wild horses – (in this case) an extreme
effort

134
135
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though is this is a slippery slope
and if we allow142 flat shoes next
week, next year half of the people will
be wearing flat shoes.
SAW: Absolute rubbish143!
USM: Or be barefoot144.
NIM: Or be barefoot and…
EM: And?!
SAW: And it would matter 145 if
people stopped wearing shoes that
hurt their feet?
NIM: It would kill the show146!
SAW: It would not! Indeed 147 it
would not. I think that every man
who believes – or woman for that
matter148 – who believes that somebody of either sex should have to
wear shoes that are uncomfortable
and cause damage to both the feet
and the back149 should be forced
to wear them for three hours on
cobbles150.
EM: Or participate in one of those
high-heel races151 for men. Have
you seen any of those? They are
hugely105 funny.
SAW: No, but I can think of nothing
more inane152.
EM: But the interesting thing is that
high heels126 were first invented for
men. They were first worn by…
NIM: By the French obviously!
EM: No, not by the French. The
French were the first Europeans to
wear them, but they were invented
for the Persian cavalry153 in the
16th Century because that meant
that they could hold into their stirrups154 better. And then they were
brought into France and they were
worn exclusively by the aristocracy
because it was a way of showing
that they would never be able to do
any manual work. They were like155,
50

to allow – permit
rubbish – (in this case) nonsense
144
barefoot – wearing no shoes
145
to matter – be important
146
show – (in this case) spectacle
147
indeed – (emphatic) in fact
148
for that matter – (in this case) where they
are also relevant
142

143

11

The red carpet at Cannes.

Photo by Titiheadmaster

back – the vertebrae and the adjacent
muscles
cobbles – rounded stones used for paving
151
race – (in this case) running competition
152
inane – stupid, ridiculous, idiotic
153
cavalry – military horsemen
154
stirrup – one of two metal structures you put
each of your feet in for stability when riding
155
to be like – (informal) say or think
149

150
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“Look how useless I am?!” But with
the revolution the idea was that only
women could look useless. Now as a
symbol of 21st-century society I think
that’s a pretty124 negative…
NIM: I think it’s a pretty124 good
image for most of the acting...
community.
EM: ...fraternity... sorority.
SAW: I think it’s immoral, the whole
thing is immoral. The only... Only
women have to wear clothes that are
extraordinary uncomfortable and are
damaging to their health. No man
walks around in high-heeled shoes
at the whim of156 somebody else.
My niece157 has just158 started a new
job and she was told in... with all the
other girls that started, and she’s not
a secretary, she’s an economist. She’s
expected to wear high heels126 to
work.
EM: But this is in South Africa?
SAW: Yes, and when she objected
and said that was against the law
and was discriminatory, she was
told in no uncertain terms159 that if
she wanted the job she had to stick
with160 the rules161. A friend’s daughter who is also, she’s in banking, and
she’s also not a secretary and is not
in South Africa. She, in fact, works in
a merchant bank in Spain, was told
exactly the same thing.
EM: But it’s now illegal in Spain to
insist on people…
SAW: I would like you to please tell
my friend’s daughter that.
EM: Sure, sure, sure.
SAW: Because it’s not illegal in her
company.
EM: Right.
SAW: It is a private bank and those
at the whim of – because of the capriciousness of
157
one’s niece – the daughter of one’s
brother or sister
158
just – (in this case) recently
159
in no uncertain terms – clearly and
forcefully, unambiguously
160
to stick with (stick-stuck-stuck) – (in this
case) respect
161
rules – regulations

Chinese shoes for bound feet.

Photo by Daderot

156
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are the dress rules and that is that.
It’s extraordinary.
EM: Working at a private bank; good
people to sue163!
SAW: Possibly, but it’s extraordinary
that some people have the power to
tell other people to endanger164 their
health.
NIM: The difference here, I mean51,
I understand your point165 and that
sounds terrible to me, but, in this
case, nobody’s gonna133 stop being an
actress because they don’t wear high
heels126. It’s just29 they can’t walk the
red carpet.
SAW: That I think was only the start
of this debate. It should not be the
conclusion!
EM: But would you take things the
other way? Should people be persuaded or coerced not to wear high
heels126 or is it everybody’s right to
wear high heels126?
SAW: No.
USM: No, you can wear whatever you
want.
SAW: Wear what you’re comfortable with. If you’re comfortable with
squeezing166 your toes167 into pointed
shoes for men, go for it168.
EM: But, I mean51… so you would say
that – sort of20 – foot-binding169 in
China should be, if that’s what people
want then they should be allowed142
to do it?
SAW: No, because that is something
imposed by parents170 and others on
small babies, not personal choice as an
adult.
EM: Right, but so you would say that it
was OK, it’s just29 whatever the person
wanted and that doesn’t create a peergroup pressure171 on everybody else
to dress in the same sort34 of way?
SAW: I don’t know.

EM: I think, I would agree. I mean51,
the Queen apparently has just158 told
Kate Middleton, I believe she’s called,
that she’s not allowed142… that she
doesn’t like her wearing platform
shoes and the… I always agree with the
Queen!
SAW: Mother-in-law172, mothers-inlaw do have a tendency to complain
about173 their daughters-in-law. She’s
just29 been a mom-in-law.
EM: Yeah, but she has power.
She does have174 power to see it
through175. I wouldn’t make them
illegal, but I would probably try to dissuade people or say in certain circumstances people shouldn’t be wearing
them. I mean51, I think in any type
of job where primarily your image
is not paramount176, like being an
economist. I think it’s ridiculous for an

dress rules – regulations about clothing
to sue sb. – take legal action against sb.,
litigate against sb.
164
to endanger – risk, put in danger
165
point – (in this case) opinion, perspective
166
to squeeze – put pressure on
167
one’s toes – the digits on one’s feet
168
go for it – you are free to do so

foot-binding – (historical) lotus feet, the
painful restriction of a girl’s feet for aesthetic reasons so that they could not grow
170
parents – (false friend) mothers and/or fathers
171
peer(-group) pressure – the influence that
other members of a social group have on
the individual
172
mother-in-law – mother of one’s husband

162

162
163
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169

economist to be wearing a short skirt
or for an economist to be wearing
high heels126 even if the economist is
a women.
USM: But if she wanted to, why not?
SAW: If she wanted to, why not?
EM: Because it means it reduces the
amount177 she can move around and
do her job.
SAW: I also believe…
USM: The economists have to move
around quiet a lot? Really active days
in the office!
SAW: Whether178 the girl is an economist or a secretary or somebody who
works in a park, her dress and her
footwear141 should be appropriate to
her job and to her feet not appropriate
to some man’s idea of what women
should wear.
USM: I agree.
to complain about – protest about, object to
does have – (emphatic) has
175
to see sth. through (see-saw-seen) – make
sure that sth. occurs
176
paramount – of supreme importance
177
amount – (in this case) level
178
whether – (in this case) irrespective of
whether

173

174
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Rachel Dolezal

4. Is Colour a Life Choice?
(7m50s)
American Man (USM): So, have you
guys179 heard about Rachel Dolezal?
A big hoo-hah180 in the States.
Northern-Irish Man (NAM): That’s a
bizarre story.
USM: It is, isn’t it? She’s been passing herself off as181 being black.
Englishman (EM): No she hasn’t
you guys – (US colloquial) you (plural), you
lot (UK colloquial)
180
hoo-hah – commotion, furore
181
to pass oneself off as – pretend to be, act
as if one is
179
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been passing herself off, she’s been
‘identifying’!
USM: Now she’s come out and said
she identifies as being an African
American, but that hasn’t been her
story all along182.
South-African Woman (SAW): Why
did she pass herself off as181 black? I
all along – from the start, from the
beginning
183
to fill sb. in – provide sb. with the relevant
information
182

don’t know the story. Can you fill me
in183?
EM: She had a black husband, so
she had… did she had mixed-race
children? She was brought up184...
her parents41 had adopted… three
adopted African-American boys.
USM: Yeah, she had adopted brothers
that were African American.
EM: She had African-American siblings 185 and she went for some
reason to what the Americans
bizarrely consider a ‘black’ university,
which is an idea we wouldn’t have
184

185

to bring sb. up (bring-brought-brought) –
rear sb., raise sb., prepare sb. for adult life
siblings – brothers and/or sisters

11
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Photo by Fourandsixty

Howard University

in Europe, Howard University, which
is apparently predominantly black.
And then she was… she got a job as a
teacher or professor186, I don’t know
if she was a professor or just31 a lecturer187 but anyway, teaching black
history and presumably given all of
this – sort of20 – the American mindset188 about race…
USM: Well, she actually19 works for
the NAACP189.
EM: Right as a coloured person,
she is a coloured person – we’re all
coloured people. According to the
name of the organization, I don’t
think there’s anything false there. But,
professor – (false friend) senior university
academic (typically head of a department)
187
lecturer – university teacher
186

11

no, she works as a lecturer187, doesn’t
she, in the university?
USM: I believe as well65.
EM: Of black history and presumably
you have to be or identify as black.
SAW: So, she did it to get a job? Or
she’s been doing this since she was at
university?
USM: Everything that comes out of
her mouth is a lie190. I don’t know
what to believe. Recently she…
SAW: Oh, right.
EM: I think it’s been a gradual
process.
USM: Yeah.
SAW: Is it terribly important if she
188
189

mindset – way of thinking
NAACP – National Association for the
Advancement of Colored People

identifies as being a black person.
Why can’t she call herself a black
person? Is it going to hurt anybody?
NIM: She can do, but most people are
going to think she’s mad, I mean51…
SAW: Well, that’s OK.
EM: But why are they going to think
she’s mad? You have…
NIM: Because she isn’t black. She is
white.
EM: Yeah, but you have this concept
in America that anybody who’s got
vaguely a little bit of colour is nonwhite and is therefore33 defined as
black because you have this binary
mentality. By having… by being a bit
190

lie – fib, untruth
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Rachel Dolezal (fourth from the right)

tinted191 and having frizzy192 hair she
can pass off as181 black whereas112
– y’know25 – anybody who has the
idea that black means being – sort
of20 – full-blooded193 African ethnically obviously she isn’t. But because
there’s this mentality – y’know25 –
which from Obama, Obama’s not black
in one sense. He identifies as black,
but that’s only part of his heritage194.
NIM: I would say he was largely195
black. I mean 51, and she is 99.99%
white.
EM: Obama as I understand it is 50%
black ethnically, no?
USM: Yeah.
SAW: Yes. His father was from Kenya.
EM: Why does being 50% something
define you as being in one category
rather than39 another?
NIM: Right OK, that’s a fair point196.
But she’s white – y’know25 – and she…

tinted – coloured
frizzy – curly
193
full-blooded – 100%
194
heritage – cultural patrimony
195
largely – mostly, primarily
196
fair point – reasonable argument
191

192
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USM: Yeah. Both of her parents41 are
white.
SAW: How many African Americans or people of African American
heritage pass themselves off as181
white? And nobody bothers with
them. Why bother with her? She
wants to be black, let her be black.
NIM: I think it’s because of the fact
that she is so vocally black197 and a
black activist.
EM: Can I choose my gender2?
NIM: You can if you want, yeah.
EM: So why can’t I choose my
ethnicity?
USM: I think, my problem with it, I
think it’s disrespectful for the people
that do, who are black and…
EM: But isn’t this part… isn’t this part
of this huge198 feeling of nervousness
in America. I mean 51, do you know
the case of Archibald…

USM: I’m not nervous.
EM: ...Belaney?
USM: No.
EM: Archibald Belaney was an
Englishman who went to Canada and
passed himself off as181 an Ojibwa
Native American. And there’s a film
Grey Owl 199 with Pierce Brosnan
about him. And he lived the life and
he is now considered this great – sort
of20 – ecological figure in Canadian
history. The Ojibwa and the – sort
of20 – Native American people generally are quite happy about him having
identified as a Native American, etc.
No hassle200. It’s surely, it’s the biggest act of respect you can have to
say I want to be one of you. Why is
that disrespectful?
SAW: Is it disrespectful for a black
American to live in a white community as a white person and just29 say

to be vocally black – be a vocal advocate
of African American rights
198
huge – (in this case) great, profound
199
owl – (Strigidae) nocturnal bird of prey
200
hassle – commotion, problems
197

11
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nothing about his or her ethnicity?
Not really. So why is it…?
NIM: But that could be a kind201 of
a defensive measure. We’re talking
about a society where one part of the
population is slightly84 oppressed by
the other.
SAW: But that doesn’t make it wrong
or right to want to be one ethnicity
or not. Perhaps what she encounters is shameful 202 to the white
people because she’s white and she’s
encountering it.
EM: But it’s also, I mean 51, the problem with that problem that you’re
talking about arises203 because you
have ‘black’ universities, you have a
situation where only an African-American person can teach black history,
blah, blah, blah, blah, blah. It seems to
me ridiculous. If you have the knowledge you can teach the subject. If…
to have ethnically defined universities
is an absolute tragedy, is an absolute

symptom of a failed system where
the idea is the vast majority go to a
particular204 university should look
a particular204 way. It’s like, I mean51,
we’ve managed…
USM: It’s not about looking a particular204 way. I think if you say that
you’re black and in your life you’ve
experienced what being black is in
the US and lying205 about it, I don’t
see that as being very respectful at
all towards206 the black community
that has had to deal with207 racism
and living in a racist society. She
didn’t have to deal with207 any of that
growing up208.
NIM: Yes, and actually19 I’m going
to take back209, what I… the answer
I gave to your question earlier. You
asked, can you choose your gender2?
Well, actually19 you can’t. You can
later decide to have an operation and
or whatever but…
EM: So you deny210 the transgender

people are the gender2 that they are
mentally?
NIM: No, well, but it’s a bit more complicated than that because I think it’s
at birth some people are – kind of137…
sort of20 – neither one way nor48 the
other.
EM: But why couldn’t that be her
case?
NIM: If you’re talking about a man
who’s obviously a man who one day
decides he wants to be a woman
because he identifies as a woman
because that’s the way he feels, then
at the end of the day128 it’s an operation over what he was physically born
as. And so this is – sort of20 – the
same kind201 of thing. You can call
yourself what you like, you do what
you like, but – y’know25 – genetically
you are what you are.
5. Pronunciation: Famous
Buildings (1m49s)

Monologues:
Favourite Buildings

(16m35s)

Listen to these people talking about buildings they love and explaining why.

6. Monologue 1 [US English]
(4m42s)
There are several buildings in Cleveland I’ve always been fond of211.
Now, I’m no expert on architecture,

kind (n.) – sort, type
shameful – embarrassing, humiliating
203
to arise (arise-arose-arisen) – emerge,
appear
204
particular – (false friend) specific
205
to lie – not tell the truth

so I’m not qualified to offer a serious critique of any of these buildings. But I can tell you why I find

towards – (in this case) to, with
to deal with (deal-dealt-dealt) – handle,
cope with, tolerate
208
to grow up (grow-grew-grown) – mature
from child to adult

201

206

202

207

22

them interesting.
One of these buildings is the Peter
B. Lewis Building at Case Western
Reserve University. This building
was designed by the architect Frank
Gehry. One of his best-known works
is the Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao,
Spain. Like the Guggenheim, the Peter
B. Lewis Building has gleaming 212

to take sth. back (take-took-taken)
– retract
210
to deny – not accept
211
to be fond of – like, feel affection for
212
gleaming – shiny, reflective
209
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James A Garfield Monument

Cleveland West Market

stainless-steel213 siding214 and Gehry’s typical gravity-defying215 angles.
I find this type of contemporary
architecture refreshing. The apparent
lack of216 90-degree angles and the
smooth217 curves of the walls gives
me the impression that the building is
moving.
Another beautiful building is the
Cleveland Museum of Art. Unlike218
the Frank Gehry-designed Peter B.
Lewis Building, the museum is a neoclassical, white-marble 219 building
stainless-steel – form of steel (= type of
ferrous metal) that contains chromium and
is resistant to marks and rust (= oxidization)
214
siding – (in this case) covering on the outside of a building
215
gravity-defying – that apparently break
the laws of gravity
216
lack of – absence of
217
smooth – elegant, uninterrupted
213
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Rock-and-Roll Hall of Fame

which opened in 1916. I always
enjoyed visiting the museum. It has
a pretty124 impressive permanent
collection and they also present concerts and lectures220. Now I haven’t
been back since the new extensions
were completed in 2012, but from
what I’ve seen in pictures it looks
great. I think my favorite view of
the museum is from the entrance of
Wade Park which overlooks221 the
lagoon222. You get a fabulous view
of the front of the museum. General
unlike – in contrast to
marble [U] – semi-translucent crystalline
stone
220
lecture – (false friend) speech,
presentation
221
to overlook – look onto
222
lagoon – small lake
223
to check swh. out – visit swh.
218

219

Photo by Onativia
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admission is free, so make sure
to check it out223 if you’re ever in
Cleveland.
Then there’s the President James
A. Garfield’s Memorial in Lake View
Cemetery. It’s a Romanesque, Gothic
and Byzantine-style monument. It
has a golden mosaic dome224, colored marble219, stained-glass windows225 and red-granite columns.
After walking up the stairs leading
up to226 the entrance, you’re greeted
with227 a statue of the President on
dome – hemispherical structure over a
building
stained-glass window – window containing images created using pieces of
coloured glass
226
to lead up to (lead-led-led) – ascend to
227
to be greeted with – (in this case)
encounter
224

225

22
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the ground floor and in the crypt
below his and his wife’s caskets229
are on display230. If you walk up231
to the outdoor balcony you’ll be
rewarded with232 a beautiful view
of the city and of Lake Erie. The
exterior of the building is made of
sandstone233; it has gargoyles and
reliefs234 depicting235 scenes from
Garfield’s life.
Being a fan of music, and especially rock and roll, one of my favorite
buildings is the Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame. The museum was designed by
I. M. Pei and basically is a… consists of
a white tower that’s in the back and
there’s this kind201 of glass pyramid,
tent-like structure protruding from
the front. The geometric forms and
overall236 design of the building are
bold237 and, in my opinion, perfectly
capture the essence of rock and roll.
Now, my favorite building is the
West-Side Market. This public market
opened in the early 1900s and it has
indoor and outdoor stands where
vendors sell meats, seafood 238 ,
dairy239 products, bread, fresh produce240 and ethnic foods. The beautiful tile-vaulted 241 ceiling 242 and
the clock tower are the architectural
highlights243 of the market. But, I
have to admit that my favourite part
of this building are the sights244,
228

on the ground floor – at the level of the
entrance
229
casket – coffin, sarcophagus
230
to be on display – be exhibited
231
to walk up – ascend on foot
232
to be rewarded with – be able to enjoy
233
sandstone – type of sedimentary rock
234
relief – (in this case) 3D image in stone
235
to depict – illustrate, represent
236
overall (adj.) – general
237
bold – audacious
238
seafood – edible molluscs, crustaceans
and fish
239
dairy (adj.) – milk-based
240
produce (n.) – agricultural products
241
tile-vaulted – covered in colourful rectangular glazed ceramic tiles310
242
ceiling – upper interior surface of a room
243
highlight – most memorable part
244
sight – thing that one can see, spectacle
228

22

sounds and aromas of the market
itself. The fresh sausages245, pies246,
breads and other baked goods247
always make my mouth water248.

7. Monologue 2
[UK English]
(3m42s)
For a long time I have been rather249
obsessed about centrally planned
buildings and especially round ones.
This may have something to do
with250 having been born in Oxford.
The most famous building in the
city is the Sheldonian, a magnificent
baroque library251 which is round. 252
Anyway, I have visited a number of
other buildings around the world that
have a polygonal floor plan253 from
Hagia Sophia, to Hagia Eirene and
the mosques in Istanbul to the little
church of the Vera Cruz, just outside
Segovia in Spain, to the wonderful
polygonal churches in Ravenna, Italy.
I’m not really sure why, but polygonal buildings seem much more spiritual than the basilical floor plan that
you find in most churches. Of course,
a basilica is a much more practical
space if you want to deliver254 a
sausage – cylindrical tube of minced pork
pie – filled pastry
baked goods – products that have been
cooked in an oven
248
to make sb’s mouth water (make-mademade) – cause sb. to salivate
249
rather – quite, surprisingly
250
to have something to do with (have-hadhad) – be related to
251
library – building containing a collection
of books

The Radcliffe Camera

Photo by Jorge Román

message from an altar to a crowd of
people255, and that’s why it became
the dominant form for churches.
However, the feeling of a building
that is broadly256 the same in every
direction you look is much more
transcendent.
An excellent example that a lot
of people know is the Pantheon in
Rome. There, of course, the effect
is even more impressive because
of the trompe l’oeil257 in the ceiling242. There are still some polygonal
churches I’d like to see, such as some

245

246
247

he is confusing and conflating the
Radcliffe Camera (which is a library
and is round) with the Sheldonian
Theatre (which is almost round). The
Sheldonian is used for degree ceremonies. The two buildings are a hundred
metres apart.
253
floor plan – design
254
to deliver – express, transmit
255
crowd of people – multitude, (in this case)
congregation
256
broadly – more or less
257
trompe l’oeil – painted optical illusion
258
shape – form
252
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The Pantheon

Photo by Anne Dirkse

of those in Armenia.
However, I’m not neurotic about
the shape258 of great buildings and
I consider many of the great cathedrals of northern France and England
‘old friends’. I particularly44 like a
lot of the English great cathedrals,
which tend to imitate the French
ones, because of the Reformation259. This is not a doctrinal attitude.
It’s just29 that in the Reformation a
lot of the clutter260 was stripped
out of261 English cathedrals – things
like the choir stalls 262 and the
organs – allowing90 you to see the
the (Protestant) Reformation – the
advent of Protestantism
260
clutter – accumulation of objects
261
to be stripped out of – be eliminated from
262
choir stalls – wood structure containing
fixed seats for churchmen between the
nave and the sanctuary in a church or
cathedral
259
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architecture. This is my one complaint263 about a lot of cathedrals
in Catholic countries, such as Spain
or Italy. They are fantastic buildings
but they are so cluttered up with264
altars, statues, chapels, railings265,
organs, pulpits, fonts, lecterns266 and
choir stalls263 that the effect of the
elevation is almost completely lost.
Of course, there are many more
modest and non-religious buildings
that I love too. The house we used to
live in in Islington, London, would be
one of them. It was a big house by
London standards and was in Central
complaint – criticism, objection
to be cluttered up with – be full of
265
railings – barrier made of metal bars
266
lectern – ornate book stand in a church
267
as far as I was concerned – in my opinion
268
successful – professionally effective
269
be able to afford to – have enough money
to

London which, as far as I was concerned 267 as a teenager, was the
centre of the world. The sad thing
is that however successful268 I am
in the rest of my life I will never be
able to afford to269 live in a house
like that, which wasn’t ours, by the
way270 – it came (and went) with my
father’s job in the university. Anyway,
I get pleasure out of a lot of buildings: it’s enjoyable working out271
how they’ve been designed to create
internal spaces, how they’ve been
designed to interact with their settings272 and how the inside and the
by the way – incidentally
to work out – discover, determine
272
setting – surroundings, physical context

263

270

264

271
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outside interact with each other.
Buildings also say a lot about the
cultures that built them. I sometimes
wonder273 what we are saying to
future generations with our buildings.

8. Monologue 3
[South-African English]
(5m40s)
I looked at today’s topic 274 and
unusually for me I knew immediately;
two buildings sprang to mind 275.
The first is a building in the town I
grew up in in South Africa. I lived just
up the road from the town’s museum.
Such a small town it was that it had
only one museum that housed 276
what I now know to be what was considered one of the country’s finest
natural-history collections and a cultural-history section. No fine art was
represented. That was housed in a
gallery closer to the town’s CBD277.
Since then I’ve seen bigger and
more impressive museums with
collections of both kinds201. But as
a youngster278 of about nine or
10 I was totally unaware279 of any
possible shortcomings 280 of the
museum and it was to me a place of
infinitely fascinating stuff281. From
the stuffed282 form of the first coelacanth283 ever found and the great
manta ray284 caught in the town’s
harbour285, and the world’s only
dodo286 egg, to the cultural section
to wonder – ask oneself
topic – (false friend) theme
275
two buildings sprang to mind – I immediately thought of two buildings
276
to house – contain
277
CBD – central business district
278
youngster – young person, adolescent
279
to be unaware – not be conscious
280
shortcoming – deficiency, defect
281
stuff – (colloquial) things
282
stuffed – prepared by a taxidermist
283
coelacanth – type of prehistoric fish
284
manta ray – (Manta) type of big fish
273

274
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The Casa Batlló

upstairs with its large 287 cases288
holding 289 mock-ups290 of a Victorian drawing room291 or a hut292
made by the Xhosa people 293 with a
pot294 hanging295 over a pretend296
fire and life-like figures in the traditional clothing of these folk297. All
represented with the same care and
attention to detail as the aforementioned298 Victorian drawing room291.
I used to stop for a visit on my way
home from my Saturday morning
tennis class and walk the cool299 halls
filled with strange creatures or with
romantic-looking figures in interesting clothing and I was transported to
other worlds, often resulting in my
harbour (UK English) – harbor (US English),
port
286
dodo – type of extinct flightless bird
287
large – (false friend) big
288
(display) case – vitrine
289
to hold (hold-held-held) – (in this case)
contain
290
mock-up – replica
291
drawing room – formal sitting room
292
hut – small simple building
293
the native population of the Eastern
Cape in South Africa
294
(cooking) pot – container in which food
is cooked
285

arriving home very late much to my
mother’s consternation. This building
has undergone 300 some alteration
since that time and the way in which
the museum is curated301 has also
moved302 with the times. But in my
mind’s eye303 I still see the strong
square building with a welcoming
open front door, a friendly doorman
who always had a word of welcome
and never minded taking care of my
tennis racket.
The second building on my short
list is in Barcelona, Spain. It is also
a kind201 of museum at least it is
open to the public. But it was never
intended to be304 a public building.
hanging – suspended
pretended (adj.) – simulated, imitation,
pretend
297
folk – people
298
aforementioned – previously mentioned
299
cool – (in this case) pleasantly cold
300
to undergo (-go/-went/-gone) – suffer
301
to curate swh. – (of museums and exhibitions) organize, manage
302
to move – (in this case) change
303
in my mind’s eye – in my imagination
304
to be intended to be – be supposed to be
295

296
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St George’s Dragon sleeping peacefully.

Photo by Jean-Christophe Benoist

The original building, an apartment
block, at number 43 Passeig de la
Gracia, underwent 300 profound
changes in 1904 at the hand of
that quintessential Catalan architect Antoni Gaudí. The building is
only one of those of Gaudí’s that are
UNESCO Heritage sites... in fact there
are seven if one counts the Park
Güell structures as a building. He
is the only architect that is so honoured by UNESCO. I first visited this
house some 25 years ago and each
time I return I am struck305 by the
beauty of the design. It is considered
by those who like to label306, to be
in the broadest sense 307 both Art

Deco and Modernist; to me, like most
of Gaudí’s masterpieces, it defies
labelling 308. The Casa Batlló, Casa
del Ossos – ‘The House of Bones309’
– or Casa del Drac – ‘the House of
the Dragon’ – as it is known. The
façade is decorated with a colorful mosaic of broken ceramic tiles310
in shades311 of golden orange moving
to mauves312 and greenish blues. The
window frames313 are sinuous and
appear to have life as if they would
move as waves314 on a beach. I am
reminded of315 the sea or perhaps
flowers on a pond316. The balconies
by turns317 are masks or skulls 318
of animals with mouths about to319

to be struck – be impressed
to label – categorize, pigeonhole
307
in the broadest sense – in the widest
sense, according to the least precise
definition
308
to defy labelling – cannot be categorized
309
bones – skeletal material
310
(ceramic) tile – flat glazed rectangular
piece of ceramic
311
shade – tone
312
mauve – pale purple
313
window frame – the structure that holds
the glass in a window
314
wave – long body of water curling into an
arched form and breaking on the coast
315
I am reminded of – it causes me to remember, it reminds me of
316
pond – small body of water, small lake

by turns – alternately
skull – cranium and mandible
319
to be about to – be going to... imminently
320
to disappoint – frustrate expectations
321
but rather – (in this case) by contrast there
are
322
intertwining – interlaced, twisting together
323
tendril – appendage of a climbing plant
324
well – (in this case) open space in the
middle of a building that permits light to
enter

305

306
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open. However they are imagined,
they are undoubtedly fantastical.
Along the top lies St George’s dragon
sleeping peacefully. The building
does not disappoint 320 on entering. On the contrary, each step and
each new corner is another feast for
the eyes. Gaudi worked with natural
forms and had a profound understanding of light and its effect. The
Batlló house reflects both these tendencies. There are very few straight
lines in his design but rather321 the
sinuous curves and intertwining322
tendrils323 and the soft shapes258 of
flowers or creatures. His redesign of
the central well324 improved the natural light in the entire building and
at the same time created an almost
magical effect of calm and cool325
from the use of the shading326 of the
blue tiles310 on the walls. For me the
most wonderful aspect of this building is the top floor where the storerooms 327, laundry328 and service
rooms are. Here is a good example of
Gaudi’s principle of creating beauty
even for the most workaday329 area.
The entire loft is infused with light
and the 60 catenary arches330 creates a space of lightness and beauty
that defies 331 its mundane 332 purpose. Unsurprisingly the Barcelona
City Council333 selected the house as
a candidate for that year’s best-building award. It didn’t win.

cool (n.) – freshness, pleasant cold
shading – tonality
327
storeroom – junk room (US English), box
room (UK English)
328
laundry room (UK English) – utility room
(US English), room for the washing machine
and other electrical appliances
329
workaday – ordinary, mundane332
330
catenary arch – arch in the form of a curve
created by a rope371 suspended freely from
two points that are not in the same vertical
line
331
to defy – (in this case) repudiate, go against
332
mundane – prosaic, unexciting
333
city council – municipal authority

317

325

318

326
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9. Monologue 4
[Northern-Irish
English] (2m29s)
In 1994, I moved to work and live in
London. It was then that I became
more familiar with the sight334 of Battersea power station 335 (see photo
p. 68), on South Bank of the River
Thames. I already knew the building,
first from its appearance on record
covers336, and then from many later
trips to London. But from that move
on, it became a frequent view and
plugged itself into 337 my mind’s
image of London.
Battersea Power Station 335 is
actually19 made up of338 two coalfired339 power stations335, one built
in the 1930s and the second built in
the 1950s. Both buildings were constructed using the same design, so
providing its distinctive four chimneys. It was taken out of service in
1983 and has remained 340 unused
ever since. London being as it is however, it is now being converted into
luxury apartments. From what I’ve
read substantial reconstruction will
take place341, but we can still expect
to see those four chimneys standing
on the side of the river.
I think the reason I love this building is, in part, the fond342 memories
I have of this time of my life and its
visual association to them. Moreover,
it seems to symbolize the industry
sight – view
power station – plant that generates
electricity
336
record cover – protective sleeve for a vinyl
album. He is referring to Pink Floyd’s
‘Animals’ (1977)
337
to plug itself into – establish itself in
338
to be made up of – be composed of, consist of
339
coal-fired – fuelled by coal
340
to remain – stay, continue to be
341
to take place (take-took-taken) – occur
342
fond – (in this case) happy
343
decay – corrosion, deterioration

The Tate Modern (formerly the Bankside power station)

and energy of the city, and also the
element of decay343 that forms part
of London’s character.
Further along344 the same river
bank is another power station 335
that has undergone300 an incredible
transformation. In 2000, Bankside
Power Station 335 became the Tate
Modern. The collection inside is
wonderful, but for me, the star of
the show is the building itself. Inside
there are some narrow345 vertical
windows that offer views to the City
of London and St Paul’s Cathedral,
in the shadow of346 which I worked
for a good number of years. The

front of the building is connected to
north bank of the river by the pedestrian347 Millennium Bridge.
I love the repurposing348 of old
buildings and the creativity that has
gone into rethinking these spaces.
Rather than349 crumble350 and die,
or simply to be tidied up351, these
two power stations335 form part of
the evolution of the city, a bridge
between its past and its future.
There are however some old
buildings that should in my opinion
be knocked down352. On this I disagree with the people who plan our
cities and decide which buildings
further along – on another part of
narrow – tall and thin
346
in the shadow of – near
347
pedestrian (adj.) – for people walking (not
for traffic)
348
repurposing – adapting sth. for a different
purpose
349
rather than – as opposed to, instead of
(+ -ing)
350
to crumble – disintegrate
351
to tidy up – (in this case) renovate, beautify
352
to knock sth. down – raze sth., demolish
sth.

334

344

335

345
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should be protected. One such building is the Centre Point tower, constructed where Oxford Street meets
Tottenham Court Road. This 1960s
Brutalist 353 lump 354 of concrete 355
does nothing for me but356 to signal
a departure from the grandness
of Central London. I think it would
be a great place to try out357 one
of those spectacular demolitions
like they do with old casinos in Las
Vegas, whereby358, in a second, one
almighty359 explosion turns it into a
pile of rubble360.
10. Pronunciation Exercise
(2m21s)

11. Picture
Description
(3m09s)
Examiner (South-African English):
Please
describe
these
two
photographs.
Examinee (Northern-Irish English):
Well, actually19, I suppose they’re
really two paintings, I guess361. So,
what’s truth of both of these pictures
is it looks like men managing 362
animals in the land. In both cases
it looks like we’re dealing with 363
Scotland here. I can tell364 by the
traditional dress of the people. So, in
the first picture a young-looking man
dressed with Tam O’Shanter365 and a
Brutalism was a functional style of
architecture popular (with architects!)
in the 1950s and 1960s and characterized by massive blocks of concrete355
354
lump – chunk, piece, (in this case) slab
355
concrete – an artificial construction material made from cement, gravel, sand and
water
356
but – (in this case) except for, apart from
357
to try out – try, attempt
358
whereby – in which
359
almighty – (in this case) enormous
360
rubble – fragments of construction material (especially of stone and concrete355)
361
I guess – I suppose
353
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kilt366 looks to be struggling with367
two ponies, they’re long-haired ponies
with their winter coats on. And this
looks like a – sort of20 – a typical
Scottish landscape and a typical
Scottish sky as well65 with perhaps
storm clouds 368 threatening 369 in
the top right-hand corner. And we’ve
got a lake to the left and the sort34
of rugged370 Scottish landscape. The
young man’s… his kilt366 is red matching his socks and he’s holding on to
the two ponies with a piece of rope371
to each and the ponies are rearing
up372 and struggling367, perhaps he’s
trying to tame373 them.
The second picture is of another
Scotsman this time with a… his
kilt 366’s in green and he’s herding 374 some sheep. It’s a rather375
better day, the sun is shining. We
can see that because shadows376 are
being thrown on to the ground 377.
So, he’s, he looks a little older. He’s
got a beard 8 and there’s a sheepdog behind the herd of sheep to the
right that’s helping keep the herd all
together. The flock378 I should say.
Examiner: Do you think farmers are
the best stewards379 of the countryside or is their primary interest
to exploit the countryside and make
money out of380 it?
Examinee: Well, generally speaking I
can’t think of anybody better to be…
to look after381 the land. I think most
farmers love their land and benefit
from it and know that if they mistreat382 it, if they exploit it, if they’re
to manage – handle, control
we’re dealing with – (in this case) it is
364
can tell – know
365
Tam O’Shanter – round Scottish cap (=
head covering)
366
kilt – Scottish skirt
367
to struggle with – make an effort to
control
368
storm cloud – mass of water vapour that
could cause a tempest
369
to threaten – menace
370
rugged – rocky, rough, precipitous
371
rope – (false friend) cord
372
to rear up – (of horses) rise up on one’s
hind (= posterior) legs

not good at rotating crops383 and
the land will maybe lose its fertility
and will… and their prosperity in the
future will be somewhat damaged.
And I think as well65 farmers make
a choice384 to farm the land, which
– y’know25 – means that they, generally speaking, are lovers of it. And
of course there’s another side of a
heavy industrialized farming which is
perhaps harder on the land, but you
wouldn’t really say that was run385 by
the kind201 of traditional farmer more
by large 94 companies and large 94
operatives.
Examiner: Thank you.
to tame – break, subjugate
to herd – shepherd, guide, look after381
375
rather – somewhat
376
shadow – silhouette
377
ground – terrain
378
flock – (in this case) herd (= group) of sheep
379
steward – person responsible for sth.,
manager
380
out of – from
381
to look after – care for, take care of
382
to mistreat – abuse, misuse
383
crops – plants that are harvested
384
to make a choice (make-made-made)
– choose
385
to run sth. (run-ran-run) – manage sth.

362

373

363

374
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1. Illustrations round-up: see if you can
identify some of the objects and actions
mentioned in the footnotes of this issue.
2. Title Tag: can you match these alternative
titles to the news articles on pp. 7-11?
3. Internet: see if you’ve learned to decode the
acronyms and names from the web (pp. 12-13).
4. Word Search: find terms from the
architecture dossier (pp. 60-83).

115

5. Speed metaphors: fill the gaps to
form expressions from pp. 58-59.
6. Too Many Words – Architecture
and Climate: Find the surplus
word in this text from p. 64.
7. Sales Idioms: correct the sentences so
that they sound correct in English (p. 36).

116

8. Crossword: for revision of vocabulary
from throughout the magazine.

117

9. Home Idioms: complete these
sentences. (pp. 80-82)
10. Pronunciation: revise the difficult words
from the footnotes (audio track 10).

118

11. Debates: varied listening comprehension
exercises for audio tracks 1-3 (pp. 88-103).

119

12. Sales Phrasal Verbs: complete the
sentences with the appropriate particle (p. 35).
13. Fencing expressions: complete
the idioms from pp. 56-57.
14. US vs. UK Round-up: match words in British
and American English from the footnotes.
15. Architecture false friends: correct the false
cognates from pp. 74-75 in these sentences.
16. False Friends Round-up: test to see if
you’ve learned the false friends marked in
the footnotes throughout the magazine.
17. Word Building: complete these
sentences with home- words. (p. 83)
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18. Internet listening: test your listening
comprehension with this fascinating TED talk
about how architecture could save the planet.
19. Prepositions: fill the gaps in this text
about storytelling in sales (p. 25).
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20. Duelling Reading Comprehension: answer
the questions about the article on pp. 52-55)
21. Architecture Idioms: complete the
sentences with the words given (p. 70).
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22. Monologues: a true-false listening
comprehension on audio tracks 6-9 (pp. 103-110).
23. US vs. UK Housing Terms:
complete the chart (pp. 72-73).
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24. Wordplay: a word game – relating to the
science of decision-making (pp. 40-44).
25. Architecture phrasal verbs: fill the
gaps with the multi-word verbs (p. 71).
26. Phrasal Verb Round-up: see how
well you have learned the phrasal
verbs from throughout Yes 25.
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27. The Shining Cloze: Choose the best
answer (a-d) to complete the text (p. 46).
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28. Spelling: correct the spelling in
this text about P.T. Barnum. (p. 20)
29. Homophones: correct this extract
from Death of a Salesman (pp. 31-33).
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30. Visualizing Vocabulary: match these
illustrations to architectural terms mentioned
in the architecture dossier on pp. 60-76).
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31. Wordplay: test your vocabulary and
understanding of English morphology.
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32. Immigration Reading Comprehension:
answer the questions about pp. 47-49.
33. Pronunciation: answer these
questions about famous buildings’
names (p. 76, audio track 5).
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34. Sentence transformation: revise
structures from throughout the issue.
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1. Illustrations Round-Up. Many of the definitions in the footnotes are illustrated. Test how well you have learned the
meanings of these words by matching the pictures to their definition. Notice that we have changed [many] of the
pictures to help you fix the concept in your mind:
1. batter
2. brick
3. bugle
4. bullet
5. chain
6. chess

7. fire-hose
8. fireplace
9. hat
10. lift
11. lightning
12. mirror

13. pitcher
14. punch
15. roof
16. sabre-tooth tiger
17. swan
18. sword

19. tap
20. wolf
21. wrecking ball
22. wigwam

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

a. electrical discharge during a storm
b. head covering that has
a distinct form
c. covering over the house
d. heavy metal sphere on a chain
that is used in demolitions
e. artificial rectangular block
used in construction
f. place where there is a controlled
fire at the base of a chimney
g. looking glass
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h. faucet (US English)
i. a big elegant white bird
that lives on rivers
j. player who is using a baseball bat
k. elevator (US English)
l. series of linked metal rings
m. hut from north-eastern America
made of material from trees,
plants and/or animal skins
n. projectile
o. weapon similar to a big dagger

p. hosepipe (= tube for water)
used for extinguishing fires
q. prehistoric predatory mammal
r. (Canis lupus) a type of
carnivorous dog-like mammal
s. a board game with
kings, queens, etc.
t. the player who pitches (= throws,
hurls) the ball in baseball
u. act of hitting with one’s fist
v. type of military trumpet

2. Title Tag. Read the News (pp. 7-9) and Science News (pp. 10-11) articles. Then try to match the alternative titles
given below to the originals, without looking back:
1. Things To Come

a. Could the UK Leave the EU in 2017?

2. ‘Jesusland’ Makes US Different

b. Ancient Ebola?

3. The EU at a Crossroads

c. Land of the Declining Son

4. The Less-Great Wall of China

d. The US is ‘Special’ Because of the South

5. Ready for Brexit?

e. Barriers Don’t Last

6. Mystery Killer Identified?

f. Starve Yourself Fit

7. In Fine Fettle from Fake Fasting

g. Syria Could Break the Union

3. Internet. Read the article on pp. 12-13. Then, answer the questions without looking back:
1. ‘USB’ stands for ‘Universal Serial ___________________’.
2. ‘MP3’ stands for ‘Moving ______________________ 3’.
3. ‘http’ stands for ‘hypertext transfer ______________________________’.
4. ‘Wi-Fi’ implies ‘high-fidelity wireless local area ____________________________’.
5. ‘URL’ stands for ‘_________________________ Resource Locator’.
ii. Answer the following questions about p. 13:
1. Which tech company’s name has a connection with a satirical adventure fantasy written in the 18th Century?
2. Which tech company’s name comes from a toponym that was chosen at random because it sounded ‘cool’?
3. Which tech company’s name is based on the blending of two words related to obsolete technology?
4. Which social-media company’s name is meant to sound like an informal way of asking “How are you?”?
5. Which social-media company’s name suggests that its subscribers are well connected?
6. Which tech company’s name suggests an immensely large number (even bigger than the vast number of people
who use its services)?
7. Which tech company’s name refers to a term used to describe Southern rednecks?
8. Which tech company’s name was meant to sound big and exotic?
9. Which tech company’s name has the additional advantage that it seems to be related to electronic commerce?
10. Which social-networking site’s name suggests that their users will acquire social and economic influence?
11. Which tech company’s name is a homophone for a piece of scientific equipment?
12. Which social-media site’s name implies a college photo-album-cum-directory?
13. Which tech company’s name is meant to sound like a US slang term for the telly?
14. Which tech company’s name was presented as an acronym, even though this was not the name’s true origin?
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4. The word box below contains 22 terms from the architecture section on pp. 61-76. A few of the terms are not in the
dossier but are included because they are useful. The clues below should help you to find them:
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1. This austere style was popular in
the 10th and 11th Centuries.
2. This word means a very large house.
3. This is what covers the top of a building.
4. This word is used to refer to ordinary local buildings.
5. This is a very tall modern building.
6. This is a curved structure above an opening.
7. This word refers to a small, very
simple house or shelter.
8. This is an Alpine house.
9. This style was popular in Europe
before the Renaissance.
10. This is a large wooden building on a farm.
11. This style was popular in the 17th Century.
12. This is a common (often red) manmade
rectangular building unit.

P

I

I

O U

13. This is a badly built cabin.
14. A building that houses a machine which
is powered by currents of air.
15. A tower for warning ships about a dangerous coast.
16. This is the most important church in a city.
17. This is a hemispherical structure on top of a building.
18. This is a glass building for growing plants.
19. This is an Arctic building made of blocks of ice.
20. This refers to a Roman country house or a modern
holiday home on the Mediterranean coast.
21. This is a North American Indian structure made out of
branches, reeds and animal skins.
22. This is the typical Indian tent shown in all those
cowboy movies.

Remember to write down any new vocabulary. Moreover, if there are any words you don’t recognize, find them in
the articles and write down the context as an example sentence.
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5. Speed metaphors. Read the article on pp. 58-59. See if you can complete these sentences with the right word
without looking back:
1. The dog was really going full t________________________ and almost caught up with the squirrel it was chasing.
2. The news that the princess was pregnant again spread like w_____________________________________.
3. The moment the teacher dismissed the class they were off like a s_______________________________.
4. When they started playing techno in the disco we were out of there like a bat out of _____________________________.
5. The magician made the coin disappear in the b_______________________________ of an eye.
6. This order will solve all the company’s problems in one f_______________________________ swoop.
7. I’ll be with you in a j_____________________________. I just have to write that phone number down.
8. His pimped car goes like g__________________________ lightning – it’s awesome!
9. Take these pills and, before you k____________________________ it, you’ll be feeling better.
10. Information seems to travel at the speed of l_______________________________ these days.
11. You know I’d help you at the d_______________________________ of a hat, don’t you?
12. This translator app turns all your texts into any one of 112 languages as quick as a f____________________________!
6. Too Many Words. Below we offer the beginning of the paragraph entitled ‘Climate’ on p. 64. However, there is an
unnecessary word in each line. Identify it and write it on the right:
1. One of the primary functions of the buildings is to protect us
2. from the elements but, of course, that it means different things
3. in different places. Buildings in cold damp climates can need
4. steeply pitched roofs to protect from rain and also snow, and
5. above all must be warm ones. Buildings in arid climates must offer
6. protection from the sun, which means that they ought have thick walls
7. and small windows. Structures in humid climates must be as well
8. ventilated. If an area is prone to flooding, buildings must be set on high
ground or on stilts.

______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________
______________________________________________________

7. Sales Idioms. Correct the following sentences so that they form established sales-related expressions in English:
1. I think they sold me a pup in a poke.
2. I’ve never liked the axiom, “The customer is never wrong”.
3. Janice is a natural. She could sell igloos to the Eskimos.
4. It’s a straightforward product; it does exactly what it says on the packaging.
5. Our new range is selling like hot buns.
6. I was upset by their hard-sale tactics.
7. You should have checked it before you bought it: caveat comprator, as they say.
8. In this industry the client is king.
9. It was very much a smooth-sell advertisement. It hardly even mentioned the product.
10. The salesman was a pro. He could have sold sand to a Bedouin.
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Crossword

1

2

9

Test how well you have
retained the vocabulary from
this issue of Yes by doing
the following crossword
If you find the crossword difficult,
do the easy clues (in bold) first.
This will make the rest of the
words much easier to find.

15

16

21

3

4

10

11

17
22

18

5

19

33

12

13

24
27

30

7

8
14

20

23

26

6

25

28

31

29
32

34

35

Across
36
1. seller
4. individual, human being
6. male offspring.
Homophone of ‘sun’
7. preposition. Activated?
10. appear to get gradually
bigger. Oily substance
produced by bees.
11. chopping tool (US spelling)
12. stumble; journey
13. tear – on a tomb?
15. conjunction between
alternatives
17. machine that replicates
18. jetty; pillar. Homophone
of ‘peer’
21. affinity
23. the left-hand side of
a ship; harbour
24. at a distance
25. distant
26. colour. Homophone of ‘die’
27. 3.14159. Homophone of ‘pie’
28. pronoun; number.
Homophone of ‘won’
30. District Attorney
(initialism)
32. Guinea (internet address)
33. the bottom of a shoe or a
foot. Homophone of ‘soul’
35. jiffy, mo, two ticks
(abbreviation of a
unit of time)
36. indefinite article
37. qualities; deserves.
Anagram of ‘mister’
38. determiner. Anagram of ‘sit’
39. Irish Geological Research
Society (initialism)
41. type of Scottish cap. Tactical
Air Missile (initialism)
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39

40
43

49

44

50

51

56

57

42. (I) exist – in the morning?
43. (of fish, amphibians and
aliens) releasing eggs
44. depositing as security
for money lent
45. canopy that provides shade.
Anagram of ‘waning’
49. exclamation of
incomprehension
52. Iowa (abbreviation)
54. negative adverb.
Homophone of ‘know’
56. coming to settle in a
foreign country
57. seasonal movement
of animals from one
region to another
58. quota, portion
59. same as 7 ACROSS

Down
1. weapon used in duelling.
Homophone of ‘soared’

45

37

38

41

42

46

47

52

53

54

58

59

2. Los Angeles (initialism)
3. nosedive, attack
4. a red powdered spice
5. egress
6. somebody you don’t know
7. same as 15 ACROSS. British
homophone of ‘awe’
8. nickel (chemical symbol)
9. linguistic unit. Homophone
of ‘whirred’
14. buy; acquisition
16. beam; electric fish?
17. Communist Party
(initialism)
19. subject and object pronoun
20. law-enforcer – from Texas?
22. people who sell doorto-door (UK spelling)
24. fury, rage
25. barrier; combat sport
29. hunt, pursue
31. United Arab Emirates
(internet address)
33. set of rooms.
Homophone of ‘sweet’

48
55

34. Swedish boy’s name
35. half – type of house?
36. same as 36 ACROSS!
37. large country house with
land. Homophone of ‘manner’
40. processed tinned pork.
Unsolicited emails.
41. thin end of a branch
46. hairpiece
47. conjunction used
with ‘neither’
48. negative adverb.
Homophone of ‘knot’
50. informal ‘hello’.
Homophone of ‘high’
51. same as 42 ACROSS
53. same as 7 DOWN.
Homophone of ‘oar’
54. same as 54 ACROSS
55. sane as 7 ACROSS

9. Home idioms. Read the article on idioms relating to the word ‘home’ on pp. 80-82. Without looking back, fill the
gaps in the following sentences:
1. Jane learned to cook at school in her home ______________________________________ classes.
2. After their hair-raising drive through bandit country they were finally home and __________________________________.
3. A lot of people who live in the Home ___________________________________ commute to work in London every day.
4. You can complain until the ________________________ come home, I’m not going to change my decision and that’s final.
5. The importance of the change of government really ___________________________ home when the Prime Minister
announced that the country would be going nuclear-free.
6. Rich people should help those from their own community. Remember, ___________________________ begins at home.
7. Children from ______________________________ homes find it more difficult to socialize in class.
8. She doesn’t like being called a ‘cleaning lady’ – she prefers ‘home _______________________________’.
9. He hates it when door-to-door salesmen call on him at the weekend. He insists that an _________________________’s
home is his castle.
10. She never goes out if she can help it. She’s a real home ____________________________.
11. Let’s not go to the Jefferson’s party; they’re sure to make everyone watch one of their terrible home ________________.
12. It’s much easier to win a home _______________________ because the local fans support and encourage you.
13. He fell in love with a girl from Turkey and has lived there – blissfully happy – for the last 20 years. Home is where
the _______________________ is, I suppose.
14. If your brother is coming to stay you’d better stock up at the supermarket. Otherwise, he’ll eat us out of
_______________________ and home. You know what a huge appetite he’s got.
10. Pronunciation. Listen to audio track 4 and, as you do, write the words you hear in the gap given. The page (p.)
and footnote (n.) reference is given so that you can check the phonemics and the context of the word:
1. ______________________________________ (p. 7, n. 2)

20. ______________________________________ (p. 40, n. 16)

2. ______________________________________ (p. 8, n. 7)

21. ______________________________________ (p. 42, n. 3)

3. ______________________________________ (p. 10, n. 5)

22. ______________________________________ (p. 44, n. 6

4. ______________________________________ (p. 15, n. 10)

23. ______________________________________ (p. 44, n. 14)

5. to ____________________________________ (p. 22, n. 2)

24. ______________________________________ (p. 52, n. 1)

6. ______________________________________ (p. 22, 17)

25. ______________________________________ (p. 54, n. 2)

7. ______________________________________ (p. 22, 18)

26. ______________________________________ (p. 56, n. 7)

8. ______________________________________ (p. 26, n. 2)

27. to ____________________________________ (p. 56, n. 18)

9. ______________________________________ (p. 26, n. 17)

28. ______________________________________ (p. 56, n. 19)

10. ______________________________________ (p. 27, n. 14)

29. ______________________________________ (p. 56, n. 25)

11. ______________________________________ (p. 28, n. 8)

30. ______________________________________ (p. 57, n. 5)

12. ______________________________________ (p. 30, n. 1)

31. ______________________________________ (p. 70, n. 8)

13. hotel ________________________________ (p. 30, n. 16)

32. ______________________________________ (p. 71, n. 2)

14. ______________________________________ (p. 31, n. 3)

33. ______________________________________ (p. 71, n. 3)

15. ______________________________________ (p. 31, n. 19)

34. ______________________________________ (p. 74, n. 13)

16. ______________________________________ (p. 38, n. 4)

35. ______________________________________ (p. 75, n. 8)

17. ______________________________________ (p. 39, n. 16)

36. ______________________________________ (p. 79, n. 17)

18. ______________________________________ (p. 40, in text)

37. ______________________________________ (p. 80, n. 4)

19. ______________________________________ (p. 40, n. 6)

38. ______________________________________ (p. 83, n. 5)
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11. Debates: Varied Listening. Listen to the Mini-Debates (audio tracks 1-4, audio script pp. 88-103) and answer the
questions according to what the speakers say. Obviously, this can be done as four separate exercises:
A. Debate 1: Listen to the first debate and, as you do, answer the following questions:
1. Which of these metaphors for God do not exist in the Bible?
a. A young woman searching for a lost piece of jewellery.
b. A woman washing clothes in public.
c. A mother bear protecting her young.
d. A hen protecting her chicks.
e. A woman giving birth.
f. A woman mending clothing.
g. A woman breastfeeding her baby.
2. Which pronouns are discussed for referring to God? What are the disadvantages of each?
B. Debate 2: Listen to the second debate and answer these questions:
a. Which three factors increase the importance of immigration in the political agenda?
b. Why is it illogical to worry about foreign students overstaying?
c. Which profession were the Poles famous for doing in Britain?
d. Which advantage from legalizing illegal immigrants who are already in the USA is mentioned?
e. Which ‘immigration’ measure is accepted as reasonable?
f. Which part of immigration into the UK is out of the British government’s control?
C. Debate 3: Listen to the third debate and as you do, complete these sentences:
1. Female participants at _______________________ Film Festival were obliged to wear high-heeled shoes on the red carpet.
2. Filmmaker Valeria Richter was excluded from the red carpet _______________________ times.
3. High heels were invented by _________________________________ in the 16th Century.
4. The woman’s niece, who is an economist, was ordered to wear high heels to work in a company in __________________.
5. The Queen of England has told __________________________________________ not to wear platform shoes.
D. Debate 4: Why are the following names mentioned in the fourth debate?
1. Rachel Dolezal
2. Howard University
3. The NAACP
4. Barack Obama
5. Archibald Belaney
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12. Sales Phrasal Verbs. After reading pp. 48-49, fill the gaps without looking back:
1. Initially, they refused to give me a pay rise but when I threatened to take my clients to the rival company, they caved
____________________________________.
2. Try to talk Geoff _____________________________ coming on the trip with us but if he refuses we’ll just go without him.
3. Give her a few days to get used to the idea. In the end she’ll come ________________________. She just takes a while to
accept changes.
4. The cold caller tried to pressure me ____________________________ changing my telephone company, so I just hung up
on her.
5. I hope I can win them _________________________________ with my presentation. I really think this is a win-win for both
sides.
6. He guilted me _______________________________________ paying for the meal.
7. At first they refused but eventually I managed to bring them ________________________________ to my way of thinking.
13. Fencing Expressions. Read the article on pp. 56-57 and then complete these sentences:
1. Did that ticket collector just make a _______________________________________________ at you?
2. Are you worried by the sabre-____________________________________________ between the two Koreas?
3. I _____________________________________________ swords with him in a previous debate. I know how his mind works.
4. You need a ______________________________________ wit to take part in this improvised-comedy show.
5. If you ______________________________________ down your guard the puma will sense it and attack.
6. __________________________________________! You got me there.
7. The _______________________________________ fencing between those two sisters can get a bit tiresome.
8. If you want to give him the medicine, try to catch him off ____________________________________________.
14. US vs. UK English. Differences between British and American English are marked in the footnotes. Fill the gaps in
the following chart. The page and footnote reference is given on the right:
Definition
1. expertly, with virtuosity

US English
skillfully

2. sales outlet
3. door-to-door salesperson

peddler

7. rubble, fragments

jewelry

9. snug, comfortable

debris /dəˈbri:/

11. workers, employees
12. port

p. 72, n. 2
p. 73, n. 10

vase /va:z/
cozy

10. a device that controls the flow of a liquid

p. 64, n. 17
p. 68, n. 10

storey

8. container for cut flowers

p. 19, n. 4
p. 23, n. 4

lift

6. floor or level in a building

Page reference
p. 18, n. 23

shop

4. compartment for raising and lowering people
5. adornments made of gems and precious metals

UK English

p. 79, n. 5
p. 79, n. 9

tap
labor

p. 79, n18
p. 92, n. 73

harbour

p. 107, n. 285
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15. Architecture False Friends. Read the article on false friends in architecture (pp. 74-75). Then, without looking
back, correct the underlined words:
1. You should buy a house with at least two dormitories in case you have children.
2. They sat down by the chimney to warm themselves after their adventure in the snow.
3. They’ve just bought a chalet on the Costa del Sol.
4. They’re building several new fabrics on the outskirts of town.
5. Would you prefer to live in a flat in the centre or an urbanization in the suburbs?
6. All the town’s monumental old buildings are located around the major plaza.
7. She’s the mayor of a small villa on the south coast.
8. The campanile began to lean because the cements weren’t properly laid.
16. False Friends Round-up. Throughout the magazine false friends are identified and explained in the footnotes.
The following sentences contain false friends from Yes 25 that are incorrectly used here. Correct the underlined
words in the following sentences so that they make sense. The page (p.) and footnote (n.) reference is given:
1. She’s started to work as a professor in a primary school. (p. 10, n. 18)
2. The success was headline news in all the newspapers. (p. 17, n. 12)
3. I’m going to accost, I’m exhausted. Wake me at seven, please. (p. 19, n. 3)
4. Where’s the prospect for this medicine? I can’t find it. (p. 34, n. 1)
5. She uses the cook to light her cigarettes – nothing more! (p. 39, n. 18)
6. They’ve accused them of apology of terrorism but it’s just political manoeuvring. (p. 53, n. 13)
7. Be quiet – don’t tickle me! (p. 71, n. 3)
8. This is a particular house. There’s no accountants’ firm here. (p. 103, n. 204)
9. The presentation of and lecture from her latest novel was very interesting. (p. 104, n. 220)
10. Why do you leave all your rope all over the flat?! I’m not your maid, you know? (p. 110, n. 371)
17. Word Building. Read the article on p. 83. Then, without looking back, complete the following sentences:
1. Wow! This home__________________________________ quiche is nothing like the supermarket ones I’ve tried. It’s delicious!
2. If you increase the property tax, you’ll alienate home_______________________________.
3. Your home______________________________ should make it clear within a split second what your focus is.
4. Bradley went back to Arkansas for his home__________________________. He hadn’t seen some of those guys for nearly
25 years.
5. My home_____________________________________ will watch my back. I’m not in any danger from the rival gangs.
6. Home__________________________________ is the biggest problem the children face in their first term at boarding school.
7. France seems to have a major problem with home-_____________________________ terrorism.
8. You can’t go out and play until you’ve finished your home________________________________.
9. Gary is the home__________________________: his wife has a six-figure salary.
10. How can you call it your ‘home_______________________________’ if you’ve never actually lived there?
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18. Internet Listening. Listen to Michael Pawlyn: Using nature’s genius in architecture (or, how architecture could
save the planet) at https://goo.gl/3p2L7S. As you listen, answer the following questions:
1. What does the spider make its fibre out of?
2. At what distance can the beetle detect forest fires?
3. How long has nature’s R&D period been?
4. How much lighter is ETFE than double glazing?
5. What did Graham Wiles’s project effectively turn cardboard into?
6. What was different about North Africa in Julius Caesar’s day?
7. How does the Namibian beetle generate its own water in the desert?
8. How much more energy comes from the sun than all the energy we produce?
9. What happens to all the salt that the Seawater Greenhouse produces?
10. How do you build a flotilla of ships, according to Antoine de Saint-Exupery?
19. Prepositions. The following extract comes from P.D. Broughton’s excellent book Life’s a Pitch (Penguin, 2012),
which we strongly recommend. However, we’ve eliminated the prepositions. See if you can put them back so that
the text makes sense:
1 ______ the Wynn Resorts, before each eight-hour shift, groups 2 ______ 12 3 ______ 18 employees meet up 4 ______ their
supervisor. Maids meet their inspector, dealers meet their pit bosses. These are the lowest ranks 5 ______ the firm, the
staff who deal 6 ______ customers, and their immediate supervisors.
The supervisors begin the meetings 7 ______ the question, “Anything happen yesterday that is interesting?” Slowly, the
hands go up. As Wynn describes it, one man mentions that he saw a woman drop something 8 ______ her purse as
she went 9 ______ her room. He saw it was her credit card, picked it up, knocked 10 ______ her door, and returned
it 11 ______ her. Another man was helping a couple who had just arrived and realized they had left their medication
12 ______ home 13 ______ Encino, just 14 ______ Los Angeles, a five-hour drive away. They were panicking and thought
they were going to have to cancel their vacation and go home. No problem, the man said. Is there anyone 15 ______
your house? A housekeeper the couple said. Fine, said the Wynn employee. His brother, Mr. Ramirez, lived not far
away. He told the couple to instruct their housekeeper that a man named Ramirez would be coming to pick up their
medication, and that a Wynn employee would then retrieve it 16 ______ his brother. He told his supervisor 17 ______ the
situation, who told him to set off right away. The medication was 18 ______ the couple before morning. And their loyalty
19 ______ Wynn Resorts was likely guaranteed forever.
Each 20 ______ these stories is published 21 ______ Wynn intranet and printed up and posted 22 ______ the walls
23 ______ the service areas 24 ______ the back 25 ______ the House. Now, says Wynn, every member 26 ______ staff
wants their story 27 ______ the wall. “Everyone goes to work looking for a story the next day”, said Wynn. “It is pristine,
it is simple, it is profoundly effective, and it has changed the history 28 ______ my enterprise.”
29 ______ Wynn, storytelling as a means 30 ______ getting employees to feel good 31 ______ themselves 32 ______ their
work and provide superlative customer service as a result is “like splitting the atom”.
You can read an extended version of this text at: http://goo.gl/sfhb3U
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20. Duelling. Read the text on duelling on pp. 52-55 and answer the following questions:
1. Who brought duelling to Britain?
2. Why was it so important for a gentleman to know how to duel after the Restoration?
3. How many Prime Ministers are mentioned as duellists?
4. What was exceptional about the Hamilton-Mohun duel?
5. How was Daniel O’Connell an unusual duellist?
6. How many duels did Alexander Pushkin fight?
7. How did duelling change fundamentally in the last third of the 1700s?
8. Why was there a spate of duels every four years in the newly independent USA?
9. Why was Alexander Hamilton anti-duelling?
10. Did the duel have the result that Burr wanted?
ii. Complete the following sentences with expressions from p. 52:
1. The government allowed the separatists to s_____________ f____________ and disarm.
2. I’m glad to see that Ian and Joe have finally s__________________ their d___________________. Their quarrel had been
going on far too long.
3. If you really think his declarations amount to libel, you should s___________ r_______________ in court.
4. The drunk Scotsman challenged me to “step outside” with him. I told him I was pleased to see that t_______________
by c_____________________ was still alive and well in Britain, which only seemed to infuriate him more.
21. Architecture Idioms. Read the article on p. 70. Then, without looking back fill the gaps in the following sentences
with one of the following words so that it makes sense in English:
BUILD

BUILT

HOUSE

HOUSES

ROOF

TOWER

1. Despite all the stereotypes, our cat and dog get on like a __________________________ on fire.
2. I was in mourning last year but my son was a ___________________________ of strength for me.
3. Don’t expect to master it immediately; Rome wasn’t ______________________________ in a day, you know.
4. The building may seem to defy gravity but it’s as safe as _______________________________, if you’ll pardon the pun.
5. Our electricity bill has gone through the ____________________________ over the past decade. We found a bill from 2005
the other day and it was 65% lower!
6. Stop complaining. Think of all the people who haven’t even got a ____________________________ over their heads.
7. Kyle tends to _____________________ castles in the air but I suppose it’s only natural. You’re only a teenager once, right?
8. John brought the __________________________ down at the office party with his impersonation of the boss. She, to her
credit, found it hilarious.
9. He accused me of living in an ivory ______________________ but I’ve seen as much of the real world as the next person.
10. The economic recovery appears to have been ___________________________ on sand. Already there are worrying signs
of a third recession.
11. You’re right. This economic model appears to be a __________________________ of cards.
12. My parents hit the __________________________ when they heard that I’d spent my first pay cheque on the downpayment for a sports car.
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22. Monologues. Listen to audio tracks 6-9 and determine whether the following statements are true (T) or false (F).
You can check your answers against the texts on pp. 103-110:
1. The first speaker likes both unorthodox and classical architecture.
2. One of his favourite buildings is a mausoleum.
3. He clearly accepts the architectural concept of ‘atmosphere’, according to which a building should interact with all
five human senses.
4. The second speaker only likes buildings that are round.
5. He regrets the Reformation because it destroyed so many English churches.
6. The first building the third speaker mentions is the picture gallery in her home town.
7. She is uncomfortable about the museum now because it mixed natural history and anthropology.
8. She loves the second building even though it cannot be categorized.
9. The fourth speaker loves the first building he mentions because of its associations.
10. He is very much in favour of adapting old buildings to new uses.
23. US vs. UK Housing Terms. Read the article on pp. 72-73. Unfortunately, the American ‘translations’ of the British
terms and the definitions have both got mixed up. Can you sort them out (without looking back at the article)?
UK English

US English

Definition

A. block of flats

a. row houses

1. A building divided into apartments

B. estate

b. high-rise

2. One of a pair of houses which are joined together

C. caravan site

c. roomer

3. Homes built by the government for poor people

D. caretaker

d. duplex house

4. A person who rents a room in sb. else’s house

E. council estate

e. housing project

5. A collection of houses built at the same time

F. flat

f. condo

6. A place where people live in mobile homes

G. lodger

g. apartment house

7. A tall building divided into apartments or offices

H. owner-occupied flat

h. apartment

8. A set of rooms usually on one floor of a building

I. semi-detached

i. subdivision

9. A row of small houses joined together

J. terraced houses

j. janitor

10. A block of apartments each owned by its occupier

K. tower block

k. home park

11. A person who takes care of the maintenance of a building

ii. Now, without looking back at the article, fill the gaps in the following chart:
UK English

US English

1

doss house

____________________________ house

2

____________________ planner

city planner

3

staircase

____________________________

4

_______________________________

john

5

skip

____________________________

6

________________________room

utility room

7

box room

____________________________ room
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24. Wordplay. Find six words relating to the Science of Decision-Making section (pp. 40-44) using the clues and the
numbers. Each number represents a letter:
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10
Making (bad) decisions collectively

11

8

12

12

13

3

11

14

2
Determination, resolution

15

6

2

14

9

1

6

7

14

9
Make (something) stronger

15

14

12

16

17

14

9

8

18

12
Disciplining oneself through abnegation (4, 6)

15

18

19

3

4

2
Relish, enjoy (food)

17

8

15

15

14

9

6
Disagreement

25. Architecture Phrasal Verbs. Read the article on p. 71. Then, without looking back, fill the gaps in the following
sentences. The initial letters have been given to help you:
1. They t________________ the farmhouse d________________ to make way for the motorway.
2. We don’t use the fireplaces, so we’ve decided to b__________________ them u___________ to save on heating costs. All
the centrally heated air escapes up the chimneys at the moment.
3. They b___________________ a garage o_________________ the side of their house.
4. They p____________________ my old school d________________ and built a shopping centre in its place.
5. That stretch of the river has become very b___________________-u____________ over recent years.
6. The kids spent the morning watching workmen k______________________ d______________ the old factory with a wrecking
ball. Now Freddy knows what he wants to do when he grows up!
7. We should p_________________________ the tent u____________ before it starts raining. Even the tea can wait!
8. The area around the city of London was b___________________ u__________ much more gradually than the periphery of
other major cities. As a result, many of the boroughs preserved their village-community feeling.
26. Phrasal Verb Round-up. Throughout the magazine phrasal verbs are identified and explained in the footnotes.
The following sentences contain phrasal verbs from Yes 25. The first letters of the base verb and particle have
been included to help you fill in the gaps. The page (p.) and footnote (n.) reference is given:
1. This tragic situation has been pl___________________ o___________ across the continent in recent days. (p. 8, n. 12)
2. BBC is one of the most famous initialisms in the world but most people don’t know what it st________ f______. (p. 12, n. 1)
3. The name of Bowie’s song ‘Space Oddity’ (1969), recently sung by an astronaut in space, pl_______________ o_________
the film title Space Odyssey (1968). (p. 13 n. n. 12)
4. Yes, the title of the song ch____________ w_______ the title of the movie. It’s what’s known as a ‘snowclone’. (p. 13, n. 19)
5. Rachel has always l_________________ d_______________ on people who didn’t go to university. (p. 15, n. 18)
6. Why do I have to p______ u______ with all this complaining? If you don’t like the way I do it, do it yourself! (p. 17, n. 10)
7. From the corner of my eye I could see the crazy man s__________________ me u__________ to decide whether to accost
me or not. (p. 18, n. 15)
8. She c_________________ a________________ as having above average intelligence. Perhaps she’s just bored. (p. 18, n. 17)
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27. The Shining. Read the article on p. 46. Fill the gaps in the following text with the correct word (from below?)
The Shining is very much part of the Gothic literary tradition going back 1_______________ the 18th Century. This is clearly
Stephen King’s intention as he prefaces his novel with an extensive 2_______________ from Edgar Allan Poe’s The Masque
of Red Death (1842). However, King’s novel seeks inspiration more specifically in the earlier English Gothic tradition
of the late 1700s. For instance, the Overlook Hotel is clearly an 3_________________ version of the Walpolean Gothic
castle, lost in a sublime mountainous fastness, with its dark chambers and darker secrets. (There is even a possible
4_________________ to Horace Walpole in the name ‘Horace Derwent’). As in the earlier literature, conflicts and traumas
in the main character’s psyche are manifest as ghosts experienced by his son that re-enact violent episodes from the
past. Specifically, Jack – an alcoholic who cannot manage his aggression properly – has to take a job as caretaker of
the hotel. However, we learn that the previous caretaker, Grady, 5___________________ his wife and daughter as a result of
cabin fever and too much cheap whiskey. The stage is set for a repetition of the tragedy. At another level, Jack was the
victim of a physically abusive father and seems condemned to make the same mistakes with his 6________________ son,
Danny. Jack repeats his father’s bullying mantra, “Take your medicine! Take it like a man!”, even though it is he who
fails to live up to the masculine archetype, not his five-year-old son.
Moreover, Jack is socially isolated because he does not possess the psychic gift known as ‘shining’ that links – to a
greater or lesser 7_____________________ – his wife Wendy, his son Danny and the cook, Halloran. Like many children,
Danny has an invisible friend (called ‘Tony’). However, this figure is much more threatening than most such products
of childhood imaginings and equates to the doppelgänger of 19th-century Gothic literature. The idea of the double is
furthered by the Harry-Potteresque writing on the mirror; ‘redrum’ is the weakest of 8_____________________ though it
does cleverly link the horror to alcoholism.
Another Gothic throwback is the ambiguity between the supernatural and the psychological, which 9___________________
Henry James’s The Turn of the Screw (1898). The ghosts seem to be provoked by Jack’s damaged mind, yet they are
real enough to be able to physically harm their victims, such as Danny.
However, while The Shining refers back to the Gothic tradition, it also concerns itself with the preoccupations of
20th-century US culture – specifically the malevolent influence of fathers over sons, family dysfunction, alcoholism and
alienated masculinity. The fact that the novel borrows tropes and symbols from the Gothic tradition is not a weakness
but evidence that The Shining is a cut 10_____________________ most modern horror, as Saskia comments in her article.

1.

a. to

b. until

c. till

d. for

2.

a. citation

b. text

c. quote

d. exert

3.

a. modernized

b. ersatz

c. unusual

d. updated

4.

a. illusion

b. allusion

c. mention

d. invocation

5.

a. put down

b. assassinated

c. murdered

d. stiffed

6.

a. proper

b. own

c. natural

d. in turn

7.

a. extent

b. grade

c. degrees

d. amount

8.

a. homophone

b. anagram

c. palindrome

d. conundrums

9.

a. echoes

b. repeats

c. reflects

d. replaces

10.

a. over

b. above

c. beneath

d. atop
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28. Spelling. Read the articles about P.T. Barnum on pp. 20-21. The following text contains six spelling mistakes. See if
you can find them:
Benjamin Haydon was one of the best-known and most respected history painters of the early Victorian period. He
was also a sucessful portratist and he painted many of his great contemparies including Lord Wellington and William
Wordsworth. Unfortunately, P.T. Barnum unwittingly killed this British painter. In 1846 Haydon painted The Banishment
of Aristides, which was exhibited, along with other works, at the Egyptian Hall in Picadilly, London, where he had hired
a galery several times before. Unfortunately, in another part of the Hall, Barnum was showing the American dwarf
‘General Tom Thumb’ (Charles Sherwood Stratton); over the Easter week 12,000 people paid to see the American
midget, while only 133 visited Haydon’s exhibition. The painter was financially and emotionally ruined. A few weeks
later he shot himself in the head and, when that failed to kill him, he cut his own throt.
You can watch a slideshow of Haydon’s work at: http://goo.gl/LQSwci
29. Homophones. The following text comes from Act II of Death of a Salesman. However, 82 words have been
changed for their homophones. Find these homophones and replace them with the original words:
WILLY: Business is definitely business, but just listen for a minute. Ewe don’t understand this. When eye was a buoy –
eighteen, nineteen – eye was already on the rode. And their was a question inn my mined as to weather selling had a
future for me. Because in those daze eye had a yearning to go to Alaska. Sea, their whirr three gold strikes inn won
month inn Alaska, and eye felt like going out. Just for the ride, yew mite say.

Owe, yeah, my farther lived many years inn Alaska. He was an adventurous man. Weave got quite a little streak of
self-reliance inn are family. Eye thought eyed go out with my older brother and try to locate hymn, and maybe settle
inn the North with the old man. And eye was almost decided to go, when eye met a salesman in the Parker House.
His name was Dave Singleman. And he was eighty-for years old, and heed drummed merchandise in thirty-won states.
And old Dave, heed go up to his rheum, yew understand, put on his green velvet slippers – aisle never forget – and
pick up his phone and call the buyers, and without ever leaving his rheum, at the age of eighty-for, he maid his living.
And when eye sore that, eye realized that selling was the greatest Korea a man could wont. ’Cause watt could be moor
satisfying than to be able to go, at the age of eighty-for, into twenty or thirty different cities, and pick up a phone,
and be remembered; and loved and helped buy sew many different people? Do yew no? When he dyed – and bye the
weigh he dyed the death of a salesman, inn his green velvet slippers inn the smoker of the Gnu York, Knew Haven,
and Hartford, going into Boston – when he dyed, hundreds of salesmen and buyers whirr at his funeral. Things whirr
sad on a lot of trains for months after that. In those daze their was personality inn it, Howard. Their was respect, and
comradeship, and gratitude inn it. Today, its awl cut and dried, and theirs know chance for bringing friendship to bare –
ore personality. Ewe C watt eye mean? They don’t no me any moor.
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30. Architecture: Visualizing Vocabulary. Match the terms mentioned in the architecture section to the drawings.
Then match the pairs to the definitions that were given in the footnotes:
1. a barrel vault
2. a cantilevered floor slab
3. a colonnade
4. a dome

A

5. a flying buttress
6. a groin vault
7. a pendentive
8. a ribbed vault

B

C

D

F

G

H

E
DEFINITIONS
i. curved triangle of vaulting formed by the intersection of a dome with its supporting arches
ii. arch that takes weight from a wall to a separate column
iii. a refinement of the groin vault
iv. series of columns supporting (= holding up, carrying) a roof (= covering over a building)
v. series of arches creating a ceiling in the form of a half cylinder
vi. hemispherical roof
vii. the perpendicular intersection of two barrel vaults
viii. extensive thick (typically rectangular) flat piece of stone or concrete used to form a floor that project beyond the
structural façade
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31.  Wordplay – Class Activity. In this activity you have to find words in a box of letters. Words are formed by a series
of adjacent letters. A word can twist and turn provided that each letter is adjacent to the previous letter in the
word. You cannot use the same letter-square twice in the same word (but you can of course use the letter again in
your next word). Words must have two or more letters and be found in a Standard English dictionary. Past forms,
plurals and so on are valid. You get one point for each word you find in the word square which no other player
also has. You have three minutes to find the words.
Practice square:

S
S
P
V
T

A
T
U
A
R

L
E
S
L
A

E
E
H
U
I

S
R
Y
E
T

i.  In this practice square you should be able to see the words SUITE and TRAILS. Can you find any more? There are at
least another 70 words!
ii.  Now you should be ready to play against each other. Each player in turn should choose a letter to fill the letterboxes in the square below. We recommend that you mix vowels and consonants – otherwise it’s more difficult!
We suggest that you photocopy this page and use the photocopy – if you don’t, then you can only play once!

Make a note of any new vocabulary you have found in the course of the exercise.
Try and use each word several times in the course of the next few days.
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32. Calais Reading Comprehension. Read the article on pp. 47-49 and answer the following questions:
(p. 47)
1. What does the writer find it difficult to understand?
2. Why does he find it difficult to understand?
3. What is the only significant difference between life in the UK and life on the continental part of the EU?
4. How is the French law stricter than the UK’s?
5. In what way is Britain more ‘generous’ to illegal immigrants than other EU countries?
(p. 48)
6. Which two reasons, apart from Anglophilia, are given for non-British people wearing the British flag on their
clothing?
7. Why might Britain seem so attractive from the Middle East and North Africa?
8. How does Britain inadvertently contribute to the false image that it is exceptionally tolerant and open?
(p. 49)
9. Which two minorities has the Iranian immigrant learned to tolerate while living in the UK?
10. What initially attracted the Estonian woman to come to Britain?
11. Which two factors have contributed to a worsening situation for immigrants in the UK?
12. What is ‘paradoxical’ about the last statement?
33. Pronouncing Famous Building’s Names. Read the article on p. 76 and listen to audio track 5. Then, without
looking back, answer the following questions:
1. Does ‘The Leaning Tower of Pisa’ rhyme with

a. The cleaning power of freezer, or

b. Demeaning shower of Liza?

2. In ‘The Taj Mahal’ does ‘Taj’ rhyme with

a. badge

b. Raj

c. bag?

3. In ‘The Eiffel Tower’ does ‘Eiffel’ rhyme with

a. gleeful

b. Efl

c. trifle?

4. Does ‘Coliseum’ in ‘The Coliseum’ sound like

a. Collie see ’em, or

b. Collie say ’em?

5. How many syllables are there in ‘The Empire-State Building’?
6. In ‘Buckingham Palace’ does ‘palace’ rhyme with
7. Cross out (knowledge) the silent letters in:

a. chalice

Windsor Castle

b. alas
The Lincoln Center

The Flatiron Building

8. Now match these buildings to the cities in which they are located:
a. The Lincoln Center
i. Rome
b. The Hermitage
ii. Istanbul
c. The Dome of the Rock
iii. St. Petersburg
d. The Pantheon
iv. Athens
e. The Flatiron Building
v. Jerusalem
f. The Parthenon
vi. New York
g. The Blue Mosque							
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34. Sentence Transformation. Complete the second sentence so that it means the same thing as the first sentence.
The word in bold must be one of the words you use to fill the gap; do not change the form of this word. Each gap
requires between two and five words. Page (p.) and footnote (n.) references for each structure are given:
1. Who knows what the future is going to bring for this sector of the economy.
store (p. 7, n. 1)
Who knows what the future ___________________________________________________________ for this sector of the economy.
2. The rate of unemployment arrived at a maximum level in 2013 and then fell back.
peak (p. 7, n. 7)
The rate of unemployment ________________________________________________________________ in 2013 and then fell back.
3. The news from China suggests that another world recession is coming.
way (p. 7, n. 23)
The news from China suggests that another world recession ________________________________________________________.
4. In situations like this, each person tends to act selfishly to ensure his own survival.
man (p. 8, n. 11)
In situations like this, it’s _____________________________________________________________________________________________.
5. It was an excellent plan. Unfortunately, everything went wrong from the outset.
pear (p. 9, n. 11)
It was an excellent plan. Unfortunately, everything _________________________________________________ from the outset.
6. The one thing you can say for Donald Trump is that he’s frank.
mince (p. 9, n. 14)
The one thing you can say for Donald Trump is that he’s not a man ________________________________________________.
7. Jackie did what everyone else was doing and took a selfie stick with her on holiday.
bandwagon (p. 11, n. 8)
Jackie ____________________________________________________________________ and took a selfie stick with her on holiday.
8. Unfortunately, the resort was full of British ‘lager louts’.
awash (p. 12, n. 2)
Unfortunately, the resort was ____________________________________________________________________ British ‘lager louts’.
9. Harriet has always regarded us with disdain for some reason.
down (p. 15, n. 18)
Harriet has always ______________________________________________________________________________ us for some reason.
10. Yes, she seems to have a superiority complex.
across (p. 18, n. 17)
Yes, she ______________________________________________________________________________ having a superiority complex.
11. The local basketball team was legendary in the early 1980s.
stuff (p. 20, n. 3)
The local basketball team was __________________________________________________________________ in the early 1980s.
12. We decided to go out in his new car for fun.
spin (p. 25, n. 12)
We decided to take his new car ____________________________________________________________________________________.
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ANSWERS

7.
1. pig (pup)
3. ice (igloos)
5. cakes (buns)
7. emptor (comprator)
9. soft-sell (smooth-sell)

1.
1Ij, 2Le, 3Nv, 4Cn, 5Ml, 6Ks, 7Vp, 8Sf, 9Fb, 10Bk, 11Ra, 12Jg,
13Pt, 14Au, 15Hc, 16Eq, 17Di, 18Qo, 19Oh, 20Tr, 21Ud, 22Gm
2.
1c, 2d, 3g, 4e, 5a, 6b, 7f.
3.
1. Bus
4. Network
ii.
1. Yahoo
4. WhatsApp
7. Yahoo
10. Klout
13. YouTube

8.

2. Picture
5. Uniform

3. protocol

2. eBay
5. Linkedin
8. Amazon
11. YouTube
14. Yahoo

3. Instagram
6. Google
9. eBay
12. Facebook

4.

S
C
A
R
R
A
G
E
E
D
A
D
M
I
R
A
H

E
A
R
I
N
E
S
H
S
H
A
C
K
C
I
R
B

U
T
R
O
O
P
S
G
D
G
E
E
N
U
A
A
A

Q
T
E
T
R
R
O
U
L
O
A
G
R
V
R
L
R

S
L
E
E
I
E
D
O
N
T
D
V
R
N
L
L
O

E
E
K
P
C
L
Y
E
C
H
A
L
E
T
E
I
Q

N
F
A
T
E
E
L
O
R
I
S
M
P
S
U
G
U

A
L
L
I
V
E
R
N
A
C
U
L
A
R
C
H
E

M
A
N
S
I
O
N
N
R
N
T
E
R
L
U
T
N

O
L
I
Z
L
N
A
L
A
Y
L
L
C
O
N
H
T

R
D
A
A
C
O
T
S
L
I
P
I
S
E
M
O
D

R
O
E
P
S
R
T
O
I
I
C
S
Y
O
C
U
S

I
U
O
K
E
U
R
P
O
E
M
S
K
M
L
S
E

O
E
N
F
C
E
A
T
R
L
H
D
S
P
I
E
D

R
E
S
U
O
H
N
E
E
R
G
M
N
P
M
E
N

C
A
T
H
E
D
R
A
L
U
E
I
D
I
U
O
W

1. Romanesque
5. skyscraper
9. Gothic
13. shack
17. dome
21. wigwam

2. mansion
6. arch
10. barn
14. windmill
18. greenhouse
22. tepee

3. roof
7. hut
11. Baroque
15. lighthouse
19. igloo

4. vernacular
8. chalet
12. brick
16. cathedral
20. villa

5.
1. throttle
5. blink
9. know

2. wildfire
6. fell
10. light

3. shot
7. jiffy
11. drop

4. hell
8. greased
12. flash

6.
1. the
5. ones

2. always right (never wrong)
4. tin (packaging)
6. hard-sell (hard-sale)
8. customer (client)
10. an Arab (a Bedouin)

2. it
6. ought

3. can
7. as

4. also
8. set

N
O
H
S
O
T
U
B
I
M
A
W
G
I
W
U
S

S A L E S P E RSON
W A WA X T R I P
OR COP I ER
U
RA PPORT AF AR
DY E P I ONE C
DA K
GN H
S OL E A SE C A
U A A MER I TS
I GRS T AM N E
T S PAWN I NG
EH A
I O O NO
I MM I G R A T I O N
9.
1. economics
4. cows
7. broken
10. bird
13. heart

2. dry
5. hit
8. help
11. movies
14. house

3. Counties
6. charity
9. Englishman
12. match

10.
1. realms
4. academia
7. toughest
10. bugle
13. hotel suite
16. purchase
19. biased
22. ethos
25. sword
28. whilst
31. ivory
34. niche
37. county

2. grinding
5. to liken
8. barrage
11. rapport
14. unravel
17. drawers
20. stifle
23. finer
26. rapier
29. thrust
32. nuance
35. mortgage
38. chores

3. folk
6. proviso
9. nosy
12. shyster
15. naively
18. Arkansas
21. monk
24. duelling
27. to wound
30. lunge
33. quiet
36. swan

11.
A.
1. b, f.
2. He, She, It and They. ‘He’ and ‘She’ suggest that
God is exclusively one sex/gender. ‘It’ denies God
a personality. ‘They’ suggests polytheism.
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B.
a. The economic situation, elections (in the host
country) and wars (in the country of origin).
b. Because they are skilled workers who spend their
money on education in the host country and then
invest their human capital in the host country.
c. Plumbing/They were plumbers.
d. They will now pay taxes.
e. That EU citizens cannot claim unemployment benefit for
more than six months in the UK without working there.
f. Immigration from the EU.
C.
1. Cannes
2. 4/four
3. the Persians
4. South Africa
5. Kate Middleton
D.
1. She is a Caucasian/white US woman who is a black activist.
2. Dolezal studied at this university, which is predominantly ‘black’.
3. Dolezal worked for the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People
4. The President is cited as someone who is considered
‘black’ even though he is 50% white.
5. An Englishman who passed himself off as an
Ojibwa Native American in Canada.
12.
1. in
4. into
7. (a)round

2. into
5. round/over

3. (a)round
6. into

13.
1. pass
4. rapier
7. verbal

2. rattling
5. let
8. guard

3. crossed
6. Touché!

14.
1. skilfully
4. elevator
7. debris /ˈdebri/
10. faucet

2. store
5. jewellery
8. vase /veiz/
11. labour

3. pedlar
6. story
9. cosy
12. harbor

15.
1. bedrooms
3. villa
5. housing estate
7. town/village

2. fireplace
4. factories
6. main square
8. foundations

16.
1. teacher
2. incident
3. bed/lie down/hit the sack
4. leaflet/instructions
5. cooker
6. glorifying
7. Be still!/Stop that!/Cut it out!
8. private
9. reading(s)
10. clothing/clothes
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17.
1. homemade
3. homepage
5. homeboys
7. home-grown
9. homemaker

2. homeowners
4. homecoming
6. Homesickness
8. homework
10. homeland

18.
1. dead flies and water
2. 80km
3. 3.8 billion years
4. 100 times
5. caviar
6. It had huge forests of cedars and cypresses
7. from the night breeze
8. 10,000 times
9. It is used as a building material
10. By setting people’s souls ablaze with visions of exploring distant
shores
19.
1 At, 2 of, 3 to, 4 with, 5 in, 6 with, 7 with, 8 from, 9 into, 10 on, 11 to, 12
at, 13 in, 14 outside, 15 at, 16 from, 17 about, 18 with, 19 to, 20 of, 21 on,
22 on, 23 of, 24 in, 25 of, 26 of, 27 on, 28 of, 29 For, 30 of, 31 about, 32
through.
20.
1. The Normans did.
2. Because duelling was a way of restoring one’s reputation and
honour.
3. Three: Pitt, Wellington and Clemenceau.
4. Both men died.
5. He deeply regretted killing an opponent in a duel.
6. 29
7. Pistols replaced swords.
8. Because duels were especially common after elections.
9. Because his own son had been killed in a duel.
10. No, it didn’t restore his reputation.
ii.
1. save face
2. settled... differences
3. seek redress
4. trial by combat
21.
1. house
4. houses
7. build
10. built

2. tower
5. roof
8. house
11. house

3. built
6. roof
9. tower
12. roof

22.
1T, 2T, 3T, 4F, 5F, 6F, 7F, 8T, 9T, 10T.
23.
Ag1, Bi5, Ck6, Dj11, Ee3, Fh8, Gc4, Hf10, Id2, Ja9, Kb7
ii.
1. flop
2. town
3. stairway
5. dumpster
6. laundry
7. junk

4. loo

24.
groupthink, willpower, strengthen, self-denial, savour, dissent

25.
1. tore... down
3. built... onto
5. built-up
7. put... up

2. brick... up
4. pulled... down
6. knock(ing) down
8. built up

26.
1. playing out
2. stands for (British Broadcasting Corporation)
3. plays on
4. chimes with
5. looked down
6. put up
7. sizing... up
8. comes across
27.
1a, 2c, 3d, 4b, 5c, 6b, 7a, 8d, 9a, 10b.
28.
Benjamin Haydon was one of the best-known and most
respected history painters of the early Victorian period. He was
also a successful portraitist and he painted many of his great
contemporaries... at the Egyptian Hall in Piccadilly, London, where he
had hired a gallery several times before. ...he cut his own throat.
29.
WILLY: Business is definitely business, but just listen for a minute.
You don’t understand this. When I was a boy – eighteen, nineteen –
I was already on the road. And there was a question in my mind
as to whether selling had a future for me. Because in those days I
had a yearning to go to Alaska. See, there were three gold strikes in
one month in Alaska, and I felt like going out. Just for the ride, you
might say.
Oh, yeah, my father lived many years in Alaska. He was an
adventurous man. We’ve got quite a little streak of self-reliance in
our family. I thought I’d go out with my older brother and try to
locate him, and maybe settle in the North with the old man. And I
was almost decided to go, when I met a salesman in the Parker
House. His name was Dave Singleman. And he was eighty-four years
old, and he’d drummed merchandise in thirty-one states. And old
Dave, he’d go up to his room, you understand, put on his green
velvet slippers – I’ll never forget – and pick up his phone and call the
buyers, and without ever leaving his room, at the age of eighty-four,
he made his living. And when I saw that, I realized that selling was
the greatest career a man could want. ’Cause what could be more
satisfying than to be able to go, at the age of eighty-four, into twenty
or thirty different cities, and pick up a phone, and be remembered;
and loved and helped by so many different people? Do you know?
When he died – and by the way he died the death of a salesman,
in his green velvet slippers in the smoker of the New York, New
Haven, and Hartford, going into Boston – when he died, hundreds of
salesmen and buyers were at his funeral. Things were sad on a lot
of trains for months after that. In those days there was personality
in it, Howard. There was respect, and comradeship, and gratitude in
it. Today, it’s all cut and dried, and there’s no chance for bringing
friendship to bear – or personality. Ewe see what I mean? They
don’t know me any more.
30.
1Dv, 2Gviii, 3Biv, 4Hvi, 5Aii, 6Fvii, 7Ci, 8Eiii.

31.
ail, ale, ales, apt, art, ash, ass, at, eel, he, heal, heat, heel, hut, it, lap,
lash, lass, last, let, lit, lush, lust, lute, part, pus, push, pushy, puss, put,
rail, rails, rap, rapt, rat, reel, rye, sales, salt, seal, seat, see, seer, she,
sheer, shut, shy, slit, slut, stale, steal, steel, steer, sue, suet, suit, sup,
tale, tales, tar, tea, teas, tee, trail, trait, us, value, vase, vat, yet.
32.
1. Why people risk their lives to get into Britain when they are already
in the EU.
2. Because life in the rest of the EU is similar in most ways to life in
Britain.
3. Fewer people in the EU speak English.
4. In France an employer can go to prison for employing an undocumented immigrant.
5. Undocumented immigrants can claim Jobseekers’ Allowance in the
UK.
6. The design of the flag and its associations with pop music.
7. Political, social and economic stability (not democracy, which has
existed longer elsewhere)
8. Through BBC broadcasts around the world.
9. Gay people and Goths!
10. Her love of Shakespeare
11. The World Financial Crisis and the rise of UKIP.
12. It suggests that some immigrants are becoming less tolerant to
new immigrants.
33.
1a, 2b, 3c, 4a, 5. 6, 6a,
7. Windsor Castle, The Lincoln Center, The Flatiron Building
8. a. vi, b. iii, c. v, d. i, e. vi, f. iv, g. ii.
34.
1. holds/has in store
2. reached a peak
3. is on its way
4. every man for himself
5. went pear-shaped
6. to mince words
7. jumped on the bandwagon
8. awash with
9. looked down on
10. comes across as
11. the stuff of legend
12. out for a spin
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Cover: Building photo by Marina
Carresi, handshake photo (cropped)
by Cpl. Paula M. Fitzgerald (USMC),
photomontage by Nick Franklin.
Marina Carresi, Micaela De Silva,
Belén Gutiérrez, Almudena Cáceres,
Lois Humphrey, Jorge Román
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In the Next Volume of
Your English Supplement

THE
MYSTERIES
OF TIME
- Is time a very strange dimension or
does it only exist in our heads?
- Everything you will ever need to
know about the language of time.

Photo by Robbert van der Steeg

THE WEATHER
- How meteorology and climate
make us who we are.

- Talk like a native about Anglos’
favourite topic of conversation.

Plus loads more stuff on economics,
internet, science, news, language
etc. which we haven’t decided yet!
Photo by Danny Choo (Tokyo, Japan)

